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Rates of Advertising ; One inch of space, tb
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per weel
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; om
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi' ional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auctioi
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertion!
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
aud 50 cents per square lor each subsequent nsertion,
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.
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For Sale.
reasonable terms a Cottage House in Ivnigktville, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosy borne
small family. Apply to
J. G. BATES,

tor a
marl0*1 wtfPortland

OF

Chronometer Maker*’ Tools,
IVlntbemniicnl, Optical and Philo-

Walcb and

sophical Instruments, School

Apparatus Ac.,
50 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
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GREGG & CO.,

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Ornin nml other Chnrter*,
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for all part* of the world.
ellccted in, reliable
Insurance
marine

108 WAENIJT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
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every
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Thursday
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PATTERSON. Healer iu Real Estate, Office 3791
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
oe5dtf
Pearl Sts.

Notice.

day
undersigned
uuder the firm
WE partnership
have this

formed
of

a

on

the apothecary busine-s at 653 Congress

Craiz, Jackson & Brackett, Plasterers
on

was

the 16th,

continued
by llie undersigned at the old stand No. 6 South
Street, uuder the firm name of Craig & Jackson.
by

JOSEPH CRAIG,
CHARLES JACKSON.
d3w

Fairbanks’ Scales,
TIIE 8TANDARD OF

THE

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

^
*

block.

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

CARD.
J\_
Mr. Wm
take great pleasure in recommending
best house decomors eve
the
of
one
as
Schumacher
W
m. Scbu
Mr.
iliat
doubt
II Poitland, and have no
him dura
mucher will execute all work entrusted to
bly, tastily and ^tisiactorby. ^ SCHUMACHER>
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
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KEILEIl,
FRESCO PAINTER
L.

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St

Portland Me.

Law,

STREET,

oc2dtf_______

EDGAR S’ BROWN,
CoisnscISor at Law.

with, some of the
I
the
a
confident m assuring my former patrons
and the public that J can and will sell them horses
cheaper than they can be obtained at any other stable
having constantly on hand heavy.
■In New
draft, cart, dray, coaoh and coupe horses, matched
horses
pairs and gentlemen’s driving horses. My care as
are selected by the best judges with special
with
soundness,
good
to temperament, disposition,
bones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants of
before
me
a
call
Please
purchasing.
this market.
give
1 hope to make t an object for dealers to buy of me.
of horses in the
tresh

BAND, Agent.
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MADE.

Extraordinary Rates offered to Clubs.

unsurpassed in Nimplirity, Ka«r
BKtinrnl, Durability. DryiifNM muck
of K’E.
of Air mid

6

Manufacturers*

1,1

Prim

AH
Chj&t»er than any other. CAN SAVE 'iHh bet
VAN< E IN ICK IN ONK SEASON, and get a
nr
ageni
ter article by buying <rt manufacturer
Don't fail of being couvinced of this fact before buy
ing.
3. F.JTIERSSILL
Salesroom 253 Fore
•

Manufactory, Rear of No. IO Fro*H »t.
PORTLAND, IT!AZNE.

mny2<VUf

__

85 TUBS

Clioiee

Vermont

D,

FOB SAI.E

BY

■"

B. RICKER A TO.,

hereby notified that

that

care

mined for Winter

are

Mt

Front Room on lower floor at
43 PLEASANT STREET,

Wilmot.
Boarding

Gentlemen

or a

of Health.

THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul

<

se2dtf

SALE

QUANTITY OF
Spruce Piiiiig, Spurs and liacfciiiatae It uccs, by
ANY

A

Gentleman

TWO
be accommodated with first
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

WALTER C. KELLEY,

The

And Others.
PRICES

Trapeze.

Popular Actor,

an

$4.

I. A. R. A.

12th Annual Ball
OF THE

—

AT

HALL,

CITY

Concert by Chandler’s Band from 8 to 9.
GRAND MARCH AT 9,
II.

Ticket? admitting Gent and two Ladies, §1 00.
Gents’ gallery tickets 50 cents, Ladies* 25 cents, to be
obtained of the members and at the door.
Members can procure their tickets of tho President
and at the door.
Clothing checked free.
Member* please apnear inJEtegalias.
Refreshments will be for sale in the Senate Chammh23dlw
ber.

LAUD,

UAinmcrctul Pi*. Hidyokc’a Whnif.
dcodtf
Jal2

Marine Insurance!

ATLANTIC

oc5tf

and his Wife

Office

THE

161

_No.

my!9dtf

OF NEW YORK,

INSURE AGAINST.

Commeicial St.

Marine Risks

suit of rooms

store

over

formerly

—

occu-

my
THEdoctors,
pied by I). H. Ingraham, Esq., suitable for lawInsurance. Can be used totailors
or

yers,

M. G. PALMER.

gether or siugly.
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Let.

To
Furnished rooms,

furnished and unfurnished
NO. 11 MYIU’LE

rooms

rr

_•

~good mm

to let.
ST.
diw*

To Kent.
rent on Munjoy Hill

at *10 per month.
W. W. CARR,
1ST Newbury St.

PLEASANT
Apply to
mar21dtf

!FOIi

To I.et.
rooms connected, furnished or unfurnished,
5C2J CONGRESS ST.

COAL CONSUMERS. TWO
mar22

__dlw

The subscriber would call the attention of the
to

FURNISHED

Cram’s Improved Crate Barr,

NEW house rents at

constructed that It will never warp,
durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unit* with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

FINE residence

so

out

a:
miUlU

IHIUIDUC',

A

FEW

more

lio.im.r.ll'Al'

steam

dtf

Keep this More (lie People

■

House.

s

may

_dtf

.Floors fitted up for «a First-class
1oMn55f-^ouse,

get

ONE

Brushes
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~

BARGAINS
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salesroom,

JR
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REMOVAL.
E A T O N

Cheapest

'chiue
NO.

Opposite

(he

or

12 tor 50 cts.

feb24dtf

Chadbonin

eading styles

COLLARS AND CTJR'TCS,
They will snpply the trade

Pm^ERS0N

Boston, Jan. 1st, 1875.

& CO.
ja7d3meod.

LELAND

Feed for Cattle.
OTS of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco BrewWorks, Portland,
erv ODnosite Portland Co.’s
P. McGLLNCHY, Prop.
Me.

I

uovSdCm

S*E

STORE,

ED

dtl

PORTLAND, ME.

feb25

million

worth of silver has

dollars

pieces aud twenty-cent pieces. The
resumption of small chance will be attempted as soon as a reserve of $10,000,000
five-cent

---•

The Illinois Democratic House of

Repreby con-

sentatives has beeen disgracing itself
duct nearly as shameless as that of the Pennsylvania Democratic House. A hasty adjournment Tuesday was all that prevented a
rough and tumble fight in the legislative hall.
These “reform” legislatures are not bodies to
be proud of.
A notable meeting takes place in Philadelphia on the 14th proximo. The Pennsylvania society for the abolition of slavery will
celebrate its centennial anniversary on that
day. A reunion of the representatives of
the anti-slavery cause is projected, aud addresses are expected from Frederick Douglass,
William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips
and John G. Whittier.

beginning

Rents are

York, and

to tumble in .New

of real estate are

owners

trying

content themselves with six per cent
rental. Of 850 street numbers along Broad-

to

way, from Bowling Green to 14th street, 280
display the card to rent. Whole buildings
are'vacant. In Chicago, where rent3 have

been materially reduced, business is said to
be more lively than in any other large city in
the country.
The Democratic papers are bitterly regretting the good things which they have said
about the independent senators, Christiancy,*
Cameron, McMillan and Paddock. These
men are independent, but not in the Democratic sense of the word. They are honest.
The “independent” papers are already finding
out bad things about them, and one has

«

I'ltblifihem and Bookseller**

FKE litliT

11

ECEIPTS””

Portland, Bangor & IVIncliia*
and Bnteriiniioiial Sfuittii*>hip Compnnie*
and iHainc Central Railroad,
bound and unbound, for sale by

For

PORING, SHORT

& HARMON.

inhl9

diOt

to

readiness

LADIES

marlGtf

the

vote

Democratic

AND

are causing people
pretty closely every book and paper
they read, in hopes to find orthographical

to scan

Some curious results follow. A gencity who has been reading
Thompson’s work on Malacca, Indo-China,
and Japan, published in this country by the
Harpers, finds a spelling which leads him to
believe that the printed sheets were imported
by that firm, and then bound, and not reprinted here. He bases this belief on the
fact that wagon is spelled “waggon” whenThe doubling of the g in this
ever it occurs.
errors.

tleman of this

word is peculiar to England.
Who doubts that the Democratic party, if
it obtains control of the national government,
will he forced by its Southern masters to
pass many unwise and reckless measures of
which at present it does not dream ? It has
always yielded to the dictation of the South,
and there is surely nothing in its recent history which goes to show that its character is
changed. If it obtains control of the national legislature, the powerful Southern
wing will insisc upon a reversal of the decisions of the war. and the Democratic party
was never known to oppose a demand of the
South for any length of time.
a uiic ui

tuc

uivob

And Dealer in

MACHINERY,
sperm, lard,
burning, and wool

5w

■

STREET.

208 FORE

_dCm

OCtlH

VERMONT JOOPPERAS.
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
by

ports in Eucorrespondent, writing from there,

is now one of the best defended
rope.

A

says that ‘’no fleet in the world could force
an entrance, and, unless the place should be

captured by land,
wave

no

enemy’s flag will

Wholesale Agculs, Boston.
oc.25____—L-.

SEElJ».

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,
FOR SALE

HARRIS

BY

—

LITTLEFIELD,

&

143 Coannercial Street.
Portland, March IT, 1875. _# malglsdtt

sIThTiuiels
—

si

AT

in

applet

—

50 PER

BBL.,

good order and
AT

THE

BRICE.

WITI. ALLEY, JR.,
11 EXCHANGE STREET,
dlw

mar 21

ever

in its harbor.”

While the Black Hills miners

are

indus-

triously breaking quartz two parties are as
The cosindustriously hunting for them.
tume of one party is the uniform of the United States; of the other a breech-clout and a
leather. If the soldiers reach the mining
region first the adventurous miners will be at
If the Indians win the
will be sent—further.
iiTwElfc&- .'fcsLuilited have a

sent home.

tlTe'I&£tuue-seekers

The hunt is one
peculiar interest.

If they tall into the

TfcftSil^

of the one party of huntsmen their lives will
be forfeited; if into the hands of the other
a

short imprison-

A kecent issue of the Lewiston Journal
notices at length that portion of the report
of President Morrill of the Maine Central
referring ta the course of Gov. Dingley. The
article is very temperate in its tone and
meets many of the points made by Mr. Morrill. Iu the first place the Journal asserts
that the law imposing a tax on such railroads
as have become so well established as to have
a market value is similar to that of Massachusetts and that the act of the last legislature in providing a remedy for the enforcement of the collection of the tax is substantially the same as the statute providing for
the enforcement of taxes assessed upon in-

dividuals.

The

(inestion of the legality of

does say, however, that good
divided in their opinions on this

HOWE & GOODWIN,

"~€*11ASS

ui

the tax is not one which the Journal proposes to discuss. That is for the courts. It

ALWAYS D’ori SYAL.E
—

icuiainau.c

Bismarck’s exploits is the creation of the
German navy. It has now, by lavish expenditure, become very powerful its staff of officers is equal to that of any other maritime
power, and its seamen are the best treated in
the world. Kiel, on the Baltic, has been selected as the nursery of the young navy, and

they will suffer at most but

O 2a Xl

tioket,

through th'e naturalization mill. If the Republicans of Connecticut win the battle, in
face of the grpat odds against them, it will be
one of the greatest victories on record.

race

VARNISHES

CHEAP

Something New.
Bend your address tq 87 Spring St„ and
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work Tablo call and show this gem cl' the work

room.

The Democrats in Connecticut are playing
the same game which gave them the first
district in New Hampshire. The “reform”
legislature gave the power of naturalization
to the local courts throughout the state, and
then filled these courts with extreme Democrats. Now they are rushing “carpet-baggers,” who have uo qualification except their

once

Manufacturer of

<

—

appointed Messrs.

A

been forwarded from the Pacific coast to the
Philadelphia mint, and Will be coined into

WAREHOUSE

AGRICULTURAL

World,

ALBtUT COLBY’S SONS,
ag5tt

day
Sole Agents for the sale ol ail.our
WE & Kendall,
of

Portland.

Book Store in the

Boot!

SJuiiedMtalcs Hold.

NOTICE.

for the City of
at our lowest

an

100,000 tSooliM without regard to cost.
€’lorlt», Watchr* and Jcwdrj clirap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done nod
Warranted.

SQUARE,

Sewing Machine needles 5 cts. each,
February 23, 1875.

hare this

Kendall & Wliitney,

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

removed (o

MARKET

13

stands in the rily of Boston;

,

\.r4.„| for the Improved Weed Hew ing Hlaand jSlme. Druiorpt’s Patin as,
lias

FOR SALE~
One of the

old establishment with a good trade that can be relied uplumber
now
on hand which can
A small stock ot
on.
be purchased at the market prices.‘The wharf is one
of the best and most convenient in the city; a very
k»w rent. This is an unusual opportunity to obtain
The present owner is
a good paying business.
obliged to go South on account of the health of Ids
family. For particulars address R. M., Box 235. Bos•ma5dlm
ton Mass.

beat lumber

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

s.

Seeds.
Also large assortment Vegetable and Flower
For sale at the lowest cash price.

&

To Eet
lialf of a doable Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Stretft. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30, 1874

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

W

“

ABOUT

188 FORE STREET.

^

(t

February first tlio Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
and
Wbitney & Thomas. Apply to
Hodsdon,
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

Painters and Housewives!

•

fOW.

To Let.

_

our

81IGPHERD *

a
“

-AND—

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH. next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
ja20tf
Mass,, Box 117

dtf

febl2

at

JLET.

“
(f
“

200

Clorer

Need.
Michigan Clover Need.
Ohio t’lorer Seed.
Pea Vine Clover Seed.
jtlwike Clover Sefcd.
White Dutch Clover Seed.
Millett.
Hnngnrinn Grass.
<»rchard Grass Seed.
Kentucky Blue tirass Seed.

u

500
400
2oo

Below the Post-Office.

Successors to James H. Baker.

AND

Soo

KOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

Baker & Johnson’s,

—

2000 Bags Herd Gran Seed
*(
Red Top Seed,
lOOO
“
Northern New York

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

Screened,

Superior

PORTLAND.
dlmeodllm&wGw

GRASS SEEDS.

400
400
400

OVER

wTMUNGER,

CORRESPONDENT,!

200
25

well Picked

can

JOHN

To Eet
No. 142 Pine Street. Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent lias been recently repaired.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
leb!3dtf83 Middle St.

always be found at

You

-.J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

oc!2_

Ja27

and

Prayer.

and

Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
twenty* third day of March, In the year ot our
Lord one thousand eight lmndrod and seventyfive, and of the Independence of the United
States the ninety-ninth.
NELSON DINGLEY, Jb.
By the Governor.
Geobqe G. Stacy, Sec’y of State.

ililtUAi

OFFICE

Quality,

accordance with a venerated custom, and in acknowledgment of our dependence on the Divine fa
vor, I do hereby, with the advice ot the Executive
Council, appoint Thursday, tho eighth day of April
next, to be observed as a day of Public Humiliation,
In

Fasting

his ponderous volumes seem9 to be a demonstration that th>y were not worth writing.”
In the paper on Sir Walter Scott Mr. Stephen
is rather disposed to think the permanent repnof tbo “Wizard of the North”
doubtful.
He was content to amuse us with mere contrasts of costume, which will lose their interest
wheu the swallow-tail is as obsolete as the huffHe “wrote impromptu novels to buy
coat.
farms with”—good object enough, if the work
But he dealt too much in tho
were well done.
sham romanti; and in mediaeval upholstery.
Still Mr. Stephen expresses the warmest admiration for Scott as a man, and confesses that
he is “the most perfectly delightful of story-

pus it ion

io me juaioe Central or
any of its
managers but because the interests of that
city demanded a continuous line to the west.
It is further denied that tie Journal is attempting to revive any old prejudice against

capital

or

corporations, and

to

this,

prove

it states that where the Journal has exercised
its more immediate influence there has been
more foreign capital invested than in any
point in the state and that more corporations
have found a safe and profitable field for in-

dustry than in any other community in
The Journal regards the course pursued in this matter as “so clearly intended to
deter any public man in the future from taking the position that powerful railroad corporations should be controlled in the public
interests and pay a fair proportion of the public burdens,—that the question transcends
mere personal considerations, and becomes
The question
one of great public interest.”
is certaiu'y one of so general importance
that its consideration should not degenerate
into personalities.
Maine.

PROCLAMATION.

A

LET»

in Casco Bank Building. Apply to
\VM. H. CONANT, Treasurer’s Office,
Portland & Rochester Railway, 191 Middle St.

Best

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company.
LOSSES PAID 1ST TDIRTY DAYS
AFTER PROOF.

feb4

HOUSE

OF THE

percent

Office 166 Fore Street,

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OPPICE
or to B. THURSTON «Sc CO., Ill
Exchange Slrcet.

and Manufacturer.

—

40

Street

heated lodging rooms to let
NO. 12 TEMPLE ST.

TO

fe21

Danforth

mal*lm___

Z. SARGENT,
Proprietor

near

J

II Mun..v..

Union

to clean yonr fires wilhthe Furnace doors*

fnn

MAINE.

BY THE GOVERNOR,

The spelling matches

Dividend to Policy Holders oe
Premiums terminating in 1874,

ton, Commercial St., Holyoke’s Wliart.

contrived

opening

Tyng

on

:

$16,003,584.74

For Kent.
X

—

ASSETS

a

cars.

so

Twenty-live Per Cent of the Fuel,
and in

Woodford’s Corner, 5, to

5 9, looms, will lie ready last ofandMarch. Handy
splendid locaIn
good neighborhood
T. H. MANSFIELD,
tion,
Inquire ot
at Woodfoid’s Corner.
ma4ti

to

Office 123 Commercial Street.
This Barr is
ami hence its

Inaliltf

To Kent.

at

SAWYERS

CAPT.

To I,et.
ROOMS. Call at IT Brown Street

ON

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
hy the year or passage.

on

To Let.

NICE
0pp. New Custom House
tt
ma26

seen

Only

To Kent.

COMMERCIAL ST.,

to be

reserve commu-

discovered that Mr. Cameron “has an evil
look,” and “is like his Pennsylvania kinsman.”

can

class Board and

over our

Coal

Randal 5 & McA I lister THE

now

OF

STATE

•

Nl miners
Doors open at 7; commence at 8.
Wcdneftdnyti and Satardny* at 2J I*. M. Adthe
house.
15
of
Children
mission 25 cts. to all parts
cts. Box office open daily from 9.30 A. M. to 4 P. M.
dl
w
mar25

second, third and fourth
Floors over our Store. Recently occupied by ID.
in all the rooms.
and
Water
Gas
&
Co.
Golder
C.
•
E. T. ELHEN & CO.
ma22eod2w

public

or

is accumulated.

ADMISSION.

OF

35 cts.
Parquette.
Gallery..-.•-.25 cts.

comer

To Uet.
Store recently occupied by
John Winslow Jones. Apply to
RYAN & KELSEY,

satisfaction: they are
For parlor Stovej and

NEVER FAILS TO SCISY

decll"

cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

Orchestra Chairs.50 cts.

TO LET.

malldeodtt

60

as

publication

lor

_

John’s and Hickory Coals!

and after Hie Aral

Certifying Manifest.an
1.00—$1.-0n
Bill

Song

and Dance.

Board.

use.

Harleigh Lehigh

st.,

at 2231 Cumberland
Also table board.

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try ouf

Shipmasters.
nn

tryjj are
day ol September, 1874. the new regulations
of the Republic o!
prescribed by the Government will
take effect.
Snani ill regard to Corsulai lees
are as follows:
vessels
of
clearance
'TLe fees for
with
CargoFor Vessels
Ceititrlng Manifest .. ?15.00
Bill of Health... 4.00—$19.0
For VfSNflw wltkCHf Cargo:

SMIONTOM

,83 I'UB, BTUEET.
decs

merchants and

FOR

Butter

10 Brls. New Orleans Molasses,
—

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

To

PEERLESS.
at

and expense, se-

We have with a great
lected and have on hand a largo stock of the

(3003)

In the very best manner,

4 in N umber.

HARRY BLANCHARD,
Double-Voiced Tenor.

Boarding.
deal of

indispensable, not necessarily
a guaranty of good laith.

Wo

Irish Comedian.

jaltf_

Sizes, from Card to life,

finished

the Stati

latest linprovcmen

and Retail

nr

PLEASANT

IN

COE’iliM

It is

Wholesale

Board.

To Let with Board.

Rooms,

dec!5

the

High,

threo boarders can bo accommodated with
board in a private family. Rooms newly furnished. inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
«lwtf
ja!3

Me.

i J. U. P. BURNHAM,
eodly
Dry Air Refrigerator!
and 8iy.#s.
combining all

W. H. HOBBS, Bee. Sec’y.
mal9dtd
Portland, March 19, 1875.

MARKET SQUARE.

etc., for every de

In all Stylos, Grades
The Largest and Best Assortment

FEW gentlemen can
pleasant rooms and board at £8 Pleasaht St.,
also table boarders.
lw*dtf
feb9

A

To EcE

an

All

The LAIIONTS.AIBHKT & JCIVIVIG,
Gymnasts and Acrolats.
MISS MINNIE GHSY,
Tho Little Comet.
MAGGIE UASSAN,
Serio-Comic.
lew ballet.
Negro Comedian.
FRED AND EMILY SEICSEL,
Ballet Dancers.
The ST. FELIX BALLET-TKOCPE,

Music by Chandler’s best right, D.
Cbaudler prompter.

be accommodated with

near

SAFE

Park, Portland,
Opposite
association
formed
whereby
HAVINGbuyers supply weeklycountry,
throughout
shall

ription of building._

SAVE THE

THE

THAT

Lincoln

(L$oy<l Block,)

and side
ST.

Board.

TO

—

COMPANY:

Monday Evening,March 29.

75 FREE

room

p. M.

§TREET,

Superintendence,

with board at
PLEASANT
marlOdtt

Wholesale and Retail,

{

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Plans, Details,

dDm

^TlSES

febll

■architect,
MIDDLE

CO.

<5c

fe24

ST.

CHARLES H. KIMBALL
1-2

Booms To Let.
unfurnished front room

311 Broadway) New York.

BUFUS

with the following

EXCELLENT

ma2t t

Safety Money

FAIRBANKS

myO___—

180

TWO

Please call at the above named Office and

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.

E> A

^U«cisSfflBTc"r.by
MIDDLE

good

place.

England*

V»OK.T3LiiVM13, MAINE.

Baker’s Cart,

Store. Four
Address
G. H. G., This Office.

To Let with Board.
rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished, to let with board at203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

Library, THURSDAY,

WAREHOUSES-2 JTIilk Street Boston.

FOB

given.

GRAND RE-OPENING
Monday Evening, March 29tli,

Irish American Relief Association

Annual Meeting of this Society will he held
at the Young Men’s Christian Association
April 1st, 1875, at 4 o’clock

Drawer.

best
receive
season, I feel

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

WARD. Manager.
KELLEY.Stage Manager.

u.

Stabled28 Franklin St,

'Sylvester,

Counsellors at

BO

marl'<d2w#

..

]vit_

*

years* good

SOCIETY OF MAINE.

OBA

XO. 16 MARKET STREET,

84 MIDDLE

a situation to drive a
or in a Wholesale

a

THE

UNITED

ALSO

Miles’ Patent Alarm

*

good rooms, well located, unfurReference exchanged. Address
X. BOX 155T.

stoady'man
Team
BY Express
references

Animal Meeting of the Merchants’ Exchange
will be held at the Merchants’ Exchange Room,
TiicsiIht, March •'lOlli, at 1 I oJcIocli A. JTM.,
for the election of Directors for the ensuing year and
the transaction of such other business as may legally
come betore the meeting.
vr Q
E. L. KING,
Supt.
mai25d5t

ALSO

—

R., Press Office.

Wanted.

THE MOST DURABLE.

ff

many^cars. MCIIljnACHKB.

*

ITork & maple

merchants’ Exchange.

at Paris in

Designed tor and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.

I have takei
I respectfully inform tlio public that
ami will atteni
the business ot Cbas. J. Schumacher
I shall en
me.
to
entrusted
all
jobs
promptly to
(le.ivor to keep the reputation which my predecessoi
so
has held for

Opera House.

Boxes.32

three

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

WOULD.

In every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence

PAINTER,

Ward’s

—

1867.
Vienna, iVIontreal, 1873.
Pbiladelphin, 1874.
THE MOST ACUUllATE.

Highest Prizes

INJECT OB

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

A.

or

nished.
TWO
marl9tf

cor.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Nearly

desolved
and Stucco workers,
THE
limitation. The business will be
inst..

ma24

L.

ftooins Wanted.
Street,

give special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, ami will sell at the lowest cash prices.

HOLT & WHITNEY,
to carry
Street.

Address

satisfactory.
marl9tf

erences

J. W. A II. II. MCOUFFEE,Cor. Middl
& I’ nion Httt,

co-

THE BIOS! CONVENIENT.

--rriiGnhell

Roofers.

We

built to order.

W.

Street.

name

apll___

deebii\«

Tenement Wanted.
from 3 to 6
gentleman and wifo a tenement of Two
of thfe
BY rooms, furnished or unfurnished.
ltef.
rooms must be large and facing south or west.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 95 Exchange

We will warrant them to give
durable and tree Irom slates.
Furnaces, the

COPARTNERSHIP.

MANUFACTURERS OF

5

maid

Real Estate Agents.

_

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
si
FOR SALS—One New Portable Engine, 40 her

tion

uot read anonymous letters and communiTlie name aud address of the writer are in

cases

but

startling Scenic effects. In preparaUncle Tom’s Cabin, with entirely new

Double

dtf
-—-t

G.

firm of

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Water Wheel,
A icon’s Turbine
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

all

LONDON !

IN

and

new

We do
cations.

THE LEBANONION BROS.,

203 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

JAMES MII.I.ER.No. 91 Federal Street.

Security, in Portland,

Dissolution.

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

LOST

CHASE*AND DAVIS,

—

W. S. MAINS,

Plumbers.

on

the

BY

—

TERI BEST COALS

CHARLES L. HOLT, M. D.,
JOHN H. WHITNEY.
Portland, March 22d, 1875.mar23eod3t*

MACHINE WORKS

FRESCO

Bottles

Middle Street.
S4.,cor. Cross.

for
and

to Eoan.

Money

PORTLAND

power,

be

Gt. Patterson’s

Negotiated.

Office*.

This Eveuins,
will bo produced the great sensation Drama
with

SATURDAY MORNING MAR. 27, 1875

HALL.

CITY

com-

Copartnership

BROKERS.

BCE’S

ran

first, class Heal Estate

EnMcDonough Patent Bed Uounges,
ameled Clmira, &C.
rp-All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oxeil and matted._Qcto- i.O f J

THE

barney McNulty,

Champagne, Pints. Quarts, and Brandy

Photographers.

TWO

or

Spring

office of Mattocks & Fox, 183 Middle St.

_rttl
Bottles Wanted Iniediaiely.

Cross, Portinczdo

ON vicinity—Kents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.

MANUFACTURER OF

FOB

at

ma20

State street

op

BULLETIN.

Suits, Lounges.
Beds, Mattresses,

AfJENTS

A. K15ITH.

Cor.

pilvate

or

stables and pay cash.
WILL
WM. THOMPSON,

Friday trom 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. IV. ROBINSON, Beal
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM#. II. MORSE,
jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

TJ 3r* IIO LSTERER

SHIP*

manure Wanted.
imediatoly from public

iako it

_..

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

OPPOSITE

«T. D.

Elizabeth,

J. I. HAKKOUK, 950 Fore Street, Cor.ol

SAEE,

FOR

:IS
From 12 1-2
foot,
also water lols accessible by rail to all railroads ento
tering the city. Apply
MOSES GOULD. 55 North Street.
or J. V. PROCTER,9.3 Exchange St.
ebl8eod2m

sale.

MAINE.

W.,

{

Pattern and Model Maker.

"IllBEE

cents per

to

F.

H. L.

i & Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Exchange St. Upholstering of a!! kind,
done to order.

U. la. HOOPER,
Street*.

City of Portland,
EOTS

HOUSE

J. H. HOOPER,

Parlor

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

Stair Builder.

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocare ottered for sale.
an acre of land ou tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., iu Poitland, and compos a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern S2*op. Boiler
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of 'fowls for heavy work ami general Machinery
aud a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and ‘Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to tbe proprietor at tbe Works.
W. II. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.
dtf
Jal2

well-known Deane property

Will practice In Androscoggin and Oxford Count(ltijOOutl

Press Office.

MAN and his wife tr take charge of tho AlmsAphouse and town farm at Cape Elizabeth.
plication received at the Selectmen’s office uutil Sat
urday, March 27, 1875
Overseers
THOS. B. HASKELL. )
of Poor
FLISHA N. .JORDAN,
FRED’K HATCH.
) Cape Elizabeth.
marOd&w td
March 8, 1878.
Cane

WALTER COKEY A CO., Arcade, No.

B. F. I,IBIS Y, I.o. 959 Fore
Ci'Omm Kt., in Deleno’s Mill.

SALE-

containing about 12000 teet ofland, with
TIIE
modious dwelling bouse in good repair, is ottered

STREET,

pleasantly situated, with
wife. Address

room,

gcutlemauaud

a

A

J. N. McCOY A CO., 98 Spring Street.

THEWorks
about

50

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

J. A. MSKIUL

|

scenery.__feb22tf

Wanted.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

(In Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND.

a^mortgagm^

LAND FOR THE LANDLESS.

Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE

on

Valuable Iron Works

ANDREWS"

C.

8.

fur

Real Estato & Mortgage Broker,

ma-ieodlw

bankers
LETTERS OF
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES and
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
for
EAST, available in all the principal cities; also
TELEnse in tlie United States, West Indies, Ac.
to
PARIS,
LONDON,
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN. ®c. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
ja7eodly
received.

board,
A
mar22*lw

Carpenters and Builders.

A. S. HA VIS A CO., No. SO
J. II. I,AMSON, 159 Middle

®A

NASSAU ST., NEW YORK

IVoh. 0 A 11

FURNISHED

J. PERKINS manufacturer ofplain
fancy Candies, ilS? Congress St,
Portland Me.

Dry Dock.

FIRST class 2J Story Brick House, on one
of the best Streets in the western part of the
city, with a fine lot of land. This property is
beautifully located having the Sun all day, and ono
ot the best and most convenient arranged houses on
the Market, 12 Rooms, Splendid Cellar, with an excellant furnace, fine Bath Boom, and water Closets,
Hot and Cold vVater throughout the house. Sold for
a
no fault, I'lilv that the owner is about making
residence in another State. A large portion oi the

FOR

JOBBER,

O.

*lw

Wanted.

J. A.' MERRILL A CO., 159 Middle St.

premises.mnr23dlf

the

C. P. BABCOCK,

MANUFACTURER

TWO
era, at
mar25

Street.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

SJTIARDON, SCAIWftlAN A CO.,

ar>2l

MODEL MAKER &

a few table beardHO. 31 FEDERAL ST.

apply to,

FOR SAFE.

38 Exchange Street,

103

Wanted.
gentlemen boarders, and

Exchange, No. Ill Excbnuge St.
SHALL A S0ACHFORD, No. 55 Plam

and

subscribers wishing to relinquish the Bailing
business, otter for sale their entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with all tho Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts,
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually lound
In a first class bakery. The above proiierty is located
in tbe business part of tbe city,a,id is a very desirable
location ior business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
person TVishing to engage in Hie business will find
as tbe business is well estabthis a rare

i

PREpp.

THE

WALTER C.

the practice of his profession at

W. C.

A

Book Binders.WM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.

I,

ON

COUNSELLOR AT-LAW

Portland,

^PORTLAND MUSEUmT^

Portland.__

Confectionery.

For Sale l

on

W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
has resumed

Wanted.
LADY book-keeper. Must be a good and rapid
penman, single entry. References required.
Address wiih own hand writing box 1275, Pest Office
mar26tf

_

published every Thursday Morning at $2.501
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.
Is

BUSINESS

WANTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

_

HOYT, A FOGG No.9l Middle wired.
T. I*. MctlO WAN, 951 Congress SI.

TwaKS"SSi
wash’

tail,

=

axnem, in advance.

terms $s.oo per

1875._

-—;

M

Booksellers and Stationers.

!

I’ORJSALE

ST., PORTLAND.

AT 109 EXCHANGE
Terms :

CO.

march 27.

""

1,1

11

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

ESTATE..

REAL

1

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by th

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

morning!

fortland, Saturday

,»

lawyers are
subject, and
Governor has as good a

suggests that the
right to express his own convictions ou the
subject as President Morrill. Farther than
that all of the charters of the roads making
up the consolidated Maine Central do not
contain the sections of the old Androscoggin
& Kennebec Kailroad
charter, nnder
which exemption from taxation of the franchise is elaimed, nor has the Legislature
transferred to the consolidated compauy, the
rights contained iu any of the four char ters
of the corporations making up the present
Maine Central. The Journal further claims
it is not hostile to the Maine
that
Central. It has advocated the grant/ing of a charter from Lewiston to
the Grand Trunk line, not because of op-

ellers.”

Hawthorne, who is the subject of the
sixth paper, Mr. Stephen treats delicately and
discriminateiy, styling him the finest if nog
the most powerful genius of America. Hawthorne's greatest achievement, in the critic’s
view, is that he has shown what elements of
romance are discoverable amoDgst the harsh
prose of this prosaic age. Mr. Stephen holds
that it was an advantage to Hawthorne to bo
“confined till middle age amongst the bleak

granite

rocks arid tha half-baked civilization
England.” “If his life had passed
where the plough may turn up an antiquity
in every furrow, and the whole face of tho
country is enamelled with ancient culture, bo

Current Notes.
Cheering words come up from Connecticut
Republicans. The infernal dissensions which
have weakened the party so seriously for two
years past are healed, and a vigorous and aggressive campaign is being made.
The Rochester Express says: “The secession avowals of Senators Kernan and Eaton
in their recent maiden senatorial speeches,
are attracting considorafekiritefiiiefl throughout the country. The press has sounded inS

of New

might have wrought more gorgeous hues into
his tissues, but he might have succumbed to
the temptation of producing mere upholstery."
“Having to abandon the poetry which is manufactured out of mere external circumstances,
he was forced to draw it from deeper sources.”
•iire 'cofietrsliog essay9 are devoted to Balzao
aud He QuinceyT^QfBalxac we are told that
iu the quality of iutensejS-ighzation of actors
and scenery he is uuiquo. He'iwljeyed in his

note of alarm.”
Senator Johnson closed with

a few remarks
to the Constitution of the United
He approved of that document.—Cin-

relating
States.

display a Wonderful knowledge of the human
heart—holding that such knowledge does aot
exist. The greatest poet or novelist, be says,
describes only one person, and that is himself;

convictions; and could be ill-spared from his
Congress. Fortunately, his worth is
as well recognized at home as abroad, and his
election is pretty well assured.—Chicago Trib-

and he differs

seat in

trom

tne

acters.

uurnngion

Hawkeye: “Probably the greatest ignoramus
in America is Haines, tbe Speaker in the Illinois House of Representatives. He has not
sufficient parliamentary knowledge to qualify
him to preside over a country debating sqciety, aud be appears to be using his position
to advertise his utter incapacity.”
Scheuck might have held his v>wn against
common American piles, but when it comes
to bucking against baronial estates, and impassive Saxons whose incomes average a
million and more a year, bluff is impotent

admirable
to listen

Society is very corrupt, but intensely amusing.
Paris is a hell, but hell is the only place worth
in. Mr. Stephen finds that his novelist
took a pleasure in dwelling upon horrors from
which a healthy imagination shrinks, and rejoiced greatly in gloating over the mysteries of
iniquity. Hi3 morbid tendencies seriously
injure his art. He wished to show that life
in Paris is as interesting to the man of real
insight as anymore ideal region; but he fall*

living

short in

things

By Leslio Stephen. New
For sale by

Loring, Short & Hannon.
Mr. Leslie Stephen has collected in the volume which hears the title Hours in a Library
several articles of his published iu the Cornbiil

attention from its wearer. “But J)e Quineey
sborns this maxim, and boldly challenges our
admiration by appearing in the richest coloring that can be got out of the dictionary. His
language deserves a commendation sometimes
bestowed by ladies upon rich garments, that
it is capable of standing np by itself.” As an
example at once of bis style and of bis affinity
jo Sir Thomas Browne, Mr. Stephen quotes Do
Qaincey’s comment upon a passage in the Urn‘Now since these bones have reBtcd
Burial:

reader peruses the essays very likely witjioui
ever once thinking that they have exceptional
merit. He finds himself saying every now and
theD, “that is just,” “that is a neat way oi
stating it,” “that is certainly so.” Tbe reflec
tions are so apposite that they seem the only
The judgments are so
proper things to say.
calm, comprehensive, dispassionate that we a1
It is only when we get
once accept them.
through that we are aware of how much we
have learned, that we realize how much clearer and more sharply defined a view we have of
the author treated upon than when we began
our reading. The style is pure, easy and entertaining, and we are never left in doubt as to
the meaning intended—something rarer in crit-

quietly

of

nl_l_r_L

at.

VUU4IKO

not

the critics of France. In our country the faithful translation of Mireio at the
hands of Harriet Preston has given us an appreciation of tbe wild and genuine nature of ’ts
poetry and of what it must be with the melo.
and rhythm of the rich Southern didious

ring

alect.
“In the Camargue” is clear and vivid prose
yet grows poetical at times in description of
natural scenes. It is so original in detail that
it might be mistaken for a translation were it
not for tbe purity aud fluency of its Foglisb.
At any rate tbe writer must have spent much
time and study in this particular region of
and made herself familiar wlih its

is brought out best by the most prosaic
accuracy of detail. The faculty of giving veri
similitude is of the highest use. The samo i.
The amazin'
true of the Plague in Loudon.
truthfulness of the style is hero in its prope

position

country,

its peoscenery, the peculiar characteristics of
ple, their pastimes, superstitions and legends.
She must have seen thoj orange and mulberry
silver-whito
groves, and the mirages of the vast
salt plains. She must have been la the tbickest of the “ferrade”and assisted at the “mues*

we wish to be brought as near as rna;
be to the facts. But no such desire posse use
us in reading of the coarso and quite uuseuti
of Koxana, aud Captain Jack

place;

^gjgn^sLSjimes

I'*vb

.filing

and MoUFlahcfcfS.'-\-*
The essay on Kichardson’s novels is vast
!y more entertaining than tho novels them
who have lead ueither wt
selves, and
unhesitatingly recommend the bright sentence:
cf Stephen in preference to tho prolixities ol

ly

or

painted

Tiw.

ut.,w<7

so

lovingly.

iis ao<i

nnrt

51ml

the characters

are

life-like. Ilambert the cattle-guard ia a grani.
noble fellow and bis tragic death and tender
burial are very affecting. Noel is always a pio*
ture, either when swinging among the branches of the orange trees, with her dusky hair
braided and laid about her shapely bead iu a

to^hose

the author of “Clarissa.” The criticism is jus
aud discriminating. Whilo Kichardson’s gen
ins is recognized, his immense capacity foi
twaddle and the prosaic nature of his angel:
receives proper attention. Mr. Stephen point:
out tho distinction, too ofteu neglected, he
While every
tween popularity and celebrity.
body knows the names of Sir Charles Grand!
son and Clarissa Harlowe they are few indeei
who have ever road the eight-volumed novels
Kichardson is not singular in that particular
How few have read “Paradise Lost” or “Th )

Faety Queen”! The fact that Alfred de Mus
set and other French writers cf the iutcus
school have waxed enthusiastic over Clatiss
is mentioned

by Mr. Stephen with some stit
prise. Perhaps they,like the rest of the world
have never re.fd tho prolix fiction. Ouo cir
cumstanee dwelt upon in tho review seems t ,
us far strouger proof than anything else ad
duced that Kichardsou had the spirit of tin
true artist. During the writiug of his grea
work he was implored by many whose opinioi ,
to save Clarissa and make lie
he

■

respectod

tha t
happy. But ho knew better than they
death was the only escape for her.
The two succeeding essays treat of Pope, th i
a nov

elist, tho second on Mr. Elwin’s edition of hi 3
works. Pope is charitably yet discriminating
ly treated. One fact is brought out with con
siderable emphasis. He distinctly recognizoi l
bis true vocation in life, and adhered to it wit
He regarded tli e
unflinching pertinacity.
wealth which ho had earned as a retaining fet
not as a discharge from his duties. Mr. Stepbe a

exceptions

expounded,

captivated

veDturous incidents upon which the most un
flinching realism can bo set at work withon
danger of vulgarity. It is one of tho excep
tional cases in which the poetical aspect of

akes many

Time

Since the days of the troubadours, the laud
of “Sunny Provence” had fallen far from its*
early elory of poetry, song and romance until
a few years ago what is termed the “Provencal
Revival” opened a new field for poets and ro"
mancers, delighted the common people and

cumstatitial. He cannot tire us with details
The main thing is to bring out tho situation
plainly and forcibly, to tell us of the difficulties of making pots aud pans, of catching
goats or sowing corn, and of avoiding auda
ciouB cannibals. We have the romantic and ad

to Mr. Ehvin’s con

mentary, and says that “the main outcome

impassioned requiem

some

Harmon.

to the

cripple as

to

chambers of forgotten dead—the trepidations
of time and mortality vexing, at secular intervals, the everlasting sabbaths of the grave!”
In the Camaroue. By Emily Bowles. Loring,
Publisher, Boston. For sale by Loring, Short &

ordinary level of commonplace facts. We can
find it easy to believe them, but tor the mosi
do not care
part thev are so deadly dull that we
In Eobinson Crusoe, however,
to read them.
the situation changes. He cannot be too cir

first of the little Twickenham

prelude

And these vast successions of time distinguished and figared by the uproars which revolve at their inaugurations; by the drums
and tramplings rolling overhead upon tho

.. "O
^nn».
*--

kept

and

the drums

by generations or centuries but by vast periods
of conquest ami dynasties; by cycles of Pharaohs and Ptolemies, Antiocbi and Arsacidesl

De Foe has discovered precisely the field ii
which his talents could be most effectually ap
plied, and that the world has ground for its
favoritism. He had the most marvellous powhis
er ever known of giving verisimilitude to
In most of his stories he

a

decumanus of rhetoric!

Crusoe has been suffered to cast iota the shade
the other novels of equal merit, is traversed,
Mr. Stephen holds that in Kobinson Crusoe

fictions.

under

breathing from the pomps of earth and from
the sanctities of the grave! What a Jluctus

nothing to question.
The opening art'cle is upon De Foe’s novels
VI

in the grave

tramplings (of three conquests.* &o. What a
melodious asceut,” De Quineey exclaims, “as

icism than may be supposed. Exuberant pa
triotism may lead, us to demur a little to the
treatment, of Hawthorne, and old association;
some
may call forth a feeble protest against
things said of Scott; but in the main there is

■

unable to represent
a taste for Impos-

guage were emptied of all meaning whatever,
the mere sound of tho words would move us,
as tho lovely word Mesopotamia moved Whitefield’s hearer.” The beauty of the thought is
lost in the splendor of the style. Language is
the'dress; and that dress is the best, aocording
to modern canons of taste, which attracts least

the Fortnightly, and Fraser’s. The collection
is one of the best specimens of literary criticism which has been published since Lowell’s
last volume. Unlike that work it arouses no
suspicion that critical judgment is ever slighted
for the sake of saying a brilliant thing. Tht

a

far as he is

they are, and has

Of De Quineey Mr. Stephen has not the most
exalted opinion. He is given tho credit
however of standing absolutely alone as tho
inventor and sole performer on a now musical
instrument—for such an instrument is tho
English language in his bands. “If his lan-

Scribngr, Armstrong- & Co.

LUUI^IiaiUU

so

as

sible horrors.

Recent Publications.

XUU

capacity for suffering, and
sympathetically to their

forces us
cries of
anguish. That is the secret of their power
and his. A great mistake is to consider that
Balzac in a fit of lofty moral indignation, tears
off the veil and discloses tho corruption* of
modern society. He represents the world as
wicked, it is true, but he makes it fascinating.

Buchanan’s attorney general, that, while rebellion may be wrong, the government has
no power to put it down if it shields itself
behind the shelter of state sovereignty.—
Philadelphia Press.

A Library.

of

power

women

_

Republicans as a campaign document. Senator Eaton is the Jeremiah S. Black of 1S75.
and believes firmly in the pure principle ol
Democracy so forcibly enunciated by Hr.

in

told of Balzac's

always thinking about not breaking it.” His
women are not vafied in character, nor very
lifelike; but he has endowed them Vith an

Louisiana debate in the senate should be
printed and distributed by the Connecticut

York:

are.

ble dramatic skill in the performance.” At
best they breathe in an unwholesome atmosphere. ‘‘Even when they don’t think of breaking the seventh commandment, they are

English lord poker, and

Hours

neces-

give ns
the impression that they are courtesans acting
the character of virgins, and showing admira-

cast-iron face worthless.

a

We

painting women; but “his best

Teach an
bis first instinct is to
bide-his time and bet on a big hand. His
second is to make his adversary prove whether he is bragging or not, though it be necessary to sell every oak in the family park. An
Englishman will not be bullied.— Washington Cor. Chicago Times.
Senator Eaton’s Bourbon speech in tbe

and

Irom his inferiors, not

sarily in having a more systematic knowledge, but in having wider sympathies, and, so
to speak, possessing a greater number of char-

une.
trinute

dreams.

bined

The general public, outside of Connecticut,
will be mo3t interested in the vote on Congressmen. In the first district, General Joseph R. Hawley is up for reeleetion. He is a
valuable man to the Republican party, always vigilant, industrious and faithful to his

toucmng

skillfullj^tNB^^

His genius for
photographic detail explains his strange
power of mystification. But our critic objects
to the statement that the Frenchman’s novels

own

cinnati Commercial.

A

isn’t that all be ever claimod to be?

Of

f

coronet, and with her beautiful eyes, radiant
with love and youth, or after years of weary
waiting we see her at last a lovely pure-eyed
It
nun in a gray flowing robo and white cap.
a
is one of the best books we have read for long
and
time and we recommend it to novel readers
novel lovers.
Lan-

The Globe Dictionary of the English
For sale by
Boston: Bates & Lauriat.
GUAGE.
Dresser, McLellan & Co.
hundred pages
This volume of nearly eight
but will be
is specially intended for school use,
found to be of convenience and value to all
who have frequent occasiou to consult tho
Its handy form, low
pages of a word-hook.
price and completeness of vocabulary will
make it a geucral favorite. It does not pretend to give all the technical terms to be met
with iu the higher scientific and pbilosophic'al treatises, yet many, if not most, of these
are contained iu it.
Tho definitions have been

give a full, clear and accurate
of ail the setises in which a word
has been at different times employed. So far
as possible tho historical development of the
word has been set forth. The etymology is
defiuita and as lull ns necessary. The pronunso

framed as to

exposition

ciation ol the words

is

clearly

and unmis-

takably indicated by reprinting them in dIionetic spelling, with distinct syllabication, disaccents and marked vowel sounds.
Numerous illustrations are given of interesting objects in natural history, mechanical contrivances, scientific and artistic fonns and protributed

ductions, &c.
0

%

.
0

_

...

words and phrases
The appendix contains
and modern languages, a
from the ancient

words and pnrases, a conglossary of Scottish
and Roman mythology,
cise account of Greek
the pronunciation
and abbreviations

of scriptural proper names,
and arbitrary signs used in

writing and printing.

simplicity of arThe fullness of matter,
and low price (SI SO) must render

rangement,

the volume generally acceptable’
Volume. Mystery. BosLittle Classics. Eighth
For sale by Bailey
ton. J. R. Osgood & Co..
Noyes.
Classics provokes
The eighth volume of Little
the appearance of
which
statement
same
the
that the series is
its predecessors called forth,
of the best short
the most attractive collection
been
stories in the language which has. ever
contains the Btory of a
out.
_

Mystery

brought

Beacon Hill ghost, by William O'Connor;
DickAmelia Edwards’ Four Fifteeu Express;
Hauntens’ Signal-Man; Allan Cunningham’s
A Raft that no Man Made, by Rob-

ed Ships;

Franert I.«well; The Invisible Princess, by
cis O’Connor; The Advocate’s Wedding-Day,
Birthby Catherine Crowe; and Hawthorne’s

mark.

___

Magazine Notices.

Co. (41 BarThe Leonard Scott Publishing
have sent us their reprint of
N.
Y.)
Street,
clay
Blackwood’s Magazine.
the March number of
Lord Lytton’s
The following are the contents:
of
Speeches; Andromache—The Daughters
A Dog without a Tail; The Abode of

Priam;

Alice

Snow—Zanskar;

Lorraine,

Part

XII;

The Prospects of the Session.
For the last thirty years the pages of Blackwood have contained many contributions from
the pen of Lord Lytton, distinguished for their
excellence and versatility. The purpose of the
first article is to make the readers of the magazine as familiar with the public as they may be
supposed to be with the literary career ot that
eminent author; and the recent publication of
in Parliament has afforded the opbis

speeches
portunity of providing a

sketch of his political
first inlife, of which the present paper is the

stalment.
The story of. Andromache and the daughters
of Priam, here briefly told, gives occasion for a

Hews and Other Items.
The Toledo Blade has become the exclusive
who is now its
property of Johu Paul Jones,
and “Nasby” is only a
editor and

publisher,

contributor to its columns.
The Arcadian Is authorized to contradict the
has been retained
report that Theodore Tilton
by the Hanging Committee of the National

Academy of Design.
The New York city post office is selling over
fflOOO worth of newspaper stamps alone, a day,
The postmaster says this is a sure barometer
of revival in.business.
William Mason and George L. Crocker of
Taunton, and Oliver Ames of North Easton,

Mass., have bought the Taunton Car Works for
$16,000. The original cost of the works was
$75,000.
A colored congregation in Dayton have decided to forgive their clergyman for betting on
three card monte and losing $90 of festival
One of the deacons remarked: “We
money.
is all human, and the game is werry exciting.”
The French Academy of Sciences has just
elected the emperor of Brazil a corresponding
member by 43 votes out of 57. The emperor
was informed of the fact by telegraph and returned thanks by the same means.
The house occupied by George Bancroft in
Washington, where he is completing his history, has had for its tenants James K. Paulding, Washington Irving, John P. Kennedy,
William Wirt, Peter Force and Jared Sparks.
Mr. Henry C. Jarrett proposes that twelve
four-oared crews shall be selected from among
the pupils of twelve different schools, and that
they shall take part in a regatta, He offers the
winning crew a free excursion to London and
back.

Strawberries

for sale now in the New
At a wedding breakfast tlie
York market.
other day there wrerc a quart of luscious ones on
the table and two ripe fresh peaches. The berare

ries cost $13—and the peaches $10 apiece.
Belle Seymour of Memphis, worked in male
attire with a gang of laborers for three months
The discovery was
without being found out.
eventually made, according to a guess of the
St. Louis Globe, because she sat down on the
floor to put hfit shues :.nu blockings on.
“It is rumored that the Brown bpys used a
little artifice in their recent spelling coutest
with the girls of the Normal School in Providence. The words were to be selected from the

comparison of the treatment of captives' in
Christian and Pagan times. In illustration the
reader is presented with many striking con-,
trasts from the Tioades and Andromache of
The students
daily, papers of a certain date.
aud the Andromaque ot Racine.
therefore secretly procured tlio publication of
A Dog without a Tail is one of those fugiarticle containing numerous unfamiliar
an
the Waytive sketches—Little Etchings by
scientific terms. Fair play, boys, is a jewel.”
been
has
always
Blackwood
which

^Euripides

side—for
renowned.
.1.,

A Iv.wlst

of

finnw

WA

P.nnfirilA

tofol-

low the traveler into little known regions of
of mounthe Himaliya, that vast continent
are intains, compared with which tbe Alps
us no
significant. The most recent maps give
be assumed,
help in tracing his route. It may
with little fear of contradiction, that hardly
of the provone of our readers has ever heard
ince of Zanskar, the subject of the present paof the unrivalled scenery,
per. The description
and of the singular manners and customs of
the inhabitants, will delight the reader with
their novelty and vividness.
The serial story, Alice Lorraine, is
to

a

drawing

conclusion.

In the Prospects of the Session, we have the
will
assurance that the interests of the nation
be properly*cared for under the Tory administration.
Littell’s Living Age, No. 1607 bearing date
March 27th, (completes volume One hundred
and twenty-four of this eclectio weekly. The
contents of this and the preceding weekly number are'fSir Philip Sidney, by Henry Kingsley,
New Quarterly Keview; Early Kings of NorFraway, parts II and III, by Thomas Carlyle,
the Inns of Court,
ser; The English Bar and
Review; Religious Revivals in Medi

Quarterly

rnval Italy, Cornhill; Old Letters, Saturday
Review; National Steadiness, Spectator; \ agabonds in Winter Time, The Tyranny of Moththe coners, and Egotism, Saturday Review;
clusion of the Story of Valentine and his brothfrom Blackwood; and instalments of Three
er,

Feathers by Wm. Black, Fated to be Free, by
Jean Ingelow, and Alice Lorraine, by the author of the Maid of Sker. The usual choioe
numbers.
poetry and miscellany complete the
The Aldine for April (No. 15 of the current
eertes) certainly presents features of excellence
it to something more than the usual

entitling
attention; a part of them, too, in a direction
which would six months ago have been something of a surprise to those who had merely
known it as an admirable exponent of ait. In
this issue, taking time by the forelock, it
springs to the iront in topics and features connected with the Centennial. There cannot be
other than a most assured sensation^ in tbe

and Centennial Romance of the
Revolution, which it commences in this number under the taking name of The Spur of
Monmouth, with the additional information
Historical

that it is written by an ex-pension-agent, and
that the events to be portrayed have been preserved in the memories of eve witnesses up to
a tertain period, and thence conveyed by one
who listened to their narratives—the whole being, as the writer phrases it, “from personal
relations and documents never before made
public.” But the Centennial tendency of the
Aldine does not end here, there is a full-page

picture of the Battle of Lexington, capitally
drawn by John S. Davis, and showing a salient
feature of that memorable conflict, in a manner equally blending force and judgment.
In other art features this number of the
Aldine is rich almost beyond the average. The
Patt nf Diitv. a capital drawing bv Davis.
after Merle, engraved with admirable effect by
T. Cole, some of whose exquisite work we
have already noticed; three views in Southern
Utah, the Narrows, Valley of the Babbling
Waters and Temple of the Virgin, all by
Thomas Morau, convey the scenery of that
wild region with great force and raroheanty;
Joan of Arc at the Siege of Paris, and The
Parisian Men o( September illustrate two very
differentyet equally striking scenes in French
history; and a noble group of Gnarled Gray

Trunks, three fine views cf Wells Cathedra^
and a pair of splendid Stag-HouDds, make the
pictorial treasures of what we must again designate as a remarkable number.
In reading matter the variety and excellence
In prose, besides the new novel
already mentioned, we have another, and near
3y the last) installment of Lost Lillian Bracy;
are

equal.

sweet little hit called Dream-Fairies, by X.
B. Rcaux; a brief story, Clocbette, by Augustus Von Bubna; A Gift from St. Petersburg,
by A. K. Sulzer; a pleasant paper on the Habits of Authors, by Amanda P. Harris; and In
lhe North Woods, having a mournful significance as the last printed utterances of the late
artist. John A. IIo.ws. In the direction of
Thyme we have a poem of beauty, By the
Dead, by Eben E. Keyford; a sadder, and if
a

one, For Baby’s Sake, by
possible
Sophy Langton; a sparkling Little Jack Frost,
by Chas. Sangster (the Canadian poet); Ice
Jewelry, by W. W. Bailey; and Lord lionald’s
a

sweeter

Stag-Hounds, by

John Hay Furness.

Books Received.
Edited by Rossiter JohnsonEighth volume. Mystery. Cloth. 231 pp., price
$1. Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland: Bai-

Little Classics.

ley

&

Noyes.

Lake-Countrv Sketches. By
Nowhere
Cloth, 386 pp.,
Constance Fenimore Woolson.
price S2. Bps top; J, If

Castle

Bailey & Noyes.
Old-Time Story. By J. Emerson
Onkridge
Smith. Cloth, 415 pp., price $2. Boston: J. ROsgood <St Co, Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
By Celia E.
Ilich Medway’s Two Lores.
An

Cloth,
Gardner, author of “Stolen Water,” &c.
G. W. Carleton
463 pp., price $U5. New York:
&
Noyes.
& Co. Portland: Bailey
Christian Belief and Life, By Andrew P.
Peabody, Professor of Christian Moralsin Harvard
TTn<irAi>ai+tr

<71nth.

Roberts Brothers.
Harmon.

nn..

nriee &1.50.

Portland:

Rnst.nn

Loring, Short &

Victor La Tonrclte. A Novel. By a Broad
Churchman. Cloth, 405 pp., price $1.75. Boston:
Portland: Loring, Short &
Roberts Brothers.
Harmon.
An inquiry
Protection and Free Trade.
whether protect:ve duties can benefit the interests
of a country in the aggregate, including an examination into the nature of value, and the agency of
the natural fccus in producing it. By Isaac Butts
Cloth, 100 pp., price $1.25. New York: G. P
Putuam’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Edward
By the Rev. W. Warburton. Epochs
of History. Cloth, 266 pp,, with maps, price $J.
Boston: Estes & Lauriat. Portland;
Dresser*
McLellan & Co.
III.

The Globe Dictionary ofthc EugliNh LanEtymological, explanatory and Proguage.
nouncing. Cloth, 752 pp., illustrated by 500 engravings on wood, piice $1.50. Boston: Este® & Lauriit. Portland: Dresser, McLellan & Co.
Glacial Epoch of our Globe. By AlexNo. 14 of Half-Hour Recreations in
Popular Science. Paper, 72 pp,, price 25 cents.
Portland: Dresser,
Boston: Estes & Lauriat.

'Jhr

ander Brown.

McLellan & Co.
The l*opulmion «?f nu Apple Tree.
By A.
S. Packard, Jr. Part C of Half-Hours with fn.
sects.
192
Paper,
Boston:
pp., price 25 cents.
Estes & lauriat.
Portland:
McLellan

#Co.
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Dresser,
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pliilanthropieally provides postage stamps for
all unpaid letters from the office in that city,
has just received from a N aw York gentleman
who was the recipient of one of his favors, a
lave cigar stand of extra large size, the cigar
receptacle filled with fragrant Havanas and
The
the match safe with postage stamps.
stand was adorned wttli the figure of a fox
head upon a pile of books in the same lava
material.
A delegation of twenty-five compositors of
the Chicago Tribune recently waited on Mr.
Joseph Medill, the editor-in-chief, to obtain his

advfee

the subject of an expedition to the
Black Hills, which was meditated by them.
Some personal reminescencesof bis experiences
as a

were

ed undertaking.
Pius IX. says a Home correspondent, is one
of the readiest, one of the most fluent speakers
of the day. Give him a text, and, with greater
promptitude than the improvisaioria can string
verses together, he can pour forth on the moment a flood of eloquence. He is a born preachto follow in the
er, and, had his mission been
of Paul rather than those of Peter, he

steps

would rank among the first
the day.
Mr. Moody, the American
a

pulpit

orators of

revivalist,

making

♦ hot ah ana

wVion

WflS

lpflflinfr

fin

regiment he exclaimed, “Give ’em h—11,
boys!” During his subsequent career as a re-

his

his old comrades related the
incident, and this brought out a card from
Moody, who declared that he never used profane language, aud that what he really said

vivalist,

one

of

was'“Give ’em Hail Columbia, boys!”
It is related tbatGen. Andrew Jackson mainwith some profanity, that there could
be a difference of opinion concerning the architecture of certain words, and true to his theory
he occasionally spelled “excellent” with one 1,

tained,

and once demanded indignantly of a captious
critic “if e-x-t-r-e-a-m don’t spell ‘extreme,’
He. too, it
what in thunder does it spell?”
was who averred “that the man who can’t spell
a word more ways than one must be a fool.”
An Englishman distinguishes the floors of a
house from tale of fiction by calling them “storeys”—which would undoubtedly be condemnthe Bostonian platform—and Americans
commoflly misspell the word which he writes
“kerbstone”; pedagogues are divided in opin-

ed

on

to whether “befal,” “rascal,” “traveller,”
&c.; snould have one ‘T’ or two; and numerous
Then
similar instances might be -adduced.
again there are modes of spelling which altogether etymologically indefensible, are almost
sanctioned by general usage, as where writers
and proof readers persist in using the Greek
“zeto” in the last syllable of Latin words like
“civilize,” or, if they be taught its impropriety
in such connection (which, by the way, our
British con—or cotemporaries write “connexion), supplant it by an indiscriminate “s” in
Greek derivatives like “sympathize.” Where
the Hellenistic scribe wishes to retain the
"kappa,” the modern proof reader defies etymology and orthoey by substituting a “c” in
“sceptic” aud its congeners, and each cites his
favorite dictionary in support of his views of
the question.
“Spelling matches” may be of
service in popularizing the respective sequence
of letters in “detach” aud “dispatch,” “seize”
and “siege,” “receive" aud “relieve,” add may
%ven induce the provincial journalist or peda
gogue not to spell the penultimate of “preventadmissible
with an 1, or that or
aole
with an “a”; but in the absence of auy fixed
criterion, orthography of a considerable part of
the English vocabulary is, like that of Mr.
Weller’s name, “a matter o’ taste.”—New York
as

World,

Art, Music aud the Drama.
The recent additions to the national ball of
sculpture (the old Representatives’ chamber)
in Washington are good, says a correspondent
The state contribuof the Boston Advertiser.
tions, thus far, are from Rhode Island, Gen.
Nat Greene by H. If. Brown, and a gentle and
beautiful Roger Williams by Simmons, both in
marble; from Connecticut, Jonathan Trumbull
and Roger Sherman, both in marble, by Ives;
from New York, George Clinton by H. K.
Brown, and Edward Livmgtcne by Palmer,
both in bronze. There is a fine Hancock by
Horatio. Stone at the foot of the stairs to
the west gallery of the Senate; and a marble
most noble and beautiful of all,
in one of the east galleries of tlio House.
A bronze statue of Jefferson by David d’Angers has been removed from the grounds of
the White House, where it was spoiling, cleaned and placed in the hall of statuary. It is a

Jefferson,

good and powerful figure, it bears the date
1833, and the inscription, “Presented by Uriah
Phillips Levy of the Uuited States Navy to his
fellow citizens.” The faces of the bronze statues are all stern and strange; the color and the
reflected light make them unnatural; this is
especially noticeable in the Livingstone, which
UdiJ
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al brilliancy; be is draped with
tnu

tbTdVfd-wlvch

seem

a heavy,~sbe.
oppressive; and his

left hand does not look at ease; but tried by
the standard of the Beam Lincoln they ail are
noble. In this company of soldiers and states
men stands a pretty, modest, delicate female
called II Penseroso, by Mozier.
Mr. Wbitney, the basso, engaged for the
Cincinnati May Festival, bas been singing in
“Elijah,” at the Albert Hall, London. The
London Era of Feb. ’28 says of his effort in a
solo which he will repeat in Cincinnati: “Mr.
Whitney, who has few equals in this oratorio,
sang the whole of the music assigned to the
Prophet with unfailing power, accuracy and

expression. It lies]very high for a basso, the
upper F being constantly employed, but Mr.
Whitney sang it without apparent effort, and
in the airs, ‘Is not His word like a fire?’ and
‘It is enough,’did full justice to the music,
and to his own admirable gifts.
The directors of the Cincinnati Musical Festival bave’published further particulars of the
forthcoming performances, which arg to begin
May and close on the lltb.
on the 11th of
There will be four concerts in the evening and
three in the afternoon. Theodore Thomas will
increase his orchestra for the occasion to twice
its ordinary size. A great organ is building for
the festival, and Mr. Dudley Buck has been
as organist. The programme of the
evening concerts will comprise Bachs “Magnificat in D,” Beethoven’s “Ninth Symphony,
Mendelssohn’s “Elijah,” Liszt’s “Protnotheus,” Brahms’s “Triumphal Hymn,” selections from Wagner’s “Lohengrin,” etc. At
the matinees the grand orchestra and dis-

engaged

vocalists will appear in overtures, maichts, concerted pieces, arias, duets
trios, etc. A chorus of the children of the
public schools, two thousand iu number, will
form the prominent feature of one of the

tinguished solo

matinees.

Letter from Gen. Sheridan

Alarm nl Port Deposit.
New York, March 26.—A Port Deposit dispatch states that the ice gorge there is much
feared, aad it is believed that when it moves,
ldvorable cireumstances
unless some very
arise, it will sweep away most of the place
and also carry away the bridge at Havre de
Grace.
Dispatches from the west branches of the
Susquehanna river state that a telegraph office
has been established at Glen Union to warn
Ice
the people when the gorge there moves.
cutters are at work at Lockhavou and Wilhas
been
at
the
and
tried
liTlstiug
liamsport,
»
latter place to make h channel.
The SHluntiou at IMaurh Chuuk.
Mauch Chunk, March 26.—The dams at
this place are still covered with ice fifteen
inches thick. On the dam at Pairyville the ice
The dam at Whitehaven is
is twelve inches.
the largest on the Lehigh river and is tilled
with thousands of saw logs, and the ice is
It rained for two hours
twenty inches thick.
tlii) afternoon, but did not raise the river very
Tlie past lew days have done mucli
much.
towards reducing the snow and ice along the
river, but no serious difficulty is expected.
The situation in the Lehigh coal region remaius in the same condition, not one of the
large operators giving any hopes for resumption. Coal is getting scarce every day. Tue
large stock of coal at the Hazardville yard) is
nearly exhausted and will only last a few
Tho miners remain firm
days at the longest.
and will not go to work for less than the 1874

Cason’ii Wife nnd Hon on the Hinnd
Bancor, March 26.—lu the Carson trial today the testimony of George Carson, Jr, was
concluded and Mrs. Carson, wife of the prisoner, was being examined at the hour of adjournment.
The boy underwent a rigid cross-examination without breaking down and Mrs. Carson
will probably occupy the

entire day

to-mor-

row.

Temperance Celebration.
The Woman’s Crusade of this city, celebrated the first anniversary of their organization to-day, holding meetings morning, afternoon

and

evening, closing

with

a mass

temper-

meeting in Norombega Hall, where
addresses were delivered by prominent clergymen and others.
The Secretary reported that
during tho past year the names of 3,55!) persons
have been added to the pledge.
ance

Roeklnuil’s City marMlinl.
March 2(i.—Great interest was
the election of city marshal fhis even-

Rockland,

taken in
ing, the city government rooms being crowded
with citizens. Col. I>. M. Mitchell was elected
by one majority. This indicate a probable entire change in the police force.
The K.&Pf. A.R. R. Refuses the Hlatc’s

Mica.

at a

face Father Desmet’s story. The Black Hills
of Cheyeuue described by Gen. Cnstar, arc situated between the north aud south fdvks of
that river, one of which is known as Belle
Fourclie, the other '.he South Fork, and although I have the utmost confidence in the
statements of Gen. Custer and Gen. Forsythe,
of my staff, that gold was found near Harney’s
Peak, I may safeiy say there has not been any I
lair test made yet to determine Its existence iu !

HAMPSHIRE.
7

Row

\

Qlcction-Suow Block-

Town

ade

Concord, Maarch 26.—OwiDg to some informality in the warrant, no town officers were

elected at the annual town meetiug in Henniker. A meetiug was held for the purpose yes*
terday, when the Democrats elected a full
While revising the
board of towu officers.
check list in the morning, previous to the meeting, some difficulty occurred over some names,
when the list was seized by some Democrats,
carried out of doors and torn up. Anew list
was made, and the
meeting proceeded. Great
excitement prevailed there.
The suow driited badly on the Conway road
yesterday. and the train from North Con wav
yesterday morning had treat dimcnlty in getIt was at Conway when last
ting through.
beard from.
Seamen Recovered.
of
Drowned
Bodies
Portsmouth, March 20.—The body of Capt.
Kings of the wrecked British schooner Biskmeyer of Miramichi,was fished up in the shoals
to-day and was taken into Kittery; aho portions of the body of the drowned sailor Conroy,
which was doubtless torn to pieces on the
rocks.

large quantities.

I
There is not a territory in the west where j
gold does not exist,’ but in many of them the
quantity is limited to the color which is as :
much as has yet been obtaiued near Harney
Peak. Ths geological specimens brought back
by Custer’s expedition are not favorable indica- I
tions of the existence of gold in great quanti- i
ties. Still it may be there, but as the treaty of !
1809 duly latified virtually deeds this portion of
the Black Hills to the Sioux Indains there is
no alternative but to keep out trespassers.
But to go back to Father Desmet’s information. There is not much doubt of the correct**'

mur-

derer.

Boston, March 20.—George Pemberton, the
accused murderer of Mrs. Bingham, was arraigned in the East Boston Municipal Court at
and tully committed for murder.
noon to-day,

Au immense crowd was in attendance and the
prisoner was escorted to and from the court
Intense exroom by a guard of sixty police.
citement exists in East Boston, and a strong
inclination to appeal to lynch law seemed to
pervade the masses.
•
A missing Vessel.
Gloucester, March 2G.—The schoonei
William Endicott of this port absent upwaids
of five weeks on a trip to the Georges, has
not yet been heard from, and in all prooability
wiH never return to port.
She was owned by
William C. Wousoo and valued at $5000;
iasured for $4463. She had a crew of ten meu,

WASHINGTON.
%

JLouisinna Judgeship.
Washington, March 2G.—At a Cabinet meet
ing to day the question arose as to the power ol
the President to appoint a Judge for the vacant
judicial district in Louisiana to which' Pardee
bad been nominated, but which nomination
The President retailed of being confirmed.
ferred the subject to Attorney General Williams, who gave an opinion that the vacant
judeesbip cannot be filled till the next session
of Congress.
Sealed Car. to be Passed nt the Island
Pond Custom Rouse.
The Secretary of the Treasury decides thal
merchandise arriving at Island Pond, Vt, from
Canada, sealed and uot appearing by invoice or
manifest to be iutended for immediate exporla
tiou may be allowed to pass as heretofore, provided it shall distinctly appear by the sworn
declaration of the shipper or <wner of the mer
ehandise that the same is destined for a port in
the United States as an importation, aud not
as goods in transit for a foreign port.
It is also decided that the day on which 8
vessel receiving goods in a foreign country is
fully laden and cleared for departure is the
day defined as the day on which goods are actually on shipboard bound to the United States,
The Vacant

to-day:—Currency, $5,470,400.00special deposil

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates ol

deposit $48,626,000;coin, $80,556,261, including
coin certificates, $24,034,000; outstanding legal
tenders, $380,714,900.
New Ranks.

The Comptroller of the Currency has authorized the following banks to commence business, viz : Second National Bauk of Nashua
N. H., capital $100,000; First National Bank
of Auburn, Indiana, capital $50,000; Manufacturers' National Bank of Amsterdam, N. ¥.,
Rank Robbed.

A sortie of a gang of thieves on the Peoples’
Savings Bank this morning resulted in the loss
are

of

The argument before the Court of Claims in
the famous Boston bank cases begun last Monday, were concluded yesterday afternoon.
Tbo President will leave next week for a
brief visit to New York with members of his

ment.
war
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TIIE SCANDAL.
Denies Several of Ihe
Statement* of Her Colored Servant*.
New York, March 2G.—Victoria Woodhull
has written a denial of the truth of some of
the assertions made by ihe two colored witnesses who to-tified in the Beecher triat Thursday. She says Tiltou never stayed in her house
hut ono night, and that was when he wrote
her biography. She never took lunch with him
at Delmouico’s or Kurtz’s restaurant; never
had a conversation with any negro on free love
or talked of a hundred-thousand dollars by the
publication of the scandal in the presence of
the witness, as alleged. She also says that ono
of the colored men was discharged by ber for
uu trustworthiness.
Mr.,

Woodhull

5IK'rEtm#l,OCICAC
PROBABILITIES FOR
War

Dep’t,

NEXT
HOURS.
THE

TWENTY-FOUR

Office Chief Signal 1

>
Officer,- Washington, D. C.,
Mar. 27, (1 A. M.))
For iVevr

liitglftiiU,
Middle States wanner and clearing
weather, southwest to northwest winds and
stationary or rising barometer.
and Ihe

LEGISLA-

UV

FOREIGN.
Jlooily ami Waukey Meetings—Hankcy ai
Agent tor an American Organ.
London, March 26.—The Times expresses
the opmion that the popular iuterest in th 1
Moody and Sankey revival movement is rapid
Other journals assert that it i:
ly falling off.
undimtuished. The attendauGe last night wa
much reduced, only 8000 persons being present
probably in consequence of the holidars. A t
the close of the meeting Mr. Moody asked al
religiously moved -to rise, and nearly all res
ponded to his call.
New Yobk, March 26.—A London letter ti
the Tunes says that the revivalists, Moody am 1
Sankey, trust to the sale of hymn books am
the subscriptions of the benevolent to pay thei
expenses. Sankey plays on an American orgai t
and gets a commission on the sale of the in
struments of that make, which he popularizes
They have not produced any excitement ii
Mr. Sankey’s singing, though it i 1
Loudon.
questionable from an outside pome of view
seem to he generally liked,but Moody’s does no t
ife is iu fact a mere illiter
go down so we I.
ate ranter of the most vulgar kind, a very lot r
sort of Artemus Ward, applying his jokes in
A:
most offensive way to Scriptual subjects.
lin.ua

hpon

rn.Jliar

failure in London, for though they have at
traded vast audiences, in consequence of cu
riosity excited as to the character of the servi
ces, they have not produced much impressioi
on the people who have
gone to hear them
Still they have a considerable number of parti
sans, and among them men of rank and edu
cation, incljiding Lord Chancellor Cairns.

Attack «a Corpus Chritri.
New Orleans. March 2G.—The Galveston
Nows special from Corpus Cbristi, dated March
2l>, 8 p. in., says a large body of armed Mexicans attacked
styeral ranchos about seven
miles from that city, and robbed oae store,
taking several Americans prisoners.
Intense
excitement prevails as an invasion of the city
is apprehended. Ail the citizens are arming.
an

Friday in London.
London, .March 26.—Good Friday was ol
a
served as general holiday and business wa g
wholly suspended. Churches were filled i
morning, and in the alternoon Greenwic a
Park, Black Heath and other parks wet
thronged with people. The weather was fin B
and the crowds of pleasure seekers were in
Accideuts occurred and some disurdt c
mense.
is reported, but nothing serious.
Good

Foreign Notes*
Osservatore Romano, referring fro th 8
manner in which Archbishop McOluskey’s at
pointment to the caidinate is received in th B
United States, and the reported preparation s
making there to celebrate it, points to the pait
ful contrast afforded in Germany, where th
new cardinal, Archbishop Ledochowski, is cot
demned to imprisonment because he refuses t 0
betray his sacred mission at the behest of *

despotic government.
Alelbourne, Australia, Alarch 24th news saj 3
that twenty prominent communist prisonei s
under the leadership of Dr. Rastoul, have e:

from Hew Caledonia in boats built b y
themselves.

caped

TELEGRAMS.
James Lee, a patent medicine proprietor
committed suicide at Woonsocket, R. I., ye: iMINOR

terday.
The Irish Catholic benevolent societies i 1
various cities in Canada, have passed resell
tious of regret at the death of John JJitchel
•
the Irish patriot.
The Erie Railroad Company has completed *
new bridge across the Delaware at Port Jarvis >
Th 3
to replace the one destroyed by the flood.
running of trains has been resumed over tb e
the
lines
the
same
as
betore
main
freshet.
The meeting in Philadelphia of Dilion, Ja;
Gould and other prominent railroad men, wi s
simply to arrange the differences between th
Uuiou I’aeific and Kansas Pacific Companic:
about the Colorado business, and to preven t
the buildiug of parallel roads iu that state b. r
the Union Pacific.
The southern and western associations t f
turfmeu have agreed to settle their difference 9
by the appointment of referees.
A despatch from Prescott, Arizona, state
that Gen. Crook and staff have left for the d(
partment of the Platte, via San Francis® '.
Gen.jlviutx, Colouel of the 8th infantry, ha 1
assumed command iu Arizona.
Delaware, by a vote of both houses of tli 3
Legislature, appropriates $10,000 to the cet
teumal.
The recent damage to the southern divisior
of the East Tennessee, Virgiuia and Georgi:
railroad, in Tennessee was all repaired Thurs

day.
Richard Thomas, who, disguised as a Frenc 1
woman, aided by other rebels, captured tli
steamer St. Nicholas, early in the rebellion
died last Wednesday in St. Mary’s county

Maryland,
cer

Foreign Import*.
Schr Alex
Harding-7375 bo:
shooks, 19 empty casks.
Schr A K Weeks—3578 box shooks, 3000 shooks am [
heads, 100 kits mackerel.

CAKDENAS.

MATANZAS. Brig Endorus—1718 shooks am I
he als, 2185 box shooks, 21,900 hoops, 20.0 kits mack
erel, 25 do salmon.
(Schr Benj Beed—1170 shook!) and heads, 2318 bo:
shooks.
__
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cormneal tot! V,
True & Co.
__

The coroner’s jury, in tho case of Charles .T.
Lowe who shot his wife and thou himself in
Lowell some days since, returned a verdict of
suicide.

Providence Print Fioth market,
PROVIDENCE. March 26.—The printing cloths marat GJc for 64x64 for opot goods and EJ g) lie foi
held
et

contracts.

our

will

we

APISH.

ABOUT

decided to

have

we

»

MARK DOWKOI R PIIBMINT STOi'A
-AT

UUgD ,VW

AlVsciVi

—

tCSM fmot

ton SALE.

LADIES SPRING COSTUMES
—

Loretta Fish, Carney,

ill

with the latest Novelty In

_»

Wc nre offering special bargains in

D’ETE
BLACK CASHMERE, DRAP
ALPACA AND BR1LLIANTINES.

BLACK SILKS,
from

ONE LOT STRIPE SILK.

WE

We offer for

Fridays March 36.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Acadian, (lirj Cabel, Halifax, NS.
Steamer New Brunswick, Ilall, St John, SB
via Eastport.
U S steamer Dallas, Chase, from a erntse East.
Brig E iith Hall, (of Rockland) Bunker. Wilraing
ton NO, Fel> 1C via Vineyard-Haven and South-wes
Harbor lor Boston. Was blown off id the gale of tin
18th and has hail verv rough weather and is badh
1
iced up. While at Vinoyard-IIaveu, parted chain
anil went ashore, and had to discharge part of cargi
to get afloat.
Sch N Berry, Winslow, Salem, to load for NYorlt
Sch Porto Rico, Wentworth, Salem, to load foi

att. Havre.

SAVANNAH—Sid 24th. Piths Laina Cobb, Cobb,
New York; A H Peavy. Hall. New Haven.
Ar 25th. sch A mas Walker, Dunn, Boston.
BRUNSWICK. GA—Ar 23d, sell Jennie F Willey,
Trefethen, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 21st, ship Richard III, Hub-

bard, Liverpool.

Ar 24tli. barque Frank Marion, Dillon, Grimsby;
sch Carrie Walker, McFarland, New York.
Ar 25th, sch Florence N Tower, Rock port.
ClcL20th. sch Lucy M Collins, Rich, Darien.
PORT ItOYAL, SO—Ar 24th, brig Walter Howes,
Boynton, New Bedford, to load for West ludics.
WILMINGTON—Ar 24th, sch James A Crookcr,
Brown. New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 22d, sell James A Crookcr, Brown,

Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th. brigs Silas N Martin,
Brown, Deruarara; Mary A Chase, Dolan, Cardenas;
sclis Nellie, Collison, Mayaguez; Fawn, Kelley, from
Portland.
Ar 25th, Addle Blaisdell, from Boston; Fred Dunbar, do.|
Beturned 24th, barque Floii M Hulberf, Dudley,
tor Queenstown, (crew refused duty.)
PHILADELPHIA—A" 24th, ship Union, Greenlea t, Havre; sch Hattie G McFarland, McFarland,
Sagua.
CIil 25th, sch John Douglas, Parker, lor Rio Janeiro; Flora M Crowley, Crowloy, Matanzas#

few days extra bnrgnin* in

TOILET 4TILTS,
AND DOMESTICS.

EASTMAN BROS..
534 CONGRESS STREET.

On

andlf

To Be Lei.
and after Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber In second

story

now

corner

F. M, Kaler & Co., on the
Apply to
HENKY DECKING,
No. 65 Exchange St.

occupied by

of Cross

and Middle Sts.

de28sntf

THOMAS FILLCBBOWJV, D, M. D.
SUCCESSOR

TO

DRS. HEALD «Sc DORR,

DENTAL ROOMS, NO. 203 MIDDLE ST.
snillm*

mal6

8500.00

EXCHANGE STREET.,

49 1-2

REWARD.
FIRE

offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the pat
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. 1).
.Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being

Hereby

'usa 1’jsk taai.

the

ij±

»I 5,000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 pe
cent. Scliool District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.l
in New York, or at our office -*&X) each; also othe
securities
seven, eight and ton per cent, municipal
These represent the lirst claim on the entire propei t;
Countie
of
wealth
Towns,
Cities,
and the combined
and Scliool Districts; well selected; no loss; securit;
\VM.
BAL
UEOIU3K
and
sold
by
absolute. Bought
LOU, Haulier, ti Devonshire Street, Boston. Writ

furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said criminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec33snti
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.

>

!

al6eod3m

particulars.
SPECIAL

NOTICE.

Having decided to make a change in
we shall sell oat at

oar

ROBERT THAYER W ILDE,

business

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
them and they shall be
healed
ROOMS II A'14 FLUENT BLOCK.
He shall lay bands

COST, OR LESS.
every

OF

BOARD

UNDERWRITERS

eodsil

mc3

for

NATIONAL

LEAVITT.

A

F.

article of goods in

our line ot trade.
consists of

The stocl

TICKETS TO OR FROM BOSTON

^9.50
Via Boston & Maine

Now is the time to purchase cheap, for we meai
business and must close out the entire stock as sooi
We will sell tlieTstock anil store fixture
as possible.
to any who wish to take hold of a good trade in
tirst-class stoic.
TERMS CASH.

R.

R.

Yarmouth Falls, March 24, 1875.
__-—

EXCHANGE

11

Ja26
Hr. Wilber’*

snlm

jpjuvalids^need

no

STREET.
sntf

Cod liiver Oil and Lime.
longer dread to take that great

speciuu iu. woCoughs,-Cod Liver Oil. As prepared by Dr.
it is robbed of the na-useating taste, an 1 also erulKniies a preparation of the Phosphate of Lime, giving
nature the vtry article required to aid the healing
qualities of the oil, anti to recreate where disease has
This article also forms a remarkable
destroyed.
tonic, and *ill cause weak and debilitated persons to
become strong and robust.
It is for sale by all respectable druggists throughout the country, and is
an article that should be kept in every family for
< onvenience of instant use on
the first appearance of
CoBfchs or Irritation of the Lungs Manufactured
ouly by A B. WiLBOR, Chemist, Boston. Sold by
all druggists.
mar25sneodiw
--

NR§. A. II. EMERSON,
116 Free Street,
Teacher of the Pianoforte. Terms $20 for a courst
Refers by permission to Mr
of twenty lessons.
Kotzscbmar, and .Mr. J. \V, Tufts, Boston, .Mass.
feblOsueodti

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
HA.RRI SON’S

DR.

Eastern Railroad.
by

WM. ALLEN. JR.,
NO.

———

■

or

For sale

CO.

YORK

on

ma4

Dry and Fancy Goods and firoccrif»,IlntN
Unpit, UootN, Khocii and K libber*, Carpet
ingK* Pnocr KShiissu^m. C’rocUrry, CJlnsi
nud Hardware, Flour, Corn ITleal, etc.

POL.ICE

PERISTALTIC

OFFICE.

LOZENGES.
Portland, March 23,1875.
Messrs. C. Way & Co.
After trying your Compound
Indorsed try all th.e IMedioal Jour- |
Nvrup of
fjiiuxwort. 1 can say it has helped me very much,
nals as tlie most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sur6 Remedy for

and 1

can recommend it as a Cough Medicine.
OLIVER II. DAVIS.
Price 35 cents a bottle.
V. WAV A CO., Apothecaries, corner
ma24sndlw
Myrtle and Cumberland 81*.

COSTIVE NESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant, to

the palate,

cause no

pain,act promptly,

For Cough*, Cold* and Consumption.
the most approved ao<l reliable remedy is the wellknown VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAI^AM.
Be careful to get the genuine.
Price, large bottles,
$t; small (old style) 50 cents. CUTLER BROS. &

require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ol
once the next morning.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of tiie Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue.Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness &c.
never

and

n

THE

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGED

Crescent City. Delano,

KEEP THE

WHITE GOODS,

fifty cents a bottle.
Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTE It BECK
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street
jma27sudtf
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.

Ar at Philadelphia 26th, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, Matanzas.
Ar at Callao Feb 12, ship Anna Camp, \ alparaiso,
(and sailed 18th for Lobos; Martha Cobb, Pearson,

PENSACOLA—Ar 23d, barque Wild Hunter, How-

Suitings,

TABLE LINEN,

MARBLE PURITY.

!

POKTL.AIVD.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 24th, sen Benj B Church,

hare ever shown in
Boys, in nice t'assi-

the best repellant In the Market.

and sore remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
from tin
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions
to ii
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting
a

$1.25,

WILTON GRAY WATERPROOF,

Decorations, &c„

NEWS,

%

for

and Scotch Effects in

meres

I

■-

off deck.
Steamer Geo Cromwell, from New York for 1 ortland, put into New London 25th, with rudder damaged by ice in the Sound.

$1.00.

Former Price

Are

priced goods

low

Awnings, Tents, Flags. Boat Sail! i
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

"= !

nEiTIOKANDA.
Sch Louisa Bliss, Strong, at New York from Messina, report* a succession of strong NE and MW
gales the last twenty days; carried away squaresail
yard and lost and split sails.
Sch Hyue, Oliver at New York from Westport, reports, 18th inst, took a heavy N W gale, lasting fortyeight hours, and was blown 100 miles east of Georges’
Banks; lost foresail, foregaff, and 6,000 feet lumber

season at

SPRINGS WOOLENS.

\
|

MiHlatnre Atmaaae.March 87.
Sunrises.5 52 I High water.. 3.00 P3
0.00 P3
San sets.G.2U I Moon rises

_

$1.00,

The best stock

A safe

21

Hatteras.
Ar at Matanzas 24th. barque Brunswick, Hutchinson. Buenos Ayres via St Thomas.
Sid 23d. barque Am Lloyd, Park, New York; II D
Stover, Pierce, do; sch Grace Davis, Davis, North ol
Hatteras.

80 cts sold Inst

at

ma23

Polynesian.. .Portland... Liverpool.Mch 2
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Mch 2
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Mch 23 ,
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool-Meh
)
City of Merida..... New York. .Hav &VCruz Mch 3
Andes. New York..Hayti, &c—Mch 3
l
3
York.
.Liverpool-Mch
Parthia.New
City of Vera Cruz. .New York Havana.Aid
Henry Chauncy... New York. Aspinwall... Apl

Cardiff.
Sid 18th, ship Jos Spinney, Jordan, Lobos.
Ar at Havana 2Gth, barque Speedwell, from St
John, NB.
Sid 26th, brig S E Kennedy, Peterson, for North of

85.00 per yard.

to

58 ct*. sold Inst year at 80 els.

at

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Hate.

[FROM our gorrespondent .1
HARBOR. March 22—Ar, brig Edith Hall,
from
Wilmington NC for Boston, (badly iceil
BuDker,
up; was blown off in a gale 18th.)
Sid 23d, sch Sea Bird, Stanley, lor Portland.
Capt Herscliell Heath, formerly of sell Jobm Somes,
has taken the brig Caroline K Kelley ot Boston, and
Capt Harlan Mason, formerly of sebr Valparaiso, has
taken tbo sebr John Some?, of Mt desert.

70 els.

ONE LOT LIGHT STRIPE SILKS,

Please tell the people that you saw theii
Advertisement in the PRESS, the eircula
tion of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS,

S W

TAPE FRINGES.

WORSTED

Sclilotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

Smith, Upton, New York—Bunker Bros
Sch Ceres, C^rk New
Ricker.

Plain and Plaid Effects,

Oue Lot at

—

_

GOODS

from

system has fallen a prey to disease of an intermittent
in
or remittent type, the Bitters will, if persisted
eradicate every vestige'of the malady. Billiousness,
ram...constipation and dyspepsia yield m equal
alterative
ty to the operation of this potent vegetable

[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at 2J o’clock
at the Friends Meeting House. Deering.
In Bristol, March 18, Capt. Wm McClintock, aget
96 years 6 months.

CLEARED.
Brig Kudorus- Nichols, Matanzas—Isaac Emery.
Sell Benj Iteeil, Adams. Matanzas—Isaac Emery.
Sch A R Weeks, Farr, Cardenas—J D Lord.
Sch Alex Harding, McBride,Cardenas—Phinncy iS

—

DRESS

NEW

Cnrry the Ke rs.
It is natural for people suffering with Consump
tion, Coughs, Severe Colds, or any other disease o
the Throat and Lungs, to put off irom day to dai
buying an article that they know has cured theii
neighbor, friend, or relative, yet they have no faitl
in it until it is too late. If you will go to your Druggist and get a bottle of Boscuee’s German Syrup
live. It hai
your immediate cure is as certain as you
lately been introduced in this counlry from Germany
and Druggists and people everywhere are elated ovei
its success, ifou can get a sample bottle for 10 centi
and try it. Regular size bottle 75 cents. Sold bv W
F, PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
TT&S<6weow
oc2

.....

New York.
Sell Saxon, Bragdon, BostOD.
Sch Ida L, Parker.|Bath tor Philadelphia.
Sell Mary E Rankin, Fuller. Bath lor Philadelphia
Sch Satiila. Rives, Batli for Norfolk.
Ar 23d—Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset—headinf
to A I. Hobson.

—

ALSO

—

sure to be under the influence of this stahdard tonic
and nervine, malaria may be defied, and if, in the abthe
sence of the most reliable of medical safeguards,

Maich 23, Alice Austin, aged nearly

..

AT

EASTMAN BROS-,

safeguards against epidemic disease are
thorough digestion and lirm nerves. It is because
they assure the regular performance of the digeslive
that
process, and invigorate the nervous system,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters are such a sovereign
protective against the influences which beget intermittent maladies, and those which directly affect the
stomach and bowels. If the nerves are healthfully
tranquil, the assimilation of food perfect, as they are

In this city, March 18. Annie and Alice, infan
twins of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Lester, aged
months 8 days.
In tins city, March 23, Mrs. Margaret Brazier, witi
of David Perkins, Esq., aged 63 years 2 months.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2J o’clock
at No. 384 Cumberland street. Relatives and triendi
Burial at convenience ot tht
aro invited to attend.

Boston.
At the Pass 24th, ships
Ifcirria, Barstow, Havre.

RYAN & KELSEY

No. Uncommercial Street

The best

DIED.__

Prussian.Portland.. Liverpool.. ..Apl
City of Brooklyn...New York..Liverpool... .Apl
Algeria.New York.- Liverpool. ...Apl
Alps.New York. Jamaica. &c.. Apl 1
Scandinavian.Portland .Liverpool... .Apl
Moraviai.,. .Portland.... Liverpool.Apil

anil STEP
lor sale low

a

my28

Protection.

The Be«t

FLOORING

PINE

BOARDS .in lotB to suit purchasers,
SOUTHERN
close consignment

to

SPOKEN.

m—M—.—a——————

Kelley,

_autf

ja28

Key
brig

Bath Darling, Gray, New
Leach, Havana.
York; 22d, brig
lor
Sid fm Sagua 22d, sell Etta A Stnnpsou, Hart,
Hatteraa.
ol
North
Sldfmdo 22d, barque Josephine Martin, Uickett,
New York.

Suin VUnity,

Jackson.
Sch P L

5

self
C“at“'l7lh Linat,
Warren.

March 13. Horace Mitchell of Unity and
Miss Ahbie Brookins of Detroit.
in Houlton. Feb. 17. Lewis S. Benn and Miss Chris
tiana Estabiook, both ot Iiodgdon,

FOIST OF

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
FREE STREET, PORTLAND,

^Ar°at

brig Keystone,

$3.4J.

worth

gd.

Jan 18, off Cape Horn, ship
Irora Rio Janeiro for Callao.
March 23, lat 38, Ion 73 50,
New York for Sagua.

erer seen.

170 Dozen Towels only $2.94 per Dozen,

Cardeuas 23d, brig II B Cleave*, Cummings,
from
Philadelphia; 6ch Helen A Bowen, Alexonder,

HMJsbon. March 8, John D. Merrill of Lisbon and
Miss Mary Smith ot Lewiston.
In Unity, March 17, William Cook and Miss Clan

Hecla.Boston.Liverpool.. .Apl
Utopia.New York. Glasgow.Apl
Adriatic.New York. .Liveniool.Apl

bare

a*toai*hi«»isly I.ow Price*.

at

barqne Ellen Dyer Clapp,
Matanzas
Pinkliam.
Hatteraa; torque O MI Tncket■,
North
LA Orr, Orr, Nellie J
do; brig A (i Jewett, do; schs
ami Win
Luuker,
«&
Etta
Jossio,
Dinsmore, Davis;

—

.Hamburg-Mch

we

Down.
All of Our Dress Goods Marked
Table
One Case Piano and Embroidered
Covers

Hall. North of Hat-

t'.i ri Im.

Dozen.

a

One Case more Arlington Poplins,

—

Nir

ou

31 eeul*
All Ike New Shade*, Price only

Portland ;
Addie
Nellie, Cameron, for Boston.
inst. sch J <4 Piukhara, for NYork.
At Baracoa
Arat Havana 24th, brig Chas A Sparks, Bradley,
at Matanzas 23.1, ship
West; barque N M Haven,

PE 1.1.

All our White Goods at about one-half
their value.

fon.

a

■

Vest Front

I5tb, sch Nellie Cushing, Simpil5Sid ’fm ^Talbariou
22d. Nellie Chase, Norton, Baltimore,

_

For

O ceulM

•

m

MARRIED.

From
Holsatia.New York.

WI1.I.

prices.

Manufacturer’* Price*—Chrape.i and

at'Liverpool

Success, Sherman,
Ulrick, New York;

abort lime at

100 Uoz. Comhinatiou Shirt Fronts
at

25th inst. ship Hercules, Snow,
Macabi; barque Rome, Otis, Charleston. Gibbs, BalAr at Deal 23d, barque Emma & Alice,
timore for Rotterdam.
Arat Cardiff 23d, brig Tanfa, Brown, Morgan
^
HutchAr at Demarara 21st inst, sch Olive Crosby,

cuvuvi

Fame.

for

—

Ar

a

at

wholesale

WE

inst, sch May McFarland, McFarland, Cuba.
Sid fm Messina
inst, l»ng Mariposa. Fletcher.
New York; sch Belle Hooper, Gilkey, Boston.
Sid fm Gibraltar —. sch S II Swett, Dunn, (from
Seville) for United States.
Cld at Liverpool 23.1, ship Carrollton, Lewis, for
N

LOW

1000 Hoz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
White Spools, best Thread made,

Smga-

from

than

less

P°S?d fm Cagliari 1st

Is Arm
crvotNNATi, Marc!i 26.—Provisions—Pork
at 20 50 @ 20 75. Lard is steady; steam at 133 @14;
at 74 @
shoulders
Meats
Bulk
kettle.
firm;
for
144c
74c; clear rib sides at 105 @ 103c; clear sideB at 111c.
Bacon is steady; shoulders at 8Jc; clear rib sides
at 112.
124c; clear sides at 12ic. Whiskey is steady
Live Hogs quiet and unchanged; receipts ail of low
grades; good qnaliiies in demand at full prices.
Detroit, March 26.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat firm and in lair demand; extra 1 204 @ 1 21;
No 1 at 1174 @ 118; Amber 112 1 13. C4rn is quiet
and uncliangedc. Oats quiet and unchanged. Clover
Seed at 6 40.
No receipt?.

lamlly.

Bombay, Work,

SO

buy itootl* for

can

retail

FOREIGN FORTS.
ship Northampton, BarcTay,

bbls flour,2,000 bush Wheat,16,COO
°°Shlpments—1.000
bush Corn, 11,000 hush Oats.

in Westbrook,
91 years.

that all

York.

At Shanghai Feb 13,
for New York.
At Akyab Feb 8, ship

Milwaukee, March 26.—Flour firm ami scarce.
Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee at lull; No 2 Milwaukee at Dljc cash ami seller AprilVJDJc seller May.
Coin
Oats In gooddentami and firm; No 2 at 54c.
at
declining and demoralized; No 2 Mixed closed dull
store 1 06.
6*4 ltye very scarce ami higher; No 1 in
1
at
2
No
08;
and
Spring
lower;
Harley Is nominally
No $ do nominally at Ole. Provisions nominal; Mess
Sweet
Pork at 19 90 cash; 20 15 @ 21) 20 seder May.
Salted Meats,
pickled hams steady at 10| @ lljc. Drymiddles
at 104
for
loose;
at
shoulders firm
74 @ 7|c
Lard is firm; steam render■w 10?C boxed for prime.
ed at 13| @ 14c; kettle at 144c.
wheat.
Receipts—2400 bbls flour. 51,000 bush
Shipments-5.500 bbls Uour, 48,000 bush wheat,
and
firm
unchanged.
is
26.—Flour
Toledo. March
Wheat in fair demand and firm; No 2 White Wabah
at
Amber
.Michigan
1 21?; No 1 White Michigan 118;
1 14; seller April 1 144; seller MaJ?1}}kX Bel'or Jtuue
June
at
2
No
@114;
1134
119; No 2 Red 1164;
No 2
1 18; No 3 Red 1 09; No 1 Amber Illinois 120;
seller
do 1144. Corn is steady; high Mixed at 724c;
at 754c;
April at 73c; seller May at 75c; seller June a shade
low mixed 72c; no grado at 7l4c. Oats are
Mtchihigher; No 1 at 62c; No2at 6Uc;; White 62c;
Clover Se{d at 6 45 @ 7 001
gan 60c.
Receipts—20,000 bush Wheat, 11,000 bush Corn, 1,-

|__

prices

for-; Alaska,

Henley, New

P

_

Fear, of

OPEN

R<*VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, brig Harry.
lJgm,
inson, Sagua 13 .lays tor Boston; sell Northern
but
from do for Boston, (struck on the Hedge,
off without damage.)
ini,.vc
Ar 24th, brig Eugenia, Veazic, Matanzas 10 uays
foT Boston.
New
Bunker,
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 22d. sebs Iona,
York tor Bostott; Madagascar, Turner, do tor <lo.
Baker,
Ryder,
BOSTON—Ar 25th, barque Joseph
Cienfuegos; sch A W Fisk. Kelley. Baltimore. No.
Cld 25th, brig Jessie Rhynas, Wills. St John,
Sid 25th, brigs An'illes. and Elizabeth.
Ar 26th, sch Eliza Ellen. Montgomery, Portland.
Cld 26th, schs Carrie Belle, Seavey, tor Savannah,
Lizzie Young, Young. Baltimore; E H Atwood, Haskell, Rockport, to load lor Noifolk; F V lurner,
Walker, Rockland.
BEVERLY-Ar 23d. sch Jas Mitchell, from Calais.
SI 1 23*I, brig Nellie Clifford. Tapley, Wilmington.
PORTSMOUTH. NII-Ar 23d, sch Maieus Hnnter,

la'li!

■

MEXICAN RAIDS.

which

*-ood.

STOCK,

SPRING

NEW

for

room

make

In order to

ln»o„..ry

more

WANT.

WE

TUAN

schs Fred Fish, r,,,!*vi?; f{?L^r
WNEWPOKT-Ar 24th,Thorndike,
from Portland lor

In this city. March 24. by Rev. J. W. Johnston
of PortHenry McCormick and Miss Eliza Pine, both
this city, March 24, by Rev. J. W. Johnston
Frederick Lombard and Miss Lizzie McLean, both o.

P

row.

UUW

IjV,

1

^Scffifftrtoiuvestigate

_

an

Harsh

port

to average. Lard is firm at 13|.
Live Hogs declining—shippers G 00 @ 6 50; bacon
.6 50 @ 7 00; good to extra 7 25 @ 8 00. Cattle arc quiet
and unchanged; good native shipping steers at 61)0;
fair at 5 25; fair to good native butcher steers •> 25 @
5 40; choice at 5 65; common to fair mixed stock 3 75
@ 5 00; fair to good Texas 4 00 @ 5 50.
Receipts—5000 bbls Hour, 19,000 wheat, 43,000 bush
bush corn, 10,000 bush oats, 3,uOO bush barley, 10,000

public

ftnnlrau

Wo Imvo Ihi- dny “‘■‘.hod
bare
of our Mock und Bud we
uud leu .Money

“cM

nominal.
Sx. Louts, March 26.—Flour is quiet and unchang@
ed ; Superfine Winter at 4 10 @ 4 25; extra at 4.5
00
4 50: double extra at 4 65 @ 4 00 j treble do at 5
t
r
fall; Spring is
5 25. Wheat easier and a shailo off
1 13}; No 2 Spring Uo @
higher: No 2 Bed at 112} 2®Mixed
at
69
@ 70}c. Oats
%Ic. Corn declining: No
anil
easier: No 2 at 63 (g 61c. Barley and Bye dull
not enough doing to make a market. Whiskey quiat
bid lor
at 1 10. Pork is dull at 20 75 asked and 20 50
21 00
cash; sales at 20:00 seller April, May and June;
seller July; Dry Salted Meats quiet with a limited
sides
rib
clear
jobbing demand; for shoulders 7|c; lc lower. Bacon
and clear sides at 10$ @ Jlfc {buyers
tirrn. Sweet Pickled Hams at lli @ 114c, according

Another Bill Vetoed by Gov. Chambrt lain
Charleston, March 26.—The Legislature
Gov. Chamberlain
adjourned sine die to-day.
vetoed the bill to dec'are the true intent and
act
of
1873. The mair
of
the
funding
meaning
ground of the veto is that the bill is not in bar
rnony with the settlement of the public debt
under the funding -act, which the Gov. iu accordauce with his pledges feels bound to sustain. Tho vetoed bill proposed to require the
interest on the old bonds and the stock of the
Btatseto be funded up to date of the funding ot
«iipii I,.,mis ami
stocks, while under the funding act the interest is fuuded only to January,
is
1874. and
paid iu money from that d ale
Gov. Chamberlain declares that any such
change would retard the funding or consolidation of the old debt now goitigon with gratifyin;
rapidity. The Governor also says the duty oo
standing firmly by the present settlement
debt is paramout to every other conthe
The veto was sustained after £
sideration.
sharp debate, all the conservatives hut one vot
ing agaiust the bill.

nnrl

EXTRA 1

notice

Fii-kelt, Matanzas; hrig Josie. Butler, ftn
and Silas McLoon, ini
Cardenas; schs Charley Cobb,
Curtis Havana ; bark
26th. ship Crescent City.
sch AddleOBryM P Tucker, Tucker. Liverpool;

Caille

VARIATION

SO

AM)

PRICE

John

A

T

Dash barlev.
On the call of the Board In the afternoon—Wheat
is
higher at 05}c seller April; OOlc Beller May. Corn
higher at 672 @ 68cseller April; 76}c for seller May.
Lard
seller
Mayo.
Oats steady. Burk llrmor at 20 22}

TURE.

\Iaiw1v

Hyue,
^Ar 2fith' s*;'h
barques Sarah, Nichols, Matanzas;

OJii

Oliver, Bath.

Domestic Mftrkew.
Chicago, March 26.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
Wheat lower ami in fair
extra Spring 4 50 @ 4 75.
demand ; No 2 Spring at 94c on spot; 94$c tor seller
3
April; 994c for seller Mav; 992c bul seller June; Noin
Spring at 91c; rejected at 84c. Corn is lower andana
fair demand; No 2 Mixed at 67|c @ 6<4 rrJx
for
for seller April; 70$ bid for seller May; 75ic seller
closed
June; rejected 654c. Oats opened dull and seller
on spot; 554c bid
fresh
for
No
2
at
53c
active;
and unApril; 59 @ 594c for seller May. Rye quiet
and droopchanged ; No 2 at 97 @ 974c. Barley dull
C»o
ing. Seeds in fair demand ;Timotb/ 2 00 @-50;
Provisions—Pork dull and declining
ver G 35 @ 7 00.
seller
20
20
at 19 95 @ 20 00 on spot and seller Ai*ril:
m
for May; 20 80 seller June. Lard advanced ana
seller
fair demand at 13 85 @ 13 874 on spot an 1 tor
Meats are in
Bulk
Mav.
seller
1t
03
14
@
Aprii;
024
in fair demand. Whiskey at 112.
33
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 105,000 bush wheat,
000 push corn, 8,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 11.000
bush of barley.
Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 7e,0OP hush wheat 8,000 bush corn, 15,000 busu oats, 00,000 bdsb rye,3,000

_

utafr

Brown, tor Matanzas.
NEW VOKK—Ar 24th, ship Valpnraist MansOn,
schs E K Wilson, Coojier,
San Francisco 112 days;
Snow Hid. Md; Alligator, Hodeins, Providence, Ida
Willie
Harris, Mitchell, New
un* Drisko, Calais;
Haven- tf K Diverty, Douglass. Portland lor Philadelphia'- Wm Denting, Mitchell, Boston for Philadelphia; Oliver Jameson, Jameson, Boston; Iona, Ten-

__

John L. Van Bosltorwick,an old customs off
H9
at Gloucester, Mass., ditd yesterday.
of 181! 1
was a sergeant of artillery iu the war
It is contemplated to make the fare from
Geu
roll
with
the
same
and
drew
a
on
pension
Chicago to New York $18, and if necessary still Dix.
lower. The rates from Buffalo to Chicago are
New
from
James
N.
it
costs
but
and
$9.25
to
reduced
Schon, registrar and assistaii t
$9,
York to Buffalo, the fare for the entires dis
treisurpr of Vassar College, died yesterday.
ot
The main cause
tance is now but $18.75.
The boy found at Bordeutown, N. J., is nc t
this redution is the continuation of the fight
Charlie Ross.
between the Grand Trunk and the Grait
Simon Jordan, a Newburvnoat
Western railways of Canada, which it was ex
committed suicide yesteribfri*—--***"*^
pected would be settled in a short time, bul
The resoltfJAinsHdopted by the New Yerli
nothing bus been accomplished thus far.
the caual frauds, providi
'Tor the appointment of four commissioners t >
Pork Stnliitica.
5^13
be appointed by the governer, and that the in
i_i hTnnmnl report quiry he devoted to the last seven years. Hora
flTVfiTWTVAT^
packing in the West shows the total tio Seymour and Sam. B. Ruggles are suggest
number of hogs packed for the season, from
ed as proper persons to select.
Nov. 1st to March 1st, to have been 5,537,124,
Manchester, N. H., is to have a spellinj
last season 5,383,810.; average gross weight match.the proceeds to he devcted to charitable
26,247 pounds, last season 26,827; average yield objects.
per bead of all kinds of lard, 34.93 pounds', last
The selectmen of the town of Lisbon, N. H.
season 35 50; total product ot lard 193,432,170
beeu indicted for retaining on the clerk’
pounds, last season, 191,138,000. Of barreled havenames which
did not belong there.
list
there
were
produced 504,843 barrels of
pork
Mr. Simmons, formerly proprietor of th 5
mess, against 723,567 last seasou; 46,852 barrels
prime mess, against 47,221 last season; 15,640 Lawrence, Kansas, Tribune, has commenced :
barrels clear, against 7,586 last seasoD; 14,656
suit to recover $70,000 from Stone, the custo
dian of Senator Pomeroy’s money. He hold:
barrels rump, against 17,839 last season; aggrePomcroy’k order for the money.
gate cost of the hogs packed $96,759,250; last
season $63,370,339; average cost per head $6.65,
The bill appropriating $50 000 for the Doug
The
last season $4.38.
summer packing belass monument has beeu defeated iu the Tll'i
tween March 1st and Nov. 1st last year shows
nois House.
a total of $1,167,659 head, and an average gross
A number of convicts at work in the found
weight of 207 pounds.
ry of the Indiana state prison attempted ti
escape Irom jail yesterday.by overpowering tin
Rhode Island Republican
Con- guard, bat failed.
Gen. Augur has arrived at New Orleans tc
vention.
succeed Gen. Emory.
Judge Woods has decided that the statute:
Henry Lippitt Nominated for CSoycruor. give him power to fill Judge Durrell’s place.
All is quiet in Todd county, Ky.
Providence, March 26.—The Kepublican
state convention was in session all night, and at
7o’clock this morning nominated Henry Lippitt
financial and commercial
of Providence for Governor by just the requisite
number of votes for a choice. Henrv T. Sisson
of Little Compton was nominated for LieutenPortland Wholesale market*.
ant Governor, J. M. Addemau for Secyetary of
Friday, March 26.—The grain market is very ac
State, Willard Sayles for Attorney General,and
ars advancing. Yellow corn in ha
Samuel Clark for Treasurer, the last three be- tive and prices
lots is quoted at 95c, by car load 93 @ 94c; Mixe: 1
ing the present incumbents. The chief reason
of the prolonged struggle was the opposition of
corn, by bags lots 94c and 91c and 92c. There i
the temperance men to Mr. Lippitt.
quite an excitement in regard to pork and lard. Th
state
Prohibition
convention
Tbe
meets Monmarket is nearly bare and the demand is active
day, and the Democratic convention to-mor* Prices have advanced rapidly to-day.

points.

«

$

im»w

Redaction of freights to the West
New York. March 26.—A special to tin
Tribune from Chicago say s that the general
agents of the Michigan Central, Michigan
Southern ami Pittsburg «Sc Fort Wayne rail
roads, have reduced the rates to the east on
Tc
fourth class freight and grain as follows:
New York 30 cents per 100 pounds; toPtiiladelphia 25 cents; to Baltimore 25 cents; and tc
Boston and New* England points 40 cents.
This reduction was brought about by the actioc
ef the Bali more and Ohio railroad, which lias
been making contracts during the last week al
35 cents to New York. There is no doubt that
alter this the war will be carried on vigorously
on freight, as it has been thus far in passeugei
rates, nor will the war be confined to the Baltimore & Ohio and Philadelphia roads, but will
now spread to every line leading to New York.
It is stated that the rental lines will hold oul
no longer than the first of April, and if there
is no change in the situation by that time,
they will reduce their passenger rates to alJ

Black Hills country.
Black Hawk and another chief, representing
vagabond Winnebagos of Wisconsin, bad an
interview with Commissioner Smith of the Indian Bureau, to day, requesting some pecuniary
assistance from the government to euable them
to successfully avail themselves of the Iudian
homestead provisions euacted last session on
tb6 deficiency bill.
They want money to buy
The
some stock aqd agricultural implements.
Commissioner took the matter uuder advise-

those waters.
Uponbeituj_j»ffeved""ivdmiral
Pennock will saA-^Tr t&o-United States iu the
Hartfojd-AiiT tiagship. Capt. L. A. Kimberly
hit? been ordered to the command of the Monongahela, on the South Atlantic coast, in
place of Capt Thornton, who was thrown from
his chair by a sudden lurch of the ship a short
time since and seriously injured.
The Attorney General has decided that he
has no authority to order the trial of Indians
for a murder committed in the Indian country,
and so informs (he Secretary of War, the latter
having referred the questiou to the Attorney
General upon a request of Gen. Terry, who has
three Indians in charge who murdered another
Indian.
There will be about one hundred vacancies
amoBg the cadet midshipmen at the Naval
Academy, to he filled at the annual examinaMembers of the House whose
tion in June.
districts are not represented at the academy
nominations to the Secretary
their
are making
of the Navy.
It is reported to-night on-good authority that
George B. McCartce, chief of the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing of the Treasury Dewill Ehortly retire from his position.

iu

Another

family.
Ou the recommendation of President Barnard, of Columbia College, New York, the Secretary of the Interior has appointed Walter P.
Jenny as geologist for the exploration of the

The Alert, one of the eight new sloops-ofauthorized by the act of 1873, will be the
first prepared for sea at Chester, Pa., orders
having been given to have her ready by the first
of dune for the purpose of taking the class of
cadet engineers from the Naval Academy ou
their annual practice cruise this summer. The
other two iron sloops, Alliance and the Ranger, will also be prepared for sea at Chester, Pa.,
Wooden
where they are built by contract.
sloops authorized to be constructed by same
and
at
act are the Adams
Essex,
Boston, tbo
Enterprise at Portsmouth and Huron at Norfolk, and it is expected all of them will be
ready for service by next fall. The Trenton,
which is the largest one of the class now ou
the stocks at New York, will not be ready for a
year or more. The Tennessee, the new ship of
the Asiatic station, beiug nearly ready for sea,
Rear Admiral Reynolds, the new commandant
of that station, is preparing to sail for Singapore, where he will relieve Rear Admiral Pen-

caioio

Good Friday—Irish Societies Forbiddct
to Pnrade Sunday.
New York, Maich 26.—Good Friday servi
were held at the churches here this rnoru
ces
ing in the presence ol large congregations. Al
St. Patrick’s Cathedral uresanctifieil mass was
celebrated, at which Archbishop McOloskey
was present.
Trinity church was well filled
with worshippers, when the services for tht
day were read and a sermon preached by Rev.
Morgan Dix.
The Stock and Gold Exchanges are closed today, and among the brokers the day is as closeThe
ly observed as if it was a legal holiday.
banks are obliged to keep open, but they are
doing little business.
The Police Commissioners have informed the
parties expecting to parade in the funeral pageant on Sunday in honor of the memory of
John Mitchel, that such parade cannot take
place, as the law forbids any such demonstration.
The public parade has therefore been
abandoned and an ovation will take place Sunday afternoon in the Hippodrome.
A convention of the Irish societies to-nighi
adopted resolutions eulogistic of the memory
of the late Joliu Mitchell, and expressing con
doleuco with the beretved family. The society
is aggrieved at not being consulted by the Fenian Brotherhood with regard to the parade, aud
have decided to take no part in it, but will cal
an early meeting and make arrangements for £
procession to be participated iu by Irish socie-

Treasury
are the Treasury balances foi

of papers valued
$12,000, but which
no avail to the thieves.

iuab

B

YAtkHa'rfTslaJd‘24th,

At Wilkesbarrc.
rained all
Wilkesrarre, March 26 —It
this afternoon with the appearance of coutiuuTowaudaaud
from
a|i
night.
Reports
jn,.
other points lip the river, state that it is raining hard and tho snow is disappearing rapidly.
Tho low places in the fields are filled with water seeking a passage to streams, but the river
Twenty-four hours
lias not riseu perceptibly.
of such weather will fill the tributaries of the
and
the
bauks
the
to
full
danger will he
river
at hand.

CAROLINA

NEWCASTLE, DEt—Passed down 25th, hrig J

a,it WWte;tmiet2S4th,'nsch

basis.

SOUTH

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Below 25th, hrig San Carlos, Atherton, from 51atanzas.

Jlarkfh
CniCAGO, March 26.—Cattle fairly active lor good
f
Willie Martin, from New
grades; prices steady {receipts5000 head; chcicefsteer
0 "05; extra do 6 03 @ 6 50; j-tookers at 3 jO @
6 b2J
5 00; shipments 2400 head.
sch Piscataqua, from KockLive hogs in good demand and firmer and higher
lain! for New York.
,
rm
for extra—receipts 8,000 head ;one lot of extra at 8 80;
interior at 6 00 @
common to medium 7 to iy 7 30;
head.
9000
G 50; shipments
w piah
New Haven fordo.
W Fish
Sheep null, weak, and irregular; receipts *2,000
PORTSMOUTH. RI—Ar 24th, gch Joseph
at
1
head.; poor to medium 4 00 @ 5 50; good to choice
Daily. St George for New York; Samuel
lor
Bath
5 75 @ 0 75.
Rockport for Norfolk; Bessie E Dickinson,

Chicago

The

following

at

oiatcuicuii

NEW YORK.

Ralances.-

capital $100,000.
Savings

u'o

Black Hills.
I have seen nuggets from tlie
Horn and Tongue rivers and many specimens from near Fort Stambough in the upper
Wind liover country, where the mining has
failed for want of water for alluvial washing
and from the hostility of the Indians, and I
have good reason to believe, in fact it is quite
certain, gold exists in the Owl Creek mountains
on Lower Wind river,
and on the head waters
of the Powder river and the Rosebud, all the
localities being under general meaning in the
Black Hills and outside of the Sherman, Augur and Terry treaty oflSOD, except so far as the
privilege to hunt game. It has been my intention to communicate much information this
coming summer to the government on the
above described country, and as the Indians
have no absolute right to the soil, there may be
but little difficulty in extinguishing their hunting privileges, 1 purpose, if you do not object,
to open up the Yellowstone river by sending
Gen. Forsythe and Col. Graut of my staff, up
the Yellowstone to the mouth of the Big Horn
as soon as the ice breaks,' which will
give the
lowest tide water, having already secured a
steamboat to make this exploration.
If Gen. Forsythe is successful I will send
Gen. Custar with a command from Fort Lincoln across the mouth of the Powder river,
thence up on the south bank of the Yellowstone, crossing Powder river, Tongue river, the
Rosebud and on to the mouth of Big Horn.
This country is as yet entirely unexplored and
the expedition may develope a very valuable
auriferous section and make the Father Desmet story to some extent true, but I am of the
belief that a mountain of mica has not changed
I will also send an expepition dowr
to goU.
Wind river through Owl creek mountains from
Stambough via. Fort Brown to the moutl
of Big Horn!and will briLg it back through
the forkes about the headwaters of the Powdei
river visited by Capt. Mills and his command
last summer.
So far as troops are concerned I will prom
ise activity in the present emergency ana tht
conscientious performance of duty. Should tht
points from which the miuers start be so re
mote as to make it impossible for our scouting
force to watch them we can occupy the two oi
three gaps id the Blaok Hills; and effectually
exclude tresspassers.

MASSACHUSETTS.

The

Ktl

Big

__

Commitment of the East Roston

_

tioned.
Believing that these Indians would never
make war on our settlements as long as we
could threaten their families and villages in
this remote locality ah ouuding in game and all
that goes to make Indian life comfortable, aud
with this purely military obj-etio view, an
order was given for Gen. Cus'cr’s recconnoisThe discovery of tbe particles of gold
saDce.
by alluvial washing near Harney’s Peak" on
the eastern slope of the Black Hills of Cheyenne. followed, and again brought to the sur-

Augusta, March 20.—The European & N.
A. Railroad Co. does not accept the terms offered by the state for the adjustment of the land
controversy, but will submit a proposition
which the council will consider to-morrow.

A

of that

Chicago, March 2G.—Lieut. Gen. Sheridan
has written a letter concerning the Black Hills
country, in which he traces back the origin of
the delusive stories of its marvelous richness 10
Father Desmet, a Catholic missionary, who
heard it from the Indians. Father Desmet’s
story, says Sheridan, was that while living
with tke Sioux Iudiaus he was shown by them
nuggets of gold, which they informed him
had been obtaiued at different puiuts in tiie
Black Hills, supposed to be from tbe beds of
the Big Horn, Rosebud and Powder Rivers,
and from branches of tbe Tonguo river, and on
bis representing that such yellow metal was of
the great value they told him they knew where
a mountain of it could be found.
Subsequent
investigation, however, proved that the Indian
mountain of gold was nothing more thau a
mountain of yellow mica, such a& are found in
a number of
places iu the above described
country. It so happened that the Black Hill
country was embraced iu the military commission, aud two years ago it became apparent to
Hills of
me that a military post in the Black
Chejenue would soon become necessary for
of
tlie settlement iu Nethe proper protection
braska from the raids of tbe Sionx warriors,
who always before they commenced depredations on l he frontier, secured a safe place for
tlieir families aud villages iu the locality men-

Otter.

NEW

Wealth

Region the Story of a Catholic Priest—
The Mountain ol Gold, a Mountain of

THE CARSON HERDER TRIAL.

so

AAnaciAn

THE ICE GORGES.

The Marvelous Mineral

who is

many converts in London, was
colonel in the Union army. It is told of him

now

MATTERS IN MAINE.

on

California miner, related by Mr. Medill,
sufficient to <lgter them from the project-

THE BLACK HILLS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

«

and Moncv Market.
Nkw York, March 26.—Wall street was very
and
though banks and banking bouses
quiet to-day,
are open they are doing verydittle business, as most
of coiftracis were settled yesterday.
Gold strong and selling over counters of coin dealders at 110J with HG as buying figures. Bankers report small business in Foreign Exchange ou a basis
of 4824 for pound sterling for GO day bills and 486$ lor
turee days sight. Customs receipts to-day $251,000*
Governments—brnd houses report a brisk demand
for CJ. S. securities at a higher basis of prices, 1867
being up to 120$. Money quiet anu lending at 3 @
1 per cent. The Assistant paid out $20,000 for coin
interest and $85,000 for called bonds.
Nevr Vork Niock

Travellers find the

Lozenges

CO., Wholesale Drugg sts, Proprietors, Boston.,
no23
snW&$&law24tf8
\I,

Rebellion,

just ichat they need,

CLARKE'S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR
cures

KbfimiiiliMii :i:i<S Neuralgia
all their lorms. It is sure, sato ami cheap. Tht
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for
FIVE

OOLLABD OK LESS.

For sale by Druggist and Me, Heine dealers generally
Price £1 per battle, six for $5. Wholesale by

TUCKERS

II II. Ilny, mill John W. Perkin. * <o.
Portland, Maine.
.ndeodSweowtfal
eelft

S

CII A N D L E II
—

AND

D.

BAND

HOUSF

All

fHAlVDLEB, LEAOEB.
Office 27 Market Square.

IS.

Prompters.

PRIiVUI^G

115 KXCII-AJNTGUS STREET.
orders, cithe personal or by mail, will receive
ly24dt!sn
prompt attention

—

H. Chandler, C. M. Uichnrdson, F. W. Buxtou

oc2!)

a

The Book, Canl and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will bo continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

ORCHESTRA.
D.

sailors

or
can

Cough Worn Victim*
Whose lungs are racked ami torn with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, fiml sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry ami Horehouml. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to cbnsumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly ami well in Croup and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Iyjring, Exchange ami Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Congress St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,

leniple,

in

slightly,

Pension by a4l4lressing I)r. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in Unite<l Slates Navy, No. 4 New Chamers St.. New York City.
Communications prompty auswered.
oc29snly

they arc so compact anil inodorous that they may
he carried in the veet pockety and as an aperient or
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Hezrn !iO c. large tsoxc* 66r. »eut
by trinil free of pontage lo any addreww.
For saio by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Trcmont
Boston, ami by all Druggists.
scDsneodly

as

NOTICE.—All

ofllcers,
and soldiers, woun4icd, ruptured
PERSON
injured in
the late
however
obtain

sueodGwMWF.

I

C. K. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Painfcng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and id jocts
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
ectlsneodtf
Middle Street.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

at 7 p.

height, iu memory of the late Miss
has been presented to St. Luke’s Cathedral by her sister, Mrs. Persia Hanson.
A big snow slide from a building in Market
Square, yesterday af:eruoon, nearly buried a
inches in

Greely,

As yesterday was Good Friday, there were
markets from New York,
A drunken woman trying to send a telegraph
despatch, made lots of fun at the Merchants’

to.

Casco.—Religious

comer

no

Exchange, yesterday.
The cutter Dallas returned yesterday {from
an eastern cruise.
She left the brig Edith
Hall iu Boothbay liarbor. It will be remembered that this vessel has been blown out to sea
several

Meeting

Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Cairuthers,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m., and 7 p. ni. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s CnuRcn.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all arc welcomed.
First Congregational Church Deering.—
Rev. Mr. Morgan will preach at 10$ a. in. Sunday
School immediately after service.

and 7. p. m. Seats free.
First Baptist Churcii, Congress st., corner o*
Wilrnot. Kev. W. II. Shailer, pastor.—Sabbath School
1.30 p. m. Preachings. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Seats Free.
Spiritual Electioners at Fluent Block, Rooms
No. 1 & ‘2. Meeting to-morrow at 2$ p. m. Entrauce

Exchange Street.

Church.—Rev.- Geo. W.

The Catholic churches were draped yesterday, and not even the hell was allowed to
ring to call the people to worship. The organ
was also closed the night previous and will not
be opened until Esater morning. The hymns
and canticles were sung without accompaniAll pictures, crosses and images were
ment.
covered with purple, and the interior of the

St. Stephens.—Betides the usual Easter services
in this church in the morning, the Sunday school anniversary will be ooserved at 3 o’clock in tlie afternoon, with reports, emblems, carols and addresses.
Jarne8
Church.—Rev.
Baptist
Free St.
McWliinnie, pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m.,and 7 p*
service.
in.
Sunday School at close of morning
m.

stood a triangular stand, holding fifteen lighted
candles, typical of Christ and the apostles.
During the service, and at the end of each
psalm, a candle was put out, until only the
At the words “Christ was
topmost remained.

New Jerusalem Church.—Easter Services.
Rev. W. B. Hayden preaches to-morrow morning on
the Resurrection of our Lord. Baptism and confirmation during morning service. Evening lecture in
vestry at 7$; Resurrection of our Lord continued.

made obedient for us unto death” the candles
were taken away and hidden under the Epistle
These words being said,all
corner of the altar.
knelt and continued kneeling to the eud, when
a slight noise was made to represent the earth-

Church.—Rev. C W. Perkins, pastor.

preceeding Sunday School at 10$ o’clock
Service
a. m. Sunday Scho.il at 11$ o’clock a. m.
with preaching by the Pastor at 3 o’clock p. m.
Young peoples prayer meeting at 6$ r>. m. General
prayer meeting at 7 o’clock p. m. All are cordially
Invited.

quake and confusion in nature at the crucifixion. The extinction of the lights explains the
name of TeDebrse, which refers to the mystoriearth
ous darkness that covered the universal

Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meetings at 2 p. m. Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Gos-

pel Temperance Meeting 7$ evening. Temperance
Reform Meeting Monday evening. Public invited,to

at the time of the crucifixion. What is known
among Catholics as the “Adoration of the
Cross,” was here introduced. The processional
cross was draped in black and the choir enter-

Seats free.

Superior Court.
1875—SYMONDS, J., PRESID-

MARCH CIVIL TERM,

ed clothed in cassocks

ING.

ing

Members of the bar are requested to take notice
that an assignment of Court cases for this term will
be made at ten o’clock this Saturday morning. The
•

Skillin is continued and the jury
case
will be discharged Saturday morning.
Friday.—Caroline H. Ellis vs. Joshua E. Jcnks.
This is an action of trover to recover the sum of four
hundred dollars, the alleged value of a theatrical
wardrobe.
T'hnr.iiiinHff rlnims that shortly after the inception of the enterprise now known as the Portland
Museum her husband, H. W. Ellis, one of tbe partthe wardrobe at a
ners, engaged her as mistress of
assentealary of $25 per week, which was soon after
ed to by Mr. John L. Shaw, the other partner,—that
she was to furnish the materials and make up such
wardrobe as should be necessary horn time to time,
and that the title to the articles so constructed
should be in her; that as she was a stranger in the
city and had no credit or means at that time to purchase the materials, Mr. Shaw agreed to and did be-

and

EVENING SERVICES.

vices. The pastor made a few very appropriate
remarks in regard to the observance of the day
and the lessons it should teach.
A very interesting service was held at ConThe following is the
gress Square church.
programme:
Organ Voluntary.
Anthem, “There is a Green Hill far a-vay.”
Reading Psalm.
A ntbem, “The Lord is my Shepherd.”
Scripture Lesson—St. John xvi.
Hymn. 216. 306.
Scripture Lesson—St. John xix, “Cast thy Burden
on the Lord.”
Choral Sentence (or Hymn unannounced).
Prayer.
Choral, “Oh Father, Hear my Prayer.”
Hymn. 613. 722.
Brief address bv the pastor.
Anthem, “Abide With Me.”
Benediction.
St. Luke’s Cathedral was crowded, and a
very impressive service was held. Besides the

as an ac-

“Sap-

The defendant claims title under a bill of sale from
John L. Shaw and offered testimony tending to show
that there was no agreement or assent on the part of
Mr. Shaw that the plaintiff should receive a salary or
that the title to the wardrobe should be in her; that
Shaw paid for the materials and labor of which it
was constructed, and at the time of the dissolution
Mrs. Ellis took away such articles as she claimed belonged to her and which were articles of wardrobe
owned by her prior to the formation of this partnership, and at that time she made no claim to these
articles in suit; that sometime after, she came $nd
demanded “her things,’’which the defendant refused
to deliver, saying he had bought everything there,
and further that they were under attachment and he

usual service Bishop Neeley preached an excellent discourse appropriate to the day.
The Cathedral of Immaculate Conception
was open and a deeply
interesting service was
liel d.
_

Serenaders.—The band of sereuaders who
rendered such beautiful singing on Thursday
night were part of the Glee Club, and were
paying their tribute of respect in song to some
of their esteemed friends as they went “marchin" for temDerauce." Albion Little, Esq., was
surprised, and (be Club received a warm recep-

clcs werejunder attachment on a suit by Wm. Calde r
but that by an arrangement between the sheriff and
Air. Jenks they were allowed to be used on the stage
while under such pretended attachment, and it wa8
claimed that this amounted to a conversion o? the
property without proof ot a demand.
The jury, after being out four hours, reported that

tion. Mr. Little made them welcome in a neat
speech from his verandah, and then inviting
the party in an hour was spent in song and
From there they visited
pleasant greetings.
another friend, Mr. AVhitney, of the firm of

Whitney & Thomas, where another hour was
spent in pleasant greetings, and the bond between the honorary members and the reformed
men was made more firm.

there was no possibility of their agreeing and that
and were thereupon
one of their number was sick,
discharged. They disagreed on the questiou of title,
five for the deand
standing seven for the plaintiff
fendant.

The Museum.—This afternoon and evening
afford the last opportunities to see “Lost in
London,” as it must give way Monday uight to
Mr. Arnold’s benefit. No one should miss seeing the fine scene in the coal mine, in the first

Jordan for deft.

ITliinicipai Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

FkidAY.—Jolm Burke. Throwing snowballs

in

act.
The demand for seats at Mr. Arnold’s benefit is large, and people have no hesitation ;in
A few
selecting chairs in the rear of the hall.
chairs yet remain unsold, but as the bill presented is the finest offered this season, every
seat will probably be taken by to-night.

Fined $1. Paid.
Fined S50
seizure.
Hugh Doheriy. Search and
Frank.
with costs. Paid.
Fined S50
X’atrick Decham. Search and seizure.
with costs. Paid.

| treets.

Fernonol.
Matthews
J. L. Fogg, of the firm of J. B.
to
family
with
about
to
remove
is
& Co.,
business
Sau Francisco, Cal., to engage hi

Maine General Hospital.—There are nownineteen patients in the Hospital, nearly al.1 of
whom have come hither lor the treatment ot
difficult diseases. All of them reside out of the

his^

there.
Hon. Wm. P. Frye has gone to Connecticut,
to take part in the campaign.
N. W. Fartvell, Esq., and family will probaThey have ensail for
next week.

and several have come from the most disThe skillful medical
tant parts of the state.
staff is destined to make the institution popuThe work of comlar throughout the state.
he commenced as soou
will
the
building
pleting
season is sufficiently advanced for tho
as the

city,

bly
Europe
gaged passage by the Cuuard line.
Dr. A. T. Stinson, from Gardiner, has loeated himself at China

village.

An Individual Dkii.i,.—It is said thatCapt.
Somers and Lieut. Butler of the Sheridan Ca.
dels, will soon challenge Messrs. JlcCallum and
Fecan of the Montgomery Guards, to an iudividual drill. The friends of both companies
are sure as to the result if the drill takes place,
and it is said the Muutgomeries are very
anxious to receive the challenge.
Portland Tuunvekuin.—At the annual
meeting of the Portland Turnvereiu, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
yearSpeaker, C, O. Bancioft; Leader, Josephus Hudson; Secretary, Oscjr It. Wish; DiII. W. Bobinsou; Treasrector of Amusements,
John C. Dennis; Armorer, JohnC. Doldt.
urer,

live is

must

|
1

profitable expenditure

of money.

Fkaternitv Derating Clur.—Last evendiscussed tho
ing the Fraternity Debating Club
“Resolved, That ambition has

question:

evil tbiyi intemperance.” William
Rest bad the affirmative and Joseph Kelfider
"the negative. Declamations were gi\en by
Edward Merril aud Fred Davis, and readiugs
L. Bean.
by Kate Woodill, Ida Brown and L.
caused

more

An Arrest.—Last evening officers Verry
and Hicks were patrolling their heat on Foro
street, when they saw three men run from a

building. The officers gave chase and arrested
It is
one of them,
hut. the others aecaped.
thought that they were trying to break into a

shop.
•

polici

a

small story and

a

half dwelling.

Tin

family live in the second story, which is ver;
comfortably fitted up. The officer found Mrs
McDonald on a bed in a fearful condition
The body was black and blue from head t<
foot. Her head was cut up in several places
and one e.ve was completely closed up, and sev
eral. of her fingers were badly bitten. D
Brooks was called and he considered the case £
very critical one.
Mrs. McDonald was too feeble to give any
Marshal Parker ai
account of the affair.
once gave orders to have McDonald arrested foi
tho assault. After the doctor had left the
room her husband returned, and hearing thai
she had sent for tho doctor, made another as
sault upon her. Officer Burnham got on his
Ho is a
track and arrested him in his stablo.
fish peddler, and has quite an amount oi
property. He refuses to give any account ol
the affair, but says that his wife must have
fallen from a chair and hurt herself. Mrs.
Woodsome says that the assault was probably
made Wednesday night, and that the woman
remained alone until yesterday morning.
The neighbors say that it is uo uncommon
thing for him to beat her; in fact it is so comthat they take no notice of
mon an occurrence
it.
As near as can be ascertained, the assaulf
made with a chair, which the drunken
man struck over the head of the woman hard
enough to.break one of the legs. The man
will be brought before Judge Knight this
morning, charged with “an assault with intent
was

kill.”
The victim of tins cruel treatment is a seconu
wife. Her health lias not been very good of
late, but her liusbaud lias utterly refused her a
physician. Marshal Parker says that he considers this the most brutal case ho has ever
known of, and he is determined to have it fully
to

investigated.
very composed last evening,
and remarked to Marshal Parker that ho
thought the best thing to do was to let him
(McDonald) go, and say nothing more about
McDonald

was

the affair.
Music for Easter*

The following is the music for Easter at the
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception:
morning.

Kyri. .Mozart*s-2d mass.
.Mozart’s 12th mass.
Gloria
Veni

Creator.Lambillotte.

Crej0.Mozart s 2d mass.
Hymn for the day—Allelulia Haec Hies,.
J

Lambillotte,
Sanctas...Mozart’s 2d mass.
Agnus

....Mozart

Dei.

s

12

usual.
Hymn for the day—Allelulia Haec Dies,
Emmerig’s Grand Magnificat.
for the season—Regina Cceli,
Hymn
J
Lambillotte.

Litany.
Salutaris.Kotzscbmar.

O
Tantum

Ergo.Lambillotte.

Laudate Dominum.

CONGRESS SQUARE CHURCH.
The morning service wil* be as follows:
Org.m Voluntary.
Invocation.

•

Anthem.
Easter Scriptural Selections.
Glor a in Excelsis.
Scripture Lesson.

Prayer.

Choral.
Hvrnn.

Ofiertory, Solo,

“Pro

Peccatis,” Mr. J. A, Ariiold.

Sermon.

Prayer.
Anthem.

Benediction.
The Sunday School concert will take place in
the eveniug, during which Mrs. Flint will sing
*
a solo from “Elijah,”
“O, Rest in the Lord,
and Mrs. Merrill “Consider the Lilies.”
Papal Envoys.—To-day Monsignor Roncelti
who has been delegated by the Pope to bear
the berretla to]the Cardinal Archbishop of New
York, with two other distinguished members
of the Poutifical household, sails from Havre
is stated that the euvoys
for New York.
will not only bear the scarlet cap to Cardinal
McCloskey, but the insignia and papers of
Archbishop Williams of Huston, and the other
It

recently appointed bishops,
Healey of this diocese.

including Bishop

Morrill’s Corner.—The Sunday evening
temperance meetiugs at Morgan’s Hall, are of
much interest. The meeting to-morrow eveniug will be addressed by good speakers. Monday evening a vocal concert will be given in
the ball to raise fuuds to prosecute the temperMiss Alice Witkam, Miss Jennie
ance work.
King, Mr. J. B. Hudson, Jr., andjMr. W. N.
Low, and Miss Mattocks accompanist, have
been engaged for this entertainment.
Sailors.—The good work for
Beading
sailors at this port is in need of books for libraries; papers, magazines, &c., for distribution
foe

shipboard, specially for the fishermen,
We
(second-hand literature of course).
trust, as heretofore, there will be a generous
response. Send a postal card to Rev. 1*'. Southworth,•naming the place where he may call, or
Piea3e boar this
send to 108 Newbury street.
on

in mind.

Pleasant.—On the occasion of the head
waiter, John Coleman, leaving his positiop at
the United States Hotel, the boarders-made up
haudsome purse and presented it to him. Mr.
Coleman was always a very attentive waiter,
and tbe guests of the house are sorry to have
a

him

county. It says:
Judge Hale of Foxcroft,

now has in his possession a solid brick taken from a barrel of
Other
this ore, its assay value being $80.
anil
specimens have bean recently obtained,
careful scientific analysis shows that it will
“pan out” $300 silver and $12 gold per ton of
ore.

r,

It is situated on what is known as the Bennett farm, in Dexter, being found in a high
bluff, the lead sloping in a south-easterly direction.
This mine and the land adjacent is now in
the hands of men well known, who are possossed alike of brains, energy and capital. The
names of the five gentlemen who have secured
control of the mine are as follows:
W. D. Eaton and C. W. Curtis, Dexter; Josiah B. Mayo, Foxcroft; F. Chapin, Moosod;
A. Rodliff, Boston.
Under a bond for $25,000 this party will operate for a year.
The arrangements were only consummated
on Thursday last aud
have been kept secret,
even from those resident in the immediate vicinity. The gentlemen named will dispose of
a small interest, only, to those who wish to invest, aud the organization of a stock company
is iu contemplation.
The work of tunnelling
will be commenced under experienced and comsoon
as
the snow is off the
petent direction as
ground, and if expectations in regard to this
mine are realized—and there really seems to bo
a good basis for these anticipations—“there are
millions in it.”
Executive Appointments.—In addition to
those already published, Gov. Dingley made
the following appointments Thursday:
State—Joseph Tyler, Portland, and P. M.
Whitten, Clinton, Taxidermists; Hannibal
Belcher, Farmington, Justice of the Peace;
Hilbaril Lockhard and A. J. Eastman, Lewiston, to Solemnize Marriages.
Justices of the Peace—A. R. Savage, Auburn; I. P. Pierce. Greenwood pi.; D. P. Cyr,
Grand Isle; E. J. Sylvester, Otisfield; J. P.
Russell, Temple; O. H. Tripp, Surry; Bradbury JSylvester. Wayuo; Lowell Lamson, Fryoburg; J. L. Frank, Brownfield; Lewis A. Bakker, Baugo:; E. A. Chaudler, Exeter; C. S.
Ireland, Dover; F. J. Parks, Phipsburg; Franklin Cole, Cornish.
Trial Justices—Arthur F. Drinkwater, Ellsworth; George B. Kenniston, Boothbay; Nelson Brown, Atkinson; William Lane, Monsou.
Coroners—Samuel Door, Bucksport; C. P.
Mallard, Rockland.
Notary—S. F. Bryant, Kennebunk.
Fish Warden—Elias llauscoin, Machias.
JtE'AL
are

INSTATE

leave.__

Work Wanted.—If any of our citizens desire help for an hour, day, or any length of
time, they can be supplied by calling at tbo
Reform Club room in Mechanics’ building, and
thus render a good service to tbe reform men,
many of whom have families and

are

needy.

Business Notes.
Capt. Hiram Deliver of Mt. Desert, has 2500
boxes of herring recently smoked, which he is
now boxing for the Portland market.
On account of the closing of Allen & Warren’s tannery, many cords of ljark are-being
iug hauled to the P. & O. station to bo shipped. Price eight dollars per cord, delivered.
In Mouson, only two miles from Abbott station, and directly on tbe line of the proposed
railroad extension, fifty acres of laud have
been recently purchased, which has slate of the
most excellent quality and enough for three
quarries. The purchasers are W. D. Eaton,
George Hamilton, C. W. Curtis, G. A, Haines,
Dexter; B. Rodiff. Boston; and A. W. Chapin,
Mouson. Work will be commenced this spring
and a company organized under a charter obtained from the Legislature two winters ago.
Tbe Grangers of Etna have opened a store
.i-

auu .uc
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ternity.

The Lewiston Journal complains of the high
local fares and freights from that city east and
believes that they are neither for the public or
the railroad interest.
An Eastern Virw.—The editor of the Biddeford Journal, who has been one of the most
active agents of the Eastern Itailroad at Authus views the
gusta and elsewhere, in the east,
late Maine Central overturn:
The annual meeting of this corporation was
held in Waterville on Wedursday.and the largest number of votes ever thrown by its stockholders, were represented, the whole number
of stockholders being^36, and of shares 35,836.
From the moment the management of that,
road undertook the reckless, and what in an
individual would have been considered fraudulent action iu annulling a deliberate contract
ratified by the unauimous vote of the stock
holders of both the Maine Central and Eastern
a struggle must enroads, it was apparent thatthe
influence in its
out
sue which would wipe
the
of
one
of
parties. After the
management
Central the maperfidious action of the Maine
a pool of their stock,
jority of the board entered
that
they would retain
with their signatures
their stock at all hazards, and thus perpetuate
themselves in their control, to the ulter discomfiture of the remaining one-third of owuershow tte
it the object of this report
S,l\vr'ereinfluences‘which
brought around this peto

secret

culiar condition of stultifying railroad management an interesting chapter of railroad history
would be shown; but it is now necessary only
to give results.

IlutiNWicK.—The Kepublicaus

of. Ilruns-

wick have made the following nominations fot
town officers, the town meeting being held on
Selectmen, Allen Colby, 15. E
Monday:
Swett, Geo. 1’. Simpson; Clerk,Leonard TownTreasurer, ISartou Jordau; Town Agent,

send;

S. L. Swift; S. S. Committee, Kav. E. II. I5ysome years past the
fugton, Kev. F. Sill. For
and Demdifferences between the Kcpublicans
attended to in the
ocrats has not been much
Town of
election of municipal officers here.
Democrats
flees have been worthily filled by
in a decided ma
though the Kepublicaus are
The above nominees are all Kepubli

jority.

A lively town meeting is anticipated.
caDS.
Tho small pox does not appear to he iucrcas
is felt concerning j:
ing, and very little alarm

A

RANSFEKS. —AI1B

lonuwiug

the real estate transfers in this city record-

ed the past week:
Land with buildings thereon on Congress
street, from John Wheeler to I''. J. Hollins,
consideration 88,500.
Lind on Peaks Island from Martin Canavan
to A. G. Sterling, consideration 8125.
Land on Church street, from Stephen Johnson to Martha M Johnson, consideration 81.
One-twelfth of the Burnham wharf property
from William Deering to Weston F. Milliken,

consideration 87,000.

Land near St. Stephen’sjchurch, from Alvin
to St. Stephen s church, consideration

865.

Land with buildings thereon on Hammond
strret, from Martin Clasby to Mary Ellen Lyons, consideration value received.

%

singing birds for sale, S3 each,
Exchange street. Positively last day.

at

were

8532.

Death Claims Paid in

Ratio of

doubtedly accept.
An extensive revival is in progress at Addison, east side, under tbo labors of Rev. C. T.

Esterbrook.g
The Zion’s Herald says that the M. E. church
Uuiou is enjoying much prosperity. Twenty-two persons have joined since the Conference year began.
Rev. Mr. Twart of Buxton Centre, has accepted a call to become.pastor of the Free Baptist church at White Rock aud Little Falls, and
has entered upon his work in this now field of
labor.
Rev. Mr. Byther closed his labors with the
Universalist Society in Machias, March 34th.
at

The North Star reports considerable religious
interest in Presque Isle.
Rev. W. H. -Bolster contemplates leaving
Wiscasset, where he is at preseut settled over
the First Parish Congregational church. His
new field of labor is not decided upon.
Rev. A. H. Tyler, pastor of the Congregational church in Monson, on the last communion day gave the invitation to all who loved
Christ, without regard to church membership
or

baptism.
rrnnnrr man

tinifotl witli tVlA

pltlirpll in

Bridgton by profession at the last communion,
The resignation of Rev. J. Kyte of Alfredis expected to take effect on the first Sabbath
of April.
There were three additions to the church at
Cumberland Mills at the first communioD.
Rev. B. M. Edwards was installed pastor of
the Free Baptist church in Brunswick the 18th
inst. Sermon by Rev. J. S. Burgess.
STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Mr. Brant, late liquor agent at Lewiston, is
under a cloud. He doubled the prices for liquors on his invoices and the committee of the
city find that it has lost $1,889.50 by his operations. He resigned the day before Mayor Russell was inaugurated.
Pemberton, the East Boston murderer, accorning to the Journal, left Lewiston two years
ago, running away with a hired horse,has been
in state prison, and has a wife residing in the
vicinity ot Skowhegan.
The annual election of directors of the Lewiston & Auburn railroad is to occur Thursday,
April 1st,
The Maine Central authorities have a suspicion that the fire at Lisbon, Sunday morning,
was the work of an incendiary.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Journal says that Eugene E. Keating, a
boy in his thirteenth year, came very near being cat in two by a circular saw, on Wednesday, in the large wooden building of Messrs.
Siprogue, at the dam in Augusta, by falling between two saws. One of the saws cut his right
leg quite badly, just above the knee; the other
saw inflicting a slight wound on his left thigh.
The machinery was soon stopped and he was
saved.
OXFORD COUNTY.

A terrific wind

passed

day night of last week.

Mason on ThursA barn. 40x42, erected

over

about nine years ago, containing horses, cattle, carriages, &c., was unroofed and almost
totally demolished. but fortunately all within
The barn of
the building escaped unharmed.
G. II. Brown was partially unroofed.
Council
of
The Oxford county
Grangers was
organized the 13th inst., at Norway, with the
following officers: C. W. Ryersoo, Norway,
M.; S. S. Smith, Oxford, O.; W. Andrews,
Otisfield, J ; C. C. Cushman, Hebron, Sec.;
Benj. Tucker, Jr.. Waterford, S ; Z C, Perry,
Paris, A. S ; A. A Cushman, Hebron, G. K.;
S. S. Smith, Oxford, T.
Grange No. 109 was formed at Peru tha I5th
inst and t!ie following officers elected:
Wm.
K. Kreen, Master; Merrill Kuight, Overseer;
G. O. Hayford, Lecturer O. L. Hatnmon,
Steward; A. L. Gowell, Asst. Steward; A. B.
Walker. Chanlain: A. L Haines. Secretary.
S. R. Nowell, Esq., Register of Deeds in Oxford couuty, recently had a tumor removed
from his thigh. He is doing well.
*

KNOX COUNTY.

At ajtemperauce conveutiou in Rockland a
fow days since, Revs. S. L. 15. Chase and C. R.
Nash, and Messrs. W. H. Hyde, Aaron Howes
and George Shorey were appointed a central
committee to take measures to organize tne
friends of temperance iu each town in the
couuty for unite! action, and to call future

conventions.

Work is soou to be resumed ou the Rockland
custom bouse.
In Rockland 379 arrests were made last year,
335 males and 24 females. Of this number 239
were

for.druukenucss.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

The Reporter says that the Odd Fellows of
Skowhegau will give a grand concert and ball
at Coburn Hall, April 20.
Hall’s celebrated
The
baud of Boston, is to furnish the music.
supper will be at the Turner House.
WALDO COUNTY.

Some petty thieves have been committing
nightly depredations at the farmer’s barm In
Brooks, ami ou the way to Monroe. Harnesses and other farm implements have been stolen, and, at one place, a turkey roost was robbed.
Tee store of Emery Nickerson at Swanville
was broken iutoSuuday night, and a quantity
of provisions stoleu. Two men named Snow
were arrested as ibe burglars, aud they have
been bound over for trial.
YOBK COUNTY.

A barrel of beer, seized iu Saco last week,
has been analyzed and found to contain 5.89
per cent, of alcohol.
Mr. Earnest IIobb3, son of R, M. Hobbs,
Esq,, of Biddiford, has accepted tho position
ot Superintendent of Leigh’s mill at Roxbury.
Mass.
The Sano Reform Club has lilted up a neat

reading

room.

GENERAL.
The following officers have been commissioned bv the Commander in-Chief:
Major
Charles E, Nash, Augusta, Asst. Adjt. General 1st Division Miliua of Maine, vice Farrington re-signed; Major Samuel D. Leavitt,
Eistport, du igo Advocatq 1st Division Militia
of Maine, vice Godfrey resigned; Eliphalct
Noyes, 1st Lieut, and Henry IvL Sprague, 2d
Lieut. Co. C, 1st Regt. M. V. M (Auburn Light
IN

Infantry).

together with tbo

Wooden Kmilling*. Fixture*, Ac., ortho
E. F. Kimball Eompauy, Portland, Me.

1875,

We shall soil

Income Irom Interest
Exceeds tlic amount paid
lor Losses—and the Katio of Ex-

jf=Tlie

alone

Kcccipts

to

penses

the

shows

Immense Sfoek

strictest economy ol management.
Policies in the New England are
not lorfeited or made void, as so
frequently occurs, it death overtakes one whilst his Premium is

OF TI1B

■a

“A Policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and
safest mode of making a certain provision for one’s
family.”—Benj. Fuanklin.
There is nothing in the commercial world which
a well
approaches, even remotely, to the security of
established and prudently managed Life Insurance

Company.”—Pbof.

DeMobgan.

JAMES

mIpAIMER,

General

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

Commission Merchants,

TO BE

Entirely closed
We have secured

Out!

Thursday,March 25,
—

THE

50 Doz. Ladies’ Hemstitched at 25c.
50 Doz Ladies’ Plain Hemmed atl2 l-2c.
25 Doz. Ladies’ Colored Borders at
25 Doz. Dents’ full size, very flue, at 25c.25 Doz. Dents’ full size, colored borders,
at 25c.

—

,,

«.l un.n..*

r>r,r-. .oc

ani.l

WllOT-C

n

O

TlOlIlf

starting point.
Also, another pareel of real estate situated in Cape
Elizabeth aforesaid, (being the fourth parcel included
in said levy,) being the estate in fee simple and in
severalty of the said Ezekiel Dyer, the metes and
bounds of which are as followsBeginning at the
Easterly side of the road leading by tho dwelling,
house formerly occupied by Ezekiel Dyer, deceased,
and at the Southwestern side ot land of the heirs of
the late Ezekiel Dyer, deceased; thence S. 35 E. 23
rods 18 links by the land of the heirs of tho said late
Ezekiel Dyer; thence S. 29} W. 21 rods 15 links by
the land ef said heirs to a fence; thence S. 47} E. 29
rods; thence N. 47} E. 7} rods; thenceS. 49 E. 29 rods
20 links; thence S. 51 E. 26 rods to John S. Ilannaford’s land; thence S. 19} E. by said Hannaford’s land
N.
17 rods 15 links; thence S. 48} W. 32 rods; thence
thence
40} W 6 rods 6 linns to Ebtn Sawyer’s land;
of
said
tho
line
land;
rods
Sawyer’s
25
W.
by
N 42
thenco N 84 W. by said line of said Sawyer’s land 29
rods-thence N. 64 W. 29 rods; thence N. 25 E. 44
rods 9 links to land set off on levy of execution True
the line of said set oft 9
vs Dyer; thence N. 25 E. by
rods tlience N. 64 W. by the line of said set oft to
thence
Northeasterly
by said road to the
said road;
bound commenced at.
Vol.
recorded
is
336,
page 76, to which
Said levy
record reference may bo had.
umioiuii rtu.t
muiu vi-iu; part
Otuer
one
Also,
undivided with others, and in fee simple, of the first
as by the metes and bounds
in
said
levy,
lot described
the proporof the whole lot as above set forth; being
said Joseph
tion of the same that descended to the
of
said Cape
W. Dyei as heir at law ot Ezekiel Dyer,
Elizabeth, deceased.
1 claim, for breaca of condition of said mortgage,
to foreclose the same, upon all the above described
by this notice, do thus foremortgaged property, and
close, as provided by Statute.ABBA I. C. DAVIS.

Littlejohn,
& DEALERS

Market

8

A

To Eet.
or two rooms in a small private family, with
Address tor four days.
or without board.
mar27*3t
A, BOX 1414, Portland, Me.

ONE

$1.50,

Women’*

Top Ovemboe* $1.00, Women’s T5 cents,
men’* Rubber* 60 cents, Women’* 40
cent*, Children’* 95 cent*, men’s Long
Cavalry Rubber Boot* $3.00, Hip or
$3 50, Rubber Coat*
Wading Boot*
$2.00, Women’s Flannel-lined Laced
Rubber, worn with or without Leather
Nhoe*, 55 cents, at HALL’S RUBBER
STORE, under Falmouth Hotel.

saving the trouble of showing our
WARRANTED aud PIRB GUTI Boots
aud Shoes, when you only require the
CHEAP ones, which are just as warm
and water-proof, but not *o durable
rttf

at

one

half the

cost of

manufacture and importa-

OF

SIGN'S

—

AT

You may know that Spring has come when yon
the

NEW GOODS

29th,

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Franklin Family School
Top.ham, Me,
Et. Kev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar I*
Billings, B A. Kector. Send for circular. oclOtf
Keniored to

137 OLD, 237 NEW NUMBER,
MIDDLE STREET.

OF

Entirely Closed

PORTLAND, MAINE.

IVE

WOULD

KETIEll BEK

FORM

A DISCOUNT

THE

JENNIE E.

10 PER CENT GRAND
regular prices
ceeding

<3ity of Portland hereby

to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
the past year, or havdchanged hands
during
divided
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
of
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice
such change; and iu default of such lfoticc will bo
to
law
tlio
the
tax
although
under
pay
assessed,
held
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

prepared

who neglects to comply with this
°VAnd any beperson
doomed to
t-lie laws
tax
a
notice will
according to
of the State, find be barred of the right to make apto the County Commissioners lor any abateplicationhis
taxes, unless he shows that he was unament of
ble to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

have been put,
[yin
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
of
Government
bonds
or deposits in
the possession
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
doom.
ot such
S. B. BECKETT,)
S. B.
Assessors.
*
VVM. O. FOX,
will
be
furnished at the room
g3P*Blank schQdules
of the Assessors.
assessors

HASKELL.}
i

nia‘-’7<13W

GARLAND.

Thursday, March 25,

shall make

dlw

WILL FIND A

We have
t,

J

r-*k

a

—

—

CORSETS,
LINEN BOSOMS,
HAMBURG EDGES,

HOSIERY,
and everything pertaining to

AT THE

COGIA HASSAN

4

d-;w

FLATTERING TESTIMONY
FOR

Wo havo received

and

Portland, March 19,1875.
DR. LORING—rear Sir:—I have given your
■vaiuab'e SPECIFIC a faithful trialand can truly
than all tho medisay that it ha3 done me more good
cine I ever took in my life. 1 have recommended it
to many of my personal friends who heartily endorse
it. It gives me pleasure to recommend it to all persons afflicted with Dy.pep.ia, Indigestion,
Constipation, hick Hcnd-achc, 4c., as a
reliable remedy. Wishing yon overy success in its
am

truly yonrs,

E. E. UPHAM.

SPECIFIC is sold by all the
G. LORING, Proprietor.
Dealers
supplied by J. W. PERKINS
Price *1.00.
nnfflOdtf
& CO., and W. Jj\ PHILLIPS & CO.
|.(li(iyii'8

Apothecaries.

THUS.

ICE.

PRICES.

our

Seeds.

annual collection of

cunlomers

can rely on their
true to uome.

CATALOG EES FREE TO ALL.

STORE,

W. C. SAWYER & CO.,
ma24

129 MIDDLE AND 6

TEMPLE ST.

IIari>swe!I Steamboat Co.
tbo Members or said

horeby given
NOTICE
Company will meet at the otbco of ^Charles
Portland, SATURDAY
Commercial
that

is

(ltf

isdlw

NOTICE.

street,
Sawver,
or
April 3d, 1S75, at 2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose
accenting their act of incorporation, and organizing
under said act, and adopting a cotie of by laws,
aud transacting such other busiuessas may legally
come before said
Fort land,

”»*‘%IABLEg SAWVEB.

March

25,1875._ma->c,lt<l

Birds, Bints, Birds!
300

CANARIES,
AT THE ROOMS

F. 0.

OF

BAILEY & CO.,

15 Exchange Street.
will sell for a few days only, fine Canary
singing Biids lor $3.00 each. Bulfincbes for
ma!9dtf
gl.OOeach. call and see iheui.

WK

WEDDIM t'AKE.
furnish the very best quality
or largo quantities

prepared
of Wedding Cake in small
WE
notice.
the shortest
are

at

CARGOES

our

Cortland &

FROM E. E. EPIIAM, Esq.

I

Flower

briny pure aud

—

Lor mg's Specific

sale.

Ruches,

22 Market Square.

above Brown Street.

Deors

&

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS,

503 CONGRESS ST.,
marl8

—

VERY LOW

Vegetable &

the Bargains.

Id. C. NEIdSON & CO.,

AT

169 MIDDLE STREET.
jal2eodly_*3m

—

Ladies’ Furnishing Goods.
secure

—

Fringes, Trimmings
ALL AT

rviTTin

OF

SWEETSIR & MERRILL’S

full line of

L JLJLf

Call early and

ASSORTMENT

FINE

—

change at that time.

a

MILLINER.

NOVELTIES

APRIL 1st,

OF

PURE

to

jtossible
plain and lancy cakes that can’t be neat.
Candy of our own aud Boston manufacture,
Also

war-

ranted pure.
and evening.
Oysters served at till hours of day
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
our
manufacture
at
of
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops
Wholesale and Retail.

\ C E

must be sold before that time.
Portland, March 26, 1875.mar27»3t

For Sale !

SALE

ex-

bougbtof us before

FOIE SAJLE.
Furniture ami Household goods for sale
Parties desiring
at 21 Winter street.
the same will do well to call before April
as
the
are
1st,
family
goins West, and all

bills

all

BEGINS

THEgive notice to all persons liable to taxation in
said city, that they will he in sessiou every secular
day from the first to he fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at tlieir room iu City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists of
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April, 1875, and be

on

Ninety-nine Cents
as we

CO.,

ma26

YOU

our

Vicinity,

have

wo

FORMERLY A. L. WISE.

—

-OF-

will be given from

THIS

Ladies of Portland and

MRS. A. I. STAPLES &
—

<13w

IN

RESPECTFULLY

this day opened a
New Miliinrry more, nl 41*4 t’ougrfM Ml.
And have one of the finest assortment of Goods
usually found in this lino, having purchased at an
early day of the largest firms in Now York and
Boston. Also having secured the services of an experienccd Milliner, we feel competent to suit tho
tastes of the most fastidious.
We rcspectully solicit the patronage of all who will
be pleased to call on us.

—

Portland and Vicinity.

maU

that

Ont!

TO THE LADIES

BECKETT, Merchant Tailor,

W. C.

WILL, BE

J2w

—

—

W. C. BECKETT

HAMLIN F. EATON, Principal.
marl 6

THAT

is spreading out to entice his customers and tin#
public. Please come and see for yourselves.

ME.

commence March

Spring Term will

THE STOCK

—

KOBBIDOEWOCK,

SPRING.

sec

—

for Boys

School

$1.75,

$1.95, ChHdren’o
$1.35, men'* Cloth

misses’

Arctic*

thus

tion.

EDUCATIONAL.

ASSESSORS’ AOTICE

Portland, March 27, 1875.

$2.00,

Boys’

$2.50,

Boots
Youths’

Call for Advertised Goods,

SACRIFICED

tour Rooms Wanted.
GENTLEMAN and Wife, no children, desire
to secure three or four rooms suitable for house
ot
keeping purposes. Two of the rooms must be
good size, and have considerable of sunlight. Kefema26uatf
rences exchanged.

CITY of PORTLAND.

where the

111 m

NEAT

mh27dlaw3wS

no case

Rubber

$f.OO, men’*

goods were bought
for ohr jobbing trade at
jobbers’ prices, and will be
These

Pleasantly located in an excellent neighborhood in tho Western part ot the city. Good lot on the
Snunv Side ot tho Street. Price and terms favorable.
P.O.BOX 613.
Address
ma27dlw
Portland, March 27, 1875.

...

pointed.

Men’s

•Will Bogin

Desirable House for Sale.
and specially convenient fora small family.

Eaton Family

MOORE,

jaHatt

Street,

PORTLAND, ME,

ma27

OWEN &

CONGRESS ST., COR. RROWN.

All for sale at factory prices.

■

Assessors of the

GRAND SALE

—

PITRE WHITE WIVE TINIGAB.
FIT O E EIDER VINIGAB.
RKFIVED CIDEB.
rat DK CIDER (SWEET).
OED CIDER.
FIVE FICKI.ES.
1T1EDIC.VI PICKEFS.
COARSE FICKI.ES.
IdLWD PICKEES.

PPt WPSfc-

ward of the West line of the same; thence North 37
degrees 40 minutes West to the channel, and including between the last, described hounds, and the East
line of sai l wharf all the land, Hats, wharf, ferry
slips and piles contained therein; also a right of way
20 feet wide, to be used in common with-others, from
the premises aforesaid to the road leading to Fort
Preble (as more particularly set. out in the deed of
said Turner’s Administrator, reference to which may
he had.) Beiug same premises conveyed to said
Dyer by Benjamin W. Pickett, Vol. 291), page 258; to
said Pickett by Portland & Cape Elizabeth Steamboat Ferry Company, Vol. 278, page 462; and to said
tie
corporation by George Turner s Administrator
bonis, Vol. 238, page 309, to which deeds reference
may be had.
(3) What was set. off to said Dyer on levy on Execution vs. Ezekiel Dver,Juuel6,A.D. 1865,described as
follows, vizA certain parcel of land siiuated in said
Cape Elizabeth, the said Ezekiel Dyer owning thereof one-tenth (1-10) part in common and undivided
with others and in lee simple, tho metes and bounds
ot the wholo of said real estate being as follows;—
Commencing at the Westerly corner of Hark Dyer’s
land, on tho road leading from the Town House, in
said Cano Elizabeth, to Scarboro; thence S. 45} E. 59
rods 19 links; tlience S. 4H E. 41 rods; thence S. 24
W. 32 rods; thence S. 46} W. 32 rods 20 links; thenco
S 49} W. 17 rods 7 links; thence N. 54} W. 7} rods;
thence N. 47} W. 29 rods; thence N. 29} E. 21 rods 15
links; thence N. 35 W. 23 rods 18 links to the above
mentioned road; thence across the road N. 32} \V, 14
roils; thence N. 36} W. 8 rods 20 iiuks; thence N. 45
W. 10 rwls 10 links; thence N. 27} E. 75 rods 5 links
to tlie road leadlug from the first named road to
Westbrook; thence by said last named road to the

IN

—

which were damaged by fre*H water in a
warehouse ba-ement. The good* are but
-lightly -oiled and are warruuted to wa*h
clear. We have placed ibemoii »urcouwParties will do well
ter* in lot- a* below.
o call early a* muuy perfect good* can be

.selected.

^lw

mar27

Cnee* of PURE

two

Linen Handkerchiefs

CONGRESS ST.. COR* BROWN.

MANUFACTURERS

K

Private Sole.
M. & Co. aro agents for the sale of’IIerrlng & Parrel's champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sections
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blake*
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Cheated
Fire Engine.

—

__

OWEN & MOORE,
&

—

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

eodSw

Thriw goods arc in nice desirable Mhadew
and iiMiially »ell for $1.50; »I»o a lot of
German Kids for Jli»#c» at 75 c.

Pcttengill

AS D

aulcl

\AJF 75c.

by

AUCTIONEERS

STORE

GLOVES

KID

MORGAN Si CO..

At

Trefousse & Garibaldi

Notice ot Foreclosure.
I. C. DAVIS, of Portland, Cumberland

COGIAHASSAN

Agent.

PAIRS

GOO

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 109,000.

dtd

—

[PORTLAND.

ma27

the Manufactory, comer of Preble and Cumland streets, the entire stock of the C. P.
Kimball Company, consisting in part of Top and
Open Buggies, Jump Seals, Basket Phadons, Double
ami Single Sleighs, about 25 unfinished carriages
ready to paint and trim, ubout 30 carriage bodies all
kinds partly painted. 50 set wheels light and heavy,
large stock of Steel Sorings, Axles, Carriage Hardware, and Iron Blacksmiths Tools, Lumber, 2 ca>es
Knam l Leather, 2 Stitching Machines. Broadcloth
and Plush Trimmings, Y'arnish and Paint Stock,
Paint Mills, Benches, Tools, 2 Scales, Oftiee Stoves,
Desks, Tilton & McFarland Safe. A c., &e. I ho
buildings, which are on leased land with three years
to run with the privilege of a ten years renewal, aro
nearly new, in good condition, cost atsmt $12,000 00
and specially adapted to tho manufactory of Carriages and Sleighs.
Terms ot sale cash. For further particulars enquire of
F. O. BAILKY A Co.,, Auctioneer*.

ntaffl

Mnnger, Agent,

J. W.

ocl0*lyS

A. M. and

AT

healthy state of business.

a

on

Thursday. April 1st, at 10
2 1-2 r. M.,

Receipts

to

Expenses

The above figures show

swer in every instance will be that she bus
found it the most effective preparation of its
kind she has ever tried or heard of.
Pike’s Tootii-Ache Duors—Cures in one
mcb2G-d&wlw.
minute.

(j)

Work, Stock and Tools,

Unfinished

Only 10 Per Cent.

cough, colds, horsoness, whooping cough, croup
or influenza, wbat she
thinks of it. The an-

lus deed
dated July 20, A. D. I860, recorded in the Registry of Deeds of said county, Vol. 367, page 426, roortgaged to George F. Sliepley, of paid Portland, all real
estate situated in Cape Elizabeth, in said countv, and
the said Shepley thereafterwards, on the 8th day of
August, A. D. 1873, for a' valuable*consideratiou, assigned, set over and transferred said mortgage and
the debt secured thereby to the said Davis, recorded
in said Registry, Vol. 406, page 50. For a more particular account of the property so mortgaged reference is had to said records, aud also to the following
description of the same:
(1) Beginning at a stake standing by the westerly
si le of the road leading from Cape Elizabeth Ferryeast 31
ways to the meeting-liouse, south 15 degrees
rods from the northerly side of a large and immoveastake
from
said
ble rock that is on the flats, thence
south 15 degrees east 5 rods to a stake, and from the
75
degrees west
two aforesaid stakes to extend south
8 rods to states and stones, containing 40 square
a deed from
in
rods: being the same land described
John Mariner to Andrew Simonton. recorded in the
Registry of Deeds, Book 42, page 242.
Also, a certain lot of land in Cape Elizabeth, bounded as follows; beginning on the North Westerly side
of the road leading from the Meetinghouse to the
Ferry adjoining the lower corner of land formerly
owned bv Andrew Simonton, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased, tbenco North Westerly by said road 6 rods
to a stake, thence South Westerly 8 rods to a stake,
thence Southeasterly 4 rods to said Siiuonton’sland,
thence by said Simonton’s land 8 rods to the iirst
mentioned bounds.
Also, one other lot of land and the flats fronting
the same, adjoining the above described lot. and containing one quarter of an acre more or less; being
the same premises in said two last desciibed lots
which Col. Simon Cutter, my.late husband, conveyed
to Lemuel Dyer, late of Portland, deceased, by mortgage deed dated November 7,1837.
The above being the same parcels of land conveyed
to said Dyer by Curistiana Cutter, and by Hills and
als., by deeds recorded respectively Vol. 293, page
46, aud Vol. 291, page 486, In said Registry*
in common and undivided of a
(2) One-third
piece of land, the metes aud bounds of the whole being
as follows:—A piece or parcel of land, flats and
wharf situated in Cape Elizabeth, and bounded as
follows:—Beginning at the Northeasterly corner of
the Ferry Wharf, so-caUed, built by the said George
Turner; thence by the *2ast line of said Ferry Wharf
to a point 201 feet from said Northeasterly comer of
said Wharf; thence by aline at right angles with

Carriages and Sleighs,

$575,000.00.

Ass the Mothers.—Women have better
opportunities for observing the effects of medicine, than men. This is especially true of
mothers, who note with a keenuess born of affection, the operation of the remedies they
administer to their children. Now ask any
mother who has used Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar in her family as a cure for

Dyer,

—OF—

1874,

Surplus for

Distribution of

BAIIi£Y A C'O.j Auctioneer*.

F. ©.

$739,357.85.

>

«&

ma26_____
~IMPOKTANT AUCTION SALE

$870,089.40,

Be true to your teeth and they will he true to
you. Never will you need false one, if you use
the SOZODONT morning and evening. It
imparts indestructibility to the enamel, keeps
it white and spotless, and wonderfully improves the breath.

Joseph

1874,

year

Income from Interest for 1874,

__

Twentieth year for Pyles Saleratns and not
one successful rival.
Everybody acknowledges
its superiority in all respects. It is always put
up in pound packages under my name, and
sold by first class grocers.
Beware that you
are not deceived by the misrepresentations o(
crafty dealers.
JAMES PYLE, Manuf.

Abba
County, gives notice:
of said Portland,
\V.

‘*
Covered Wagon.
One
«»**“••
One
One Covere<l Slclgli,
team
Harnesses, made by Boyd
One Pair Heavy
used but little.
Son, Boston, cost $100,
In good order.
Harness,
Double
One Light
Five new Harnesses, sold to pay advances.

$3,367,536.61.

“The Place,"
A. H. Atwood, 27 Market Square.
TTh &S-tf.

TBAVKIiKBS.
When yoa visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save anuoyanco ami expense of cariaee hire and stop at the GRANT* UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms aud is fitted up at an expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam aud all modern improvements. European Plan. Tb3 RESTAURANTS,
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for' all
parts of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

for the

11

Saturday, March 37lh.

$13,114,416.98.
Income

Saturday at 10 A. M.

One Top Buggy, built by Sargent, of Boston. Cost
$275, ami been used but little.
One new Phaeton. Light and Stylish.
Two new Side Spring Wagons, Light and Stylish.
One new Sleigh. Plush trimmed.
One new 3 Spring Fxpress Wagon, city built.
Olio Second Hand Beach Wagon.
Side Spring Wagons.
Two
Express Wagons.
Three

ssgp;Net¥Assets December 31,11874,

Now is the time to take those knives, forks,
spoons, &c. into the platers and have them replated as good as now at half the cost.

Every

OC20

OF BOSTON.

A splendid assortment of bird cages at man
ufactory prices at W. C. Sawyer & Co., 22 Mar;
th&sa
ket square.

Me.

Street, Portland,

Auction Sale

mil Life Insurance Co.

Last Chance.—This is the last day for the
birds at F. O. Bailey & Co.’s 15 Exchange
street.

HVFOKTA11T TO

ENGLAND

| {NEW

Religious Intelligence.

The Christion Mirror says that there is some
interest in Rev. Mr. \Visweli’s society (Congregational) at Windham. Rev. Mr. Blanchard
of Cumberland Mills will be present to assist
in a series of meetings with the Windham
church, commencing on Wednesday of this
week.
The Mirror says that a revival of religion is in progress in Kennebuuk. The Congregationalist, Methodist and Baptist denominations have joined together, and are holding union meetings twice a day—in the afiernoon and
A deep religious interest has been
evening.
awakened and bids lair to extend. A revivalist is laboring with them.
The Rev. George I’ Mathews of Auburn, has
declined the call to become the pastor of the
Baptist church in Brunswick.’ He has received
a unanimous call from the church in Thomaston, at a salary of $1500, and this he will un-

Horse and Carriage Mart,

—

Plum

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at the mart on
Plum street, to-dav, at 10 o’clock, a number of
carriages, new and second-hand, sleighs, harnesses, jiggers, &c. See auction column.

Managers.

THE

15

Parties wanting a pleasant home at a mo derate price, should read the advertiseme nt
headed “Desirable house for sale.”

ntbl3-4tS

AUCTIONEERS,

J lKEPOET

OF

—

0. BAILEY & Co.,

F.

__

niSCELLANEOVg NOTICES.

The receipts of the Maine State Branch of
the Woman’s Board of Missions since Dec. 1st,

last,

1875^

1835.

BAJNrNTT-AX.
Fine

AUCTION SALES

MISCELLANEOU S.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Deering

mass.

as

Gloves.—Messrs. Owen & Moor, Congress
street, corner of Brown, offer a large and
choice variety of kid gloves for^sale at very r< 8
duced rates, as will be seen by their advertisement elsewhere.

The Bangor Whig says that rich silver ore
has been fouml in the town of Dexter in that

EVENING,
Psalms

cause

Several services were held in the evening an
At the First Parcommemoration of the day.
ish church the Lord’s Supper was celebrated,
Rev.
the pastor, Rev. Dr. Hill, officiating.
Messrs. Dole and Jones assisted in the ser-

to have purchased of Shaw all the personal property
of the Museum, including the wardrobe, and he refused to deliver it up. It appeared that the materials of which the wardrobe was^ constructed were
charged directly to the Portland Museum and to Mr.
Shaw. It also appeared that Mrs. Ellis received no
of twenty
money from the firm with the exception

Kingsbury

-----i--

Dalton.

material furnished as Mr. Shaw had beMr. Shaw did subsequently
come responsible for.
that was hired in
pay those bills and also the help
making up the materials. The plaintiff acted as
mistress of the wardrobe about two months and a
half, when some trouble arose and the partnership
was dissolved, Mr. Shaw assuming tbe debts of the
a demand
concern; that some time after, she made
for this wardrobe in suit on Mr. Jenks, who claimed

&

v’*

services at St. Paul’s were very interesting.
The rector, Kev. Dr. Pise, preached a discourse
from Isaiah ixiii, 1—5. At St. Stephen’s there
were services conducted by the rector, Rev. A.

claims for

Loud—Cliffords for plaintiff.

uj

w

In the afternoon the service of the fourteen
stations of the cross was observed.
The day was observed in the Episcopal
churches. At St. Luke’s Cathedral the super
altar and pulpit were covered with black. The

individually responsible for the price of the
was
goods so purchased; that after the Museum
opened, the finances of the firm not being in a very
tbe
prosperous condition, it was agreed between
be
plaintiff and Shaw & Ellis that her salary should
retaiued and appropriated to the liquidation of such

as

hymn appropriate to the Meditations,

a

viunvu

come

dollars, which she says was for the services
daughter, known to the public
pho.”

processianal.

At 11 a. m. the Iteproaclies were chanted,
and this service was followed by the Pro-Anaphora. At noon the Three Hours Agony service wat preached. The service consists of
seven Meditations, on each of the seven words
of Christ from the cros3, each Meditation being
followed by the Ivyrie EleisoD, with collects,

vs.

tress of her

a

only, and without sing-

a

tha t
Michael McDonald, living on Monroe street
had heat his wife in a shocking manner
Deputy Marshal Bridges at once visited tin
place intimated and found matters even worsi
than reported. Tho house where the fainil.

church presented a very solemn appearance.
The altar was stripped bare and the color of the
vestments of the celebrant was black.
In the sanctuary of the Catholic Cathedral

Spiritualist Fraternity,at Arcana Hall. Meeting at 3 o’clock P. M. Subject for discussion—The
effect of Spiritualism on other religious denominations.

Stimson

was

Lord.

7.

of

a

Friday.
considered by the Catholic
and Episcopal churches as the most holy day of
the year. It celebrates the crucifixtion of |our

“Cheap Virtues.”
First UNivERSALiST.Congress Square—Rev. W.
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m. Sabbath school concert at 7
o’clock p. m.
Newbury St. Churcii.—Mr. J. P. White, will
preach Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock and evening at

all services.

pay

Good

Yesserday

Bicknel), pastor. Preaching service at 10$ a. in.
Sunday School at 11.45 a.m. In the evening, at 7
second lecture in the Practical Course.
Subject—

Casco St.
Frief service

quarter’s

morning will be very interesting.
Mr. J. K. Hooper, so well known among the
Odd Fellows of this city, has had a caucer
most successfully removed from his upper lip-*
The decorations at Congress Square church
for Easter Sunday, will be very elaborate.
The steamship Geo. Cromwell arrived here
last evening from New Yprk.

Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets
Sunday seuool will meet at 2 p. in. for rehearsal. At 3 will join in an Easter Servico with the
First Parish Suuday school. Services in the evening
at 7. Free to all.
Congress Street M. E. CnuRm.—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3
p. m. by the pastor. Pra>er meeting at 7 p. in.
Plymouth Church.—C. F. Dole Paster, preaches
at 10$ a. m. & 3 p. m. Praise meeting at 7$ o’clock.

6 p.

a

most attractive
place on Monday evening, April 5th, for on
that occasion au extraordinary bill is to be
presented. Particulars hereafter.
The general exercises at the high school this
The Museum bids fair to be

a. m.

Young peqple’s meeting at

condi-

to-day.
Mayor Richardson deserves the thanks of all
decent citizens for refusing to let City Hall for
a bawdy show.
There will he a temperauce prayer and conference meeting this evening at the Allen Mission. Come over and help us.

Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service wity
be held at tlie sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until furAll
ther notice every Sabbath at 10$ o’clock a. in.
are cordially invited.
First Second Advent CnuRcn, 567 Congress
St.—Elder (ieo. W. Sedcrquest, of Lynn Mass., will
preach Sunday at the usual hours. Prayer meeting

India St. Universalist

iu good

now

sheriff.
The school teachers reoeive

St.Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A.II. Wright,
Pastor. Preaching services at 10$ aLd at 3. Sunday
School at 1$.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Si. Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. ni. and 3 p. in. by
Elder *E. A. Stockman. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m„

on

times,

but she is

tion.
The liiddeford Times says that the up freight
train on the B. & M Wednesday uight, contained SI cars.
Two whiskey dealers, hailing from Portland,
tried tbeir trade iu Biddeford and Saco the
past week. Both fell into the hands of the

Wednesday and Saturday at 7| o’c’k P. M., and Sunday at 9 a. in.; at the B.lhel, 97 Fore St., at 10 a. ni.

at 9

up.

man

St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. If.
A. Neely, Bishop ol the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
a. m., 3 and 7. p. m.
Daily services at
9 a. m. aud 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel CnuRCir—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7 p.m
Prayer meetings ou Thursday evenings at 7$ p. m.
AJ1 from sea aud land are invited. Scats free.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and LoServices on
cust street.—Rev. I>r. Pise, Rector.
Sunday 10$ a. in. aud 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Con-

street,

still more
morning Mrs. Woodsome called at tho
station and notified Marshal Parker

Get your tickets for the Easter Monday ball.
Remember that the box office will be open
this morning for the sale of seats for the open*
of Ward’s Opera House.

ing night
Yesterday was a fine spring day.
A beautiful bronze cross, three feet three

call the public’s atten
brutal affair.
Yesterda;

a

week.
C. Davis.

services 10.30

gress

tion to

operetta

rehearsing

Beater Arrested.

very

Silver discovered in Dexter—The
rich, yielding $500 to the ton—Operations shortly to begin.
ore

wife.JiThis morning we

Mr. Patten requests us to state that the high
school scholars would gladiy take part in the
it would be
spelling match at City Hall, but
are proparing for
impossible, ay ihe first class
to day, and
the literary exeicises to take place
to be given next
the
are

Silver in Maine.

AFFAIR.

Itjwas but a short time since that we record
e l the assault made by John Collins upon hi

sight.

Religion* Notice*.
Congregation.—Y. M. C.
Firs^ Lutheran
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a.
in. preaching at 3 p. m.
by Rev. J. F.Morgan. Evenng service at 7.
Bay Side Parish (Union Chusen), Knightsville.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
p.ni.; Preaching at 2 and 7$ p. m.
Preaching at
Knight vilie at 10$ a. ni. Sabbath School at 11J a.
m.
Social meeting 5 p. in.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a.
ni.>and 3 p. ni.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social

Worship

Aiiotbcr Wife

months.
A merchant on Commercial street says that
it is impossible to pass Gorham’s Corner at
fifteen to
noon without being set upon by from
out of
twenty men and boys who snowball you

Freckle Lotion.
Sclilotterbeck’s Motti and
miscellaneous notices.
O. Bailey & Co.
Fine Sing ng Birds—F.
KEW ADVEKTISEMENTS.
For Sale—Furniture and Household Goods.
600 Pairs—Owen & Moore.
Desirable Houia—For Sale.
Pettengill & Littlejohn— Manufacturer*.
New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.
City of Portland—Assessors* Notice.

To ixd—Rooms
For Sale -In Lewiston.
Notice of Foieclosure—Abba I

A BRUTAL

Brier Jottinica.
The Young Men’s Social Club will givo an
assembly at Lancaster Hall Fast Day night.
Beginning with next week, the sessions of
the Municipal Court will bo at U o’clock instead
of JO, as has been the case during the winter

Famished and Shipped by

S. A. ELMER * SON.

N. O CRAM,

«0‘I

al43m

istf

Congre.. tMreet,

__

Lewiston, Me., a stock of Dry Goods in ono ot
the best locations in t be city. Toe stock is small
and well selected. The store is fitted iu modem style
i
and is very desirable. For particulars apply to
J. T. SMALL, Heal Estate Agt.,
Lyceum Hall Block, Lewiston. 1
mai27codlui

IN

GOOD
In

PRESSED

selected Western

Bonds

promptly
CHARLES M. DAWKES,
9# MlddloSt.
augnXuTh&SlyMp

Inquiries,
tended to.

BECK,

Cumberland House.

Bonds uud MoitRitgcs.
Municipal
and Heal Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
CAKEFULLY
atCollecfloiis nmi Itemittances

or

GEORGE D.
leb!2

HAY

small quantities.
FOB SACK BV

large

dtt

crackled so joyously on the hearth when the
white flowers of the frost covered the windows, and silence reighed in the valley this
fire which I watched by the halt hour, smokdreaming a thousand things

POETRY.
A Notion.
AI TEIt

E.

ing

Through the night, through (he night,
Verv nearly undressed,
R ibei in wli*te, all in white,
Without breeches.or vest,

tall,

Ab the watchman goes bv,
There, in white, full in sight,
On a step-ladder
high,
Stand- the sage of The Age,
Readjusting his Page
Just a mite!

c

n! J>ht

[Translated for the PresB from the French of

Erk-

mann-Chatrian.]

great valley of Alsace as far as the banks of
Kbiue, these hundreds of villages, surrounded by harvests of all kinds, tobacco,
hemp, hops, flax and wheat, over which the
wind sweeps as over a sea, these factories
with their tall chimneys smoking in the air,
these saw mills and flour mills, these hills
covered with vines, these grand forests of oak
and beach, the best in France for ship building, these old chateaux on the summit of the
mountaius, iu ruins since many ages, these
fortresses of NeufBrisach, Sehelstadt, Plazbourg and Bitche, which defend the passes of
the Vosges—look Brigadier, as far as the eye
can see, from the line of Wissembourg to
Belfort; ah well, all that iu a few yea’rs will
belong to the Prussians; they will be masters
of every thing, they will have garrisons everywhere, they will levy imposts, seud tax gatherers, internal revenue officers, foresters, school
masters into all the villages! and the people
of the country will bend the back, they will
drill in the German ranks commanded by a
sergeant of the Emperor 'William 1—If any
one had told me that, I shoald have thought
the man was a fool and even in my indignation, I should have beeu tempted to slap him

In the face with the hack of my hand.
Yet he would have told only the truth, and
even then he would not have said enough;
for we have seen many other things. But
the most terrible of all for me who had never

myself

at my age

garret where one can see only brick
walls and chimneys, -aroiic, abandoned of
heaven aigi-farth, and dreaming night and
day tifis fearful history.
——^Yes George, tbe most terrible of all, is to
dream. When one breaks the paw of a wolf
and fox they lick themselves and are cured,
the wounded deer dies at once, or hides himself in the thicket until he is cured, and when
one takes away from the dogs their young,
the poor beasts pine for a few days, then
forget ibem and alt is effaced. But we cannot forget. The longer we live the more we
our
remember
misery, the more we
Bee the gad things we had hardly felt at first;
the injustice, egotism, bad faith, all grow before our eyes like thorns and briers.
Well, since you wish to know how I have
tn this

(TQprof-

in fVitj

suburbs of Paris, and the manner in which I
have passed my life until now, I will not reYou can question many
fuse to tell you.
others, men of all callings, working men,
peasants, emigrants from Alsace. All the

Chapelle

La

and La

Villette,

It is said that more than

of them.

ful)
200,000
are

have fled. It is possible, for at the time I left
the country the roads were already full. But
you know all these things as well as I. I
shall speak then, of that which concerns myself alone, beginning at the beginning; that
is the

simplest

way.
In the middle of the winter of 1867 when

all the mountain paths were covered with
snow, and we heard every night the branches
of the beeches loaded with snow, snap like
glass, one evening, my wife, who since the
commencement of the winter, had grown
feeble day by day without complaining,said to
six
me
near
o’clock, after
having
lighted the fire on the hearth, “Fredric I am
goingjlo lie down, I am not well. I am cold.”
She had never said anything like it before.
She was a woman who never complained,
and I thought nothing of it saying “Catherine
do as you

please—you

work too much now.

Marie Rose will cook the sup

Go lie down.

once in twenty years, was not a
great deal. She-could take a little rest. Marie Rose heated a jug of water, and put it to
her feet, and we ate our supper of potatoes
Not a single
and curd as quietly as usual.
About nine
anxious thought troubled us.
o’clock after haring smoked my pipe near the
stove, I started for bed; when I came near
the couch I saw that my wife was deathly
pale, and her eyes wide open. I called
“Catherine.”
I repeated ‘CatheBut she did not stir.
rine’ shaking her arm. She was already cold.

This courageous woman had kept up until
the last moment. She had lost much blood
I was alone.
without complaining.
-My
poor Marie Rose had no longer a mother. It
wa3 heartrending, and I thought I could
never recover from the blow.
The grandmother who for some time past
had scarcely left her chair, and seemed always in a dream, awoke. Marie Rose sobbed
so loud, that they heard her out of doors,
and Calas, the poor idiot, murmured to himself—“Ah, if I were only dead instead of
Vwxr >>

As we were a long way off in the woods we
had to carry my wife to the church atDoseenheiu for burial, through the heavy snows.

We went in file, the coffin before us on the
cart. Marie Rose cried so that I was obliged
to aid her at every step. Happily the.grandmolber did not go. She sat iti her chair and
recited the prayers for the dead, at home.

We returned in the evening.
And now the mother w'as

yonder, under

the snow, with the ancient Burats, who are
all in the cemetery of Dossenheiu behind the
church—she was there, and I thought:
What will become of the house? Never shall
I marry again. I have had oue good wile.
Who knows whether the second would not
be the worst and most thriftless in the country? Never shall I take another. I shall
live all alone. But what can Ido? Who
will take care of everything? Who will
watch day and uight over my interests ? The
graudmother is too old, and my daughter is

distressed, thinking that
lost; that our earnings through
would be spent now‘day by day.

still a child.
all would be

I

was

mauy years
But I had in my little Marie Rose a real
a

child full of courage and good

As soon as ray wife died site took
sense.
charge of all our affairs watching the fields,
the cattle, and the household, and giving or!

ders to Calas like her mother. The poor
boy
obeyed her. lie understood in his simplicity
that she was now mistress, and she had the

right

MAINE

valleys, before meeting a young
woman so fresh and graceful, such an honest
expression, with such blue eyes and such
magnificent light hair. And she attended to
in our

all the work

to direct

everybody.
wonderful how things

It is
move on in this
world. Wbeu we have had such sorrows we
believe that nothing worse can conie to us,
but all that was only (he slight beginning, and
when 1 think of it

—---greatest happiness

together the

same

all, it

to me that our
would have been to die all
seems

day.

The old house to which I
formerly returned,
laughing to see in the distance its little windows glittering in the sunlight, and the smoke
of the chimney rising above the tops of the
oaks, was now sad and desolate. The wiuer appeared to us very long; the fire which

in the house or

_Any
Smith's

and seeing her at the doormaking a motion to me that theyjiad
waiting supper long time for me, then
running down the steps and pressing her beau-

turning^ night,

|

way,
been

close to mine—often
She is more beautiful even than
her mother at her age. She has the same

have I

tiful cheeks

thought:

my grief let ne not comothers would envy my lot
to have such a child who gives me so much
satisfaction. One thing alone called forth

good sense. In
plain, for many

tears: when I

of my

thought

wife,

then 1

“Ah if Catherine could come back to

cried,

her she would be very happy.”
About this time other thoughts

—

passed

time when I should

through my miud, the
be pensioned off was

near, and as Majie
her sixteenth year, I

entered into
thought to find for her some brave youth,
connected with the foresters, with whom I
could end my days surrounded by my children and grandchildren, and who, taking my
place, would respect me as I had respected
my father-in-law B'ruat whom I had sue
ceeded twenty years before.
Rose

thought (it was mv principal idea, for
really I had some one in view) of a handsome young man of Felsburg, who had left
the horse guards some four or five years
before, and who had been elected guard
forester at Tomeuthal, near us. His name
was Jean Mulin and he knew already the
forester’s business, having served as an apprentice at Equisheim in Alsace. The youth
pleased me, first because he had a good char
I

acter and because Marie Rose seemed to look

I had noticed that she always blushed a little when she saw him
euter the house to make his report, atrd
that he on these occasions always came
in uniform, his little cap with the hunthim.

on

ing horn embroidered in goll—a costume
always attractive to young girls. His
voice, a little rough, became very soft in
saying, “Good morning, Mademoiselle Marie
Rose. Are you always well? What beautiful weather to-day—what a beautiful sun”—
He seemed troubled; Marie Rose also replied to him in a timid voice. At last it was
clear that they loved and admired each other;
a very natural thing when one is at an age to
marry. We see it every day, and it will be
seen

alwavs.

dence.

It is

a

disDensation of Provi-

Thus I found

nothing

wrong; on
when he shall ask

thought,

the contrary I

me, according to the custom, we will see. I
shall not say yes, or no, at first. One must
not seem too willing. But I shall soften lit-

tle by little, and then I shall consent, lor we
must not drive youth to despair. Such were
the thoughts which passed through my brain.
Besides the young man was of good family.
His uncle Daniel Mulin was a schoolmaster

Felsburg; his father had been a sergeant
regiment of infantry, and his mother
Margredel, although living with him in the
forester’s house at Tomenthal, owned a little
house at Felsburg, with a garden and five or
eix acres of good land. One could not wish
a suitor more agreeable in every way.
Seeing thus that everything promised well,
almost every evening when I returned from
my tour of inspection through the woods, in
the path which runs by the valley of Dossenhein, just at sunset, where silence falls wilh
the shadows of the forests, in the great meaat

in a

dows of Ltuosel—this silence of the solitude
scarcely troubled by the murmur of brooks—
to

pictured

Dress Elevator.”

evening
myself

would have iu this

quiet home,

as

I walked

sadly

.on I

the peace my children
of the world, their

corner

the little ones that we should

carry to Dossenheiu for the christening in
the old church, and many othe'r things which
softened me and made me say Heavenly Fa-

ther, surely these things will happen! And
when you will be old, Fredric, very old, your
back bent with age like grandmother Anne,
and your head white, you will go away tranquilly full of years, and blessing the young

brood, and long time afterward this brave
Jean Mulin with Marie Rose will remember

It Si

/9m outlSm&Kl'S wdU°Bendyou
bgBSk
miumatany

while passing a nnniami then let
(t fall, «*r you can keep

UpMbobIMm dy place,

certi&catevr^ch

a
time.

^*"-*—*

praised."
As soon as I descended across the heath we
shook hands. She was a good woman, al-

laughing—because of her
great confidence in God, which made her always see things at their best. Without saying any thing, we knew very well the other’s
thoughts. We need only to speak of rain or
bright

and

sunshine to understand the rest. And when
after having joked, I turned to go away
Margredel called to me with her voice a little

nearly sixty years old.
“Pleasant walk Monsieur Brigadier. Do
not forget littl; Marie Kose and Grandfor she was

mother.”
“Be assured, I wil! forget nothing.”
She made a sign with her hand that all was
well, and I started on the run.
It happened sometimes when my woik
finished before 5 o'clock that I found Jean in
the neighborhood of the house on the other
side of the

path alongside an orchard, and Marie Kose in the garden picking
vegetables, and talking earnestly across the
hedge. It recalled the old times when I paid
my addresses to Catherine, and I came quietly across the heather not twenty steps from
them, crying:
“Ha, ha, Jean Mulin, is this the way you
did your work? I catch you saying pleasant
valley in

words to the young

the

girls!”

Then he turned round, and I saw his embarrassed air.
“Pardon, Brigadier,” he said, “I came on a
madmatter of business. I was talking with
for
you.
while
waiting
Kose
emoiselle
I—
“Yes, yes, that is well. We shall see.
as you see—you understand George, happiness

5

/%.

TTX5

n
■*“

"*■

tv®
Trioh^O-Fk-BiS55^r!^&?°.RyiS,«“«
Address, Very plain.
o Box

has come back to our

home,”

confidence in Jean Mulin
The bad
as in Marie Kose and in myseif.
race who deceive do not exi t in this land.
They always come from abroad.
I had as much

To be

continued.

FKJN'J !^i€i of every
e5tecu:*iil »>* thi* Office.
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Nervous Debility.
day

Strikes at the root of disease by purifying the blood,
restoring tbe liver and kidneys to bealtliy action
invigorating the nervous system.

Is

now

other- dis-

of the blood, bv many of the best physicians,
owing to its great sr-ceess in curiDg all diseases oi

this nature.

VEGET8NE
Does not deceive invalids into false hopes
purging
and creating a fictitious appetite, but assists nature
in clearing and purifying ti e whole system, loading
the patient gradually to perfect health.

by

VEGETINE
as an experiment for some time by
physicians, but those most Incredu-

looked upon

Was

of our best
lous in regard to its meric
friends and supporters.
some

now

aic

ardent

its most

SNUFF!

Nervous Prostration.

health.

poses

GERMAN

grave

VEGETINE
Is not a vile, nauseous compound, which simp]v
but a safe, pleasant remedy which
the
bowels,
vurges
is sure to purify the blood and thereby restore the

I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, till* a vegetable garden,
or plants a flower garden, my large. Illustrated Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed lor 1875. Ono
hundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed

grown on my foui^seed farms, on Sew England
soil. 1 have made new varieties of vegetables a specialty for many years. As the original introducer of
Hubbard. Marblehead and Butman Squashes, Phinney’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a score of
All
other new vegatables, I solicit your patronago.
seed sold under three warrants.
were

VEGETINE
Instead of being a puffed-up medicine has worked its
way up to its present astonishing success by actual
merit in curing all diseases of the blood, of whatever

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should he able to judge for themselves by tlicir
if and to what extent they arc attacked
own
by this iii'idious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
even life itself if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative remedies.

feelings,

JAMES J. II. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

marlGtlw

Nervous

physician, “has no equal as a blood
Hearing of its many wonderful cures, after
iies
had failed, I visited the laboratory
all other reme
and convinced myself of its genuine merit. It is pieroots
and herbs, each of which ig
from
barks,
pared
highly effective, and they are compounded iu such a
manuer as to produce astonishing results.”
Says

a

Boston

VEGETINE
Is acknowledged and recommended by physicians
and apothecaries to be the best purifier and cleanser
ofcthe blood yet discovered, and thousands speak in
its praise who have been restored to health.

|6,000,000

urine, with

Of One Number Alone of the

SPENCERIAN

What Is Needed.
Boston, Feb. 13, 1871.

Mr. H. R. Stevens:

Dear Sir—About oue year since I found myself in a
feeble condition from general debility. VEGKTINii
was strongly recommended to me by a friend whe
bad been much benefited by its use. I procured the
article and after using several bottles was restored to
health and discontinued its use. 1 feel quite coufi
dent that there is no medicine superior to it for those
complaints tor which it is especially prepared, and
would cheerfully recommend it to those who feel that
they need something to restore them to perfect
health.
Respectfully youis,
U. L. PETTING ILL.
Firm of S.M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston.

Cincinnati, Nov. 26, 1872.
Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir— The two bottles of VEGETINE tarnished
me by your agent, my wife has used with great benefit.
For U loug time she has been troubled with dizziness and costi veil ess; these troubles swe now entirely removed by the useof Vtt'GETINE.
She was also troubled with Dyspepsia and General
Debility; and has been greatly benefited.
THUS. GILMORE, 229* Walnut Street.

FELL MYSELF A SEW MAS.
Natick, Mass., June 1st,

1872.

MR. H. R. StEvens :
Dear Sir—'Through the advice auci earnest persuasion of Rev. E. S. Rest, of this place, I have been
taking VEGETINE for Ilyspei sia, of which I have
sut' .-ed for years:
I hr. ve used only two bottles and already feel myself

Respectfully,
11II. J.

Report from

a

W. CARTER.

Practical Chemist and

Apothecary.
Boston, Jan. 1,1871.

Bear Sir—Tbfs is to certify that 1 have sold at retail 154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your VEGETINE
since April 12, 18T» and can truly say that it baa
tlie comgiven the best satisfaction of any remedy for
plaints for which it is recommenced, that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to imueiits on themselves or their friendb.
I am perfectly cognizant of several cases of Scrofulous Tumors being cured by VEGETINE alone in
Vet y respectfully yours,
this vicinity.
AI GILMA* 408 Broadway.
To H. E. Stevens, Esq.

is sold

Vegetine
uia2

by

all

Were sold in 1S74—being a gain of more than 1,000,000 over the year previous; this, with the marked increase in the sales of the other numbers, show that
superior qualities of these Pens are beiDg
more and more appreciated, and that they are destined to take their place as the most popular
Steel Pens in the market. They are made of the best
steel, by the most skillful workmen iu Europe, and are a nearer approximation to the real
Hwau Quill action than anything of the kind
hitherto invented.
The Spencerian-Steel Pens are universally used
in the Commercial Colleges throughout the U.
S., more largely than anv others by tbe United
Stale* Government, and quite generally iu the
Banks, Counting Houses and Schools of the
country; and are for sale by the trade generally.
We clai.n for the Spencerian, superiority over all
ether pens in durability, elasticity, flexibility, and in evenness of psiut.
\*The Spencerian Pens are comprised in 15
numbers, varying in flexibility and fineness oj
point, and, for the convenience of those who may
wish to try them, we will send a card containing a
sample of each number by mail, securely enclosed on receipt of 25 cents.
Address all orders to
the

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co,

in old and obstinate cases. The relief is so
no one who has ever tried it will be
without it.
FACE.—
AND
HANDS
CHAPPKD
Fon«l’« Extract should be in every Family
and
It
the
soreness
this rough weather.
removes
roughness and softens and heal* the skin

promptly.

RH ECJJIATIsrW.—During severe and changeable weather no one subject to Rheumatic pains
should be one day without Fond’s Extract,
which always relieve*.
Ii IJ N G 8
MORE
fONNUMPTION,
COCC.H*. COLD*.—This cold weather tries
the S ung* sorely. Have Fond’* Extract on
hand always. It relieves the pain and cures the
disease.
C11IMII/AINM will be promptly relieved and ultimately cured by bathing the afflicted parts with
Fond’* Extract.
FRO*TED B.flillH*.—Pond’* Extract Invariably relieve* the pain and finally cures.
SORE THROAT,QCIN*V, I'H-AIHED
TONSIL* and AIK PASSAGES are
promptly cured by the use of Fond’* Extract.
It never fail*.

FOND’* EXTRACT.—Pamphlet, history and
uses with each bottle, and mailed‘free on application to your druggist, or to 98 Maiden Lane,
N. Y. Sold by druggists.
ma2|4w
FROM

World.”

FOR

€OUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
UP ONLY IN BliIJS: BOXES.

TRIED AND HIRE BEIIEDY.

Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
ma3d4wf

HAVE YOU TRIED
.

ARE YOU

or Debilitated?
Ijanguid that any exertion re-

Weak, Nervous,
Are

you

ho
of an

eflort than you feel capable of
quires more
maxing?
Thru try JCRl'BEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on tlie
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on.y to let the sufferer fall to a low. r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on tlie liver and spleen.
It i-eKiilRle» the BowpIm, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

his troubles

“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
Tiii* is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist tor It.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston. Mass.
mar!3t4w
_*_

WANTED AGENTS Everywhere, to sell our
popular “Life of Dr. Livingstone,” from his childhood to his “Last Journal.”
Full, Complete, Authent c, Attractive, People's Edition. B. B. Iiussell,
publisher, Boston, Mass.
mar!6t4w

AGE XTS WANTED SuC “tS
extra
Send
and
published.

our
circular
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,

for

Agents.
Philadelphia Pa.
terms to

malTtlvv

I’D E’ljl SAMPLE to Agents. ILadae* ComItDli binntiou Needle Book, with Chroinos.
Send stamp. F p. Gluck, New Bedford,
mar17 Hw

Mass.

yFU^PIgT°I.SBE

mar!9
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or

Gnfppraises of the Kiver of Life, our popular
Sabbath School Song Book, come from all quarters,
Sabbath School
indeed from all who have used it.
Men recommend it highly. Price $30 per hundred.
All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, F. Y.
nwuce ui

R .-ED Kit'S

GERMAN SNUFF,
horrid complaint can he
cured. It may not he generally
known, bat most ot our leading
PiDSicians are prescribing this
wondcrliil remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain thsit
l»y its use the person will be
brought hack to perfect health.
Au old Doctor says:
this

ELIAS THOMAS.
feb27dlam3t

GERMAN

Syri-

Freeport,

March

J

BUiDGE,

11th, 1875.

Lothrop’s

NOTICE Of ASSIGNMENT,
is to give notJce lliat on the sixteenth day
March. A. D. 1875, William T. Morris, of
Portland, assigned to Eleazer C. Shaw, and Cyrus
Greene, of said Portland, all his property, consisting
of a Wooden Store on leased land on York si reef
and the stock books, etc., in said stcro for the benefit
cf his creditors.
of
THIS

Rlood

Medicine

Every placed before tbe people, and are warranted
be tbe most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

man.

They impart.

Strength
—

to the
AND

TO WOOL DEALERS & PULLERS.
HE large and new appointed establishment of
tire late Chapin Humphry of Bangor, Maine,
is offered for sale, consisting of a large lot o‘‘land,
an
with
ample supply of water, buildings admirably
adaptedlorthe business of Wool pulling and tanning,
with
steam. Also buildings fur the worklicated
All <-f North Eastern
men adjacent to die factory.
Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered in
all respects the best point in Maine lor the Wool
business. For particulars apply to

mal8d&wtf

MOSES GIDDINUS, Executor.

DE WITT

MOUSeT

LEWISTON, MIC.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II.
A

B.

first-class Hotel in every respect,

ranged especially

of the

public.

with

a

Philadelphia.^
CKO SWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

bortx1a.ni)
—

AND

—

YEW YORK.
class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.

The first

CROMWELL,” KOO tons each,
a semi-weekly line.leav-

v

ij^vill form

tw^1* <& Maine It. K. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at ft P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
■ ■iii

_--rn

and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the princiand Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with CromweL Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot he
Sontli and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger aceom nidations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals f7*50.
Steerage passage,(meals andberths inclnded),$3.5®.
Unlil further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL*
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
M.
P.
Wednesday

Wednesday

pal Railroads

IHerchautd anti Ittanu lac Hirers
will please remember iha» Hie
rales of freight toy this line are the
same as toy any other direct line,
whether special or regular
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf,
CLARK & SEAMAN,

or

Jy28tf8ft

We^t street. New York.

BOSTON
—

AND

—

PS8 TI.ADELPH1A
Steamship Line.
Leave eaeh port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.

No

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From I’ine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
From

|

saili

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight

or

Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Assent.
VO

jn23-ly

Long Wharf, Bouton.

maTne

I

CHIROPODIST,

sfCORN^w

from Dr. N. Ken Ison & Sons, 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
23 Winter St., Boston,

STEAMSHIP

CO.

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

VISITS PORTLAND
&

Mon*,

for nearly three > iars past without any apparent benelit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a
most wouderiul change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
VV. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

not

CO., RUST BROTHERS

& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

purchase

one

1S40.

Kelley Medicines

Tlie Old

FOR

or DR. WOOD
be consulted at the Portland office, 1*4
OF
FREE
every day,

Temple Mirtel,
CEIABGE.

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S
Remedy for nil weakincident to Female*.

World Renowned

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulceration, Jicucorrhcca, Dropsy, Enlargmcnt. Prolapsis,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It has
saved thousands to whofta life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering lor years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wondertul medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
OFFICE
Hours 10

14 TE.HPLE

A. M. to 5 P. M.

STREET.

Consultation tree.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY hud SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, Just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making thia
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage
and from New York.
Passage in State Koom 35, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal. Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freight takep at the lowest rates
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 F. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38. E. K.. New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also bo obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
Bt^fUntil further notice there will be no Steamer
cave here Saturday or New Yoik Wednesday,
ocl

_dtf

1m*

jatirl3m

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Ifledicnl.

box ol

Manhood Re*tored*
A victim of youthful imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debilifv, etc., having tried m
vain every known remedy, has found a simple selteure, which he will scud free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. II.REEVES,78 Nassau street New York
d&w3m
feb2

Price 35 Cents.

*

D.,

~

and

Ml.

John, Digbjr

Windsor nail Halifax.

SPRING
TWO
J

ARRANGEMENT 8.

TRIPS-PEW

WEEK !

On an I till.T JJOM'A V, Murch
23, the Steamer New Brunswick,
S. Oipt. D. S. Hall, ami the Steamer
of Port land, Cant. S. II.pike,
V*—will leave Railroad whnrl foot ot
every Monday and Thursday at 6.m) *n. m

&j£>City

1

St.,
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport
same
s.

State

day

from tbe city send 50 centa to the
Agents and receive a dox by return mall. Genera
Agent* for tbe United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
1*

ar-

143 Court Street,

&

dly

by all Druggists.

€'nlni«

EnMfport,

G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform bis
friends and patrons that lie has returned home
and may be consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 pm.
Portland, Jan. 15, 1875.
jaltitf

GERMAN SNUFF.

Dr. Lothrop may be consulted professionally
mail free of charge, Address

MASS.

feb9deodtf

Something New and Important to Ladies

Everywhere.

M.

DflSEASE.

S EDWARDS, the proprietor,

can

Eleanora, Franconia
Chesapeake

and

POSITIVE CUBE OF EVERT

DR.

Steamers

THE

DR.

For Sale l»y Druggists generally

LOTHROP,

All diseases of the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.
B5r“Examination of the feet
delOeodtf
free.

Since

SNUFF

and rid your nose aed head oi that
Do
which in linn; will kill you.
Well, suitor away.
you doubt it'!
Use up three oi lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness. With HEAVY HEAD.
DU EE EYES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION
OP
SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so ohsliuate as to

the second

in each mouth.

lieMfttB

AGENTS:

II O T E E,

Tuesday, Wedncsday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday

BOSTON

RAIDER’S

GERMAN

S.

E.

LOCATED
I3T—

Tipton. Dec. 3,1874.

mar!3

WM.P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Manager*.
12 So. Delaware Avenue
anl 1 ly

Dlt. KEN ISON,

and passing to the liiu^sand stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, tor Hie system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
Blow often do we hear people say,
*\Hy head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don * you know wliat is
You have Catarrh ;
the trouble i
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, it you
take a few
are wise, you well
pinches of the

marl3-dtf

J'iPH

on,l

Jr., Portland.

eoddfc

on

We take great pleasure in informing you of tbe
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop's Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors

UOSTON,

0.

cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imtormation given by I>. D. C. MINK
Agent, 2!» Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,

principal

........

del2

HEAD,

JACOB MESERVE.

commercial and pleasure seeking

E

tue

—AT TIIE

Frewsburgii, Nov. 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and Lnthrop’s Tonic Pills as a preventive and cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
find them actually specific in such cases. 1 regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce mo to be without them.

view to the wants

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY give*
communication to ana
r.];-.rw»t
Mn,
with
rom Portland and all other points In Maine,
to
Philadelphia and beyond. Til rough rates are given
Penn.
the
reached
oy
Philadelphia and all points
ii.„.1Vm l>
T> V
A U

afflicted in this way. I would further say that, while
using it for the above, tbe same horse started another bunch on the off leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and the bunch has disappeared.
J. H. IIATHORSE,
Proprietor of Citizens* Line Loaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Bostou, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me

Chiropodists

TE8T1UONIAL8.

GOODWIN &

Line of Steamers

Clyde's Iron

—

till the present time, and I now lind it nearly j
removed, and iliink it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheer!ully recommend its use to any one who hds a horse or horses

SNUFF

I

Price $2.50. Lafge size, $5.00. Each package of
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuieh may a'.eo be bad separately at 50 cents per box.

WHOLESALE

PHILADELPHIA.

class of epitlemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We apr*end a few Of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal lavor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

i....... .......i it

—

AND

—

valuable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
ami where large numbers of horses are provided for,
anti where there is a liability to the visitations of a

.....

II TIIE

Depression of Spirits,

AND

PORTLAND^

Boston, Sept. 14, 1874.
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr, Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in .July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic iu iegard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I hail no faith in your Iodide, hut, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that 1 had a horse I was using for private that bad a
I told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.

POISON

For sale

PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at ibia ofiico.

Wound, of every nature, in which the eflects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its iotcrual administration is tound to tic most
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for tlieir patients
and accord it tlieir unhesitating approval as an In-

Dr* Pf. Kenison
Removing Morbid Sensibility,
Dementia and Melancholia.

o. EDGAR

WIIVG, Proprietor.

were

LIQUID

Vigor

Suffering.

—

to the Mind

t

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDWESDAV
itiMl MATliROAV.
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
and
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg in
places
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all Old
State
basement
the South, W# B. C>ark, Agent,
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Car. lma, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 7*5 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R
0. A. < hlpley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Cbesareake & Ohio R. R., W. B.Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
named
Through bills of lading given by the abovo
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
asuFor freight or passage to Noriolk, Baltimore,
or other intormatinn apply to
ingtoo,
6
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wliarf, Ronton,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. K. I
n02dtf

my'left

xvhcn tliey suddenly take cold
and lecl all the organs ol the nose
and head stopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which it allowed to stay becomes

Body

.1

Boston, July 13,1874.

so

GEORGEC.
#

it

CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
TIEHDAV
WM.

JOHNS IlOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13fh, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
kneecap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.

SNUFF
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indebted to tbe said William T. Morris
to call and settle immediately, or tlieir
accounts will be left for collection.

ma25

as

wffk.

a

First C'la.s Nteam.hip

dcodCm&wrlylt
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LINE

MTEA.HSIIIP

Vgerinary

RIDER’S
o

Four limr.

New York, June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new disof
Liniment
Iodide
Ami/onia, surpasses
covery,
anything for splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
and
wind
bard
galls
shoulders, &c„
bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.

from the grave,
are living witnesses of its great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of

saved

requested
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of

GERMAN

All persons

are
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George C. Goodwin & Co.,

New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty as fireman on engine
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Road, was accident illy thrown ort against a rock,
train under lull head, about tbiity-tivo miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest possible benefit. Jn four days I was able
to sit up. and am now ready to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.
Barnttm’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
anything^ ual to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
bruises, wouuds stiffness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
we long waured, and we now use nothing
what
just
else. In thirty years* experience in Europe and
America I have never met anything like It.
L. B. WOODS,
Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.

blessing to mankind, for its low
price ol 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might bring
forward hundreds of testimonials,
but of what avail 2 Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ol people who have been by the

very best

RECENT

THE

practice

ol

HALIFAX,

sailing.

Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I sutlered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and iound no relief until I tried vour Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate reliel.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Hcdd Pantryman on hoard Steamer Jesse Hoyt.
Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.

years 1 have- daily been pleased
with its results.” A IJoctor whose
word is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call the compound know i: to the world as

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaintij,
Tbeir cflicacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the

Commissioners’ Notice,
undersigned having been appointed by tbe
Hon. Judge of Probate for tbe County of Cumberland, commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against tbe estate of Silas A. Coffin, late of Freeport In paid county, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notico that six months
from the second day of March inst. are allowed to
said creditors in which to present and prove their
claims, atid that they will be iu session at the office
of Samuel A. Holbrook in said Freeport on Saturday,
the tenth day of April, and on the second days of
June, August and September, 1875, at two o’clock
P. M., for the purpose of receiving the same.
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK, lpnmm:.0inn(irB
Commissioners.
MICAH STOCK

a

for

m.

ana
Windsor, Truro.
steamers for Prince Edward ls’and; also at New
for Cape
with
Stages
Lindsey’s
N.
S.4
Glasgow,
Bre on, and at Halifax with steamers fwr St. Johns,
N. F.
Q^p'RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES
DA YS, at 4 p. m.
No freight received alter 10 a. m. on day of
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
PORTEQUS, A gent.

In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKEK, Wallace's Theatre.
For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
joints of the teet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY AIAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.

"

for in

Tonic Pills,

WHEREAS

A. D. 1875.

7n bck m n a

a

foreclosure unu saic,

Elias F. Parker, of SfcaDdisb, in
the County of Cumberland, on the second
day, of May A, D., 1874, by bis Mortgage deed of
that date, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said
County,book 404 page 66,conveyed to Elias Thornas.of
Portland, in said County, a certain lot of land and
the buildings thereon, situated at the interseciion of
the road leading from Buxton Center, to Steep Falls,
with the road leading fron Bonny Eagle to Stamlish
Corner, at York’s Corner, in said Stamlish, and containing two acres more or less. Said premises being
the same occupied by said Parker, as a residence and
store, at the date of said Mortgage, and subject to a
prior mortgage given by said Parker, to tbe Buxton
& Hollis Savings Bank, for iho sum of four hundred
dollars, and recorded in said registry Book 401 page
31. With authority in tbe case of breach of the condition in said Mortgage to said Thomas, to sell said
premises at public auction, and from the proceeds to
pay the debt secured thereby. And whereas the
condition of said Mortgage deed to said Thomas, has
been broken by said Parker, this is to give notice
that said building, and said lot will be sold, subject
to said Mortgage to said Saving Bank, at public
Auction, on said premises, on the third (lay of May,
A. D., 1875, at eleven o’clock in the forenooD, for
the reason and purpose aforesaid.
'In witness whoreof, I, Elias Thomas.have hereunto
set my hand, and give this notice this twenty-seventh

DAY at 4 p.

► direct, making connections
rtb.>
Intercolonial Railway,
New Glasgow and Piet on,

IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it lias effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia, Face Ache. It hr 11lu'iliauii Goal, Frowlnl Feet, Tbilblaiii.,
Store 'Throat.
Ery.ipr!n», Braise, nail

well-known M. 1>. writes as
follows: “When one complains to
me ol a bad Cold ora Heavy Head.
1 at once advise them to procure a
supply ol

d&w2w

roar23

DIRECT1
connection* to Prince Edwnrd Inlaud, i'ope Breton and »!• John*, N. F
The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Pori land every SATUR-

With

II. JWABTIN & CO.,

A Message to the

remedy,

use

entertaining
Price $2.50.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

■When a remedy Is productive of such relief as to
creel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. Tins
consideration lias actuated the proprietor \VM. M.
GILES, to bring betore the public his LINIMENT

And it yon doubt the (net, look
hack stud csill to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh. and last
Consumption. Why will people
the
sutler when l>y the use ot

othe

Piano at Home.
Four Hands, is full of good and most
music for practice or home recreation.

MAIL LINE TO

monia.

Catarrh killed them.

is a perfect care, and I know ol
nothing better for Catarrh/' in-

GREAT

and

“
the various
Through Ticket, to New Turk via
Sounil Lines, for sale lit very low late,.
Freight taken as usual.
oc11*7*
j. b. coi'LE, JK.,General Aiseot.

CULLS’
Liniment Iodide of Am-

RUBBER’S

cum

that
proPassengers by this Line arc remindedavoid they
the excomfoitable night’s rest and
in Boston lata
of
arriving
pense and inconvenience
cure a

—

“GERMAN SNUFF

ENGLISH REMEDY

For Mixed Voices,
C. D. Parker, contains new Glees which were
Price
successes, when sung by the “Parker Club.”
60 cents.

(Kundny* cxccptcd).

TEBTIMONIAIjN.

Songs.

SEVEN PART HONGS.

.I*
7 o’clock I*. M., and INDIA
3 i*. M
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at

aud MAT UK DA V.

GERMAN SNUFF.

The Cordial Balm of

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

..._

FALSE.

'arm

KIKIOKN,
as follows:

alternately

oct28dtf_JOHN
Noifolk, Baltimore & Washington

ujarO

RJF.DER’S

byJ.

TO ITERS,

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for CutalOKno. A<1(ir*BF CrrntWVsiorn ®nM
und £»is,tol WorU*. PIT! SB.BnOII, V A.

in

the least shock

power;

_______

AGENTS. Chang Chang sells at sight. Neces±\_ saryassoap. Goods free. Chang Chang XI Pg
marlTI-iw
Co., Boston.
SIIOT-C. IISVK

flmr.i

irritation may
secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, Iu causation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depres.-ion
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is uistributed to
all parts of tlio system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing ami paralyzing the
lunctional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition of the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by
or

T1IE

vorite tunes, contains 100 Tunes, Chants and AnPrice,
thems, all original and of the best quality.
Boards, 80 ts; Cloth, $1.00.

day of February,

easily made by selling TEAS at
IyXvXIn VJ I. 1.M POUTEllS’P1UCES. or getin
towns
and country for the oldest Tea
clubs
ting up
Couipanv in America. Greatest inducements. Send
for circular. CANTON TEA CO., 148 Chambers St.,
ma4d4wt
N. y.

JURUBEBA

iniiirr

stamina
act as a

JOHN

run

nn:iv

NO. 38 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.

records slsow

p’ainly that in nine eases oiil ol
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of Consumption, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
tiom its torture anil they sire la*d
Friends may ssiy
in the grave.
they died ol Consumption. ’ITS

Original Hymn Tunes, oh**:
tlie veteran composer of “Federal St.,” and other fa-

prompt that

Other

lnnol

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

German Four Part

even

“PEOPLE

indicative of waste of
quent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time. There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, rendering an individual what is commonly called a wbifThere must of
fle-mfnder, or fickle-minded man.
necessity l>e in each individual different symptoms,
according to Iris peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all serve to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disturbances, constituting a different*} as market! as are
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These diffeiences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease lias its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed iu its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
liis nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubatious, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions’of hectic in allits stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limits,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
limes, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or

Yes, llic medical

S&W4t

mar20

For Mixed Voices. Just published, is an unusually good collection of entirely new music, by the best
modern German composers. Just right for Musical
Societies. Price $1.50.

EXTRACT

earthly
limey sediment,
brain and nerve substance, freor

an excess oi

will, until farther notice,
Leaving

103 main Street, Concord.

C.

DOOM !

YOUR

138 & 140 GRAND ST., NEW YORK.

dlmt

CATARRH—Pond’* Extract is nearly a Sloecific tor this disease. It can hardly be excelled,

ever

steel mm

Druggists.

FONTS

A

Double-Elastic

_

PUT

Justly

Celebrated

PROOF

anew man.

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature*; hence, there is a disordered state of thetse.crctions; constipation, scanty and high-colored

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

POREMT CITY AND

Square. Portland,

Market

21

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

w. W. WHIPPLE &-C0.,

Debility

nature.

VEGETINE

BH

WILL

Till®

MORE

In its history, this invaluable Medicine occupies
the most honorable position possible for any remedy
to attain. A few years since it was known only to
the friends and neighbors and patients of the proprietor, and always sought for by them whenever
troubled with Rheumatism, and in this way came to
the notice ot physicians generally, ami through their
favorable expression, and its acknowledged value as
Rheumatic Remedy, the demand for it became so
frequent and urgent as to oblige its proprietor to inIts reputacrease bis facilities for its manufacture.
tion rapidly extended, and soon orders, letters of inthanks, and certificates of praise were
quiry, letters offrom
all sections of the United States
daily received
amt Canada, and in this way. <>n a basis of its merit
alone—unaided by “tricks ot trade” or special efforts
—it has ripen to its present enviable position, wherever introduced it has received the most flattering
preference in the treatment of all rheumatic complaints. In this we are really grateful and happy;
not alone because our medicine finds ready sale, and
is consequently profitable to us do we say this, but
because we open a new field in medical science, and
cure at once what the best medical practitioners have
We fill a
for ages found so difficult even to relieve.
place heretofore unoccupied. We relieve the suffering aud minister to Goa's poor; wo restore the laboring man to the Hse of his injured limbs, and save
him scores of times its cost in doctor’s bills; we carry
coutemmefft and gladness into the home ot the atllicted. and consequently are remembered by millions
of grateful souls.
This medicine is for sale at all Druggists throughIf ic happens
out the Uuited State! and Canada.
tha* your Druggist has not got it in stock, ask him
to seiid for it to the Wholesale Agents

RAEDER’S

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
witness a most frightful increase of
year by year, we
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
and extreme forms of
more

VEGETINE

VEGETINE
prescribed in cases of Scrofula and

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

.tamp.

Broadway, New York City.

5055._'_914

up-

Diamond Rheumatic Cure.

BURDETTE SMITH,

^

P

SataloBUe mulel

lor

FOR BOSTON.

This statement is subftautia’ly a Fact, based
on evidence in the possession of the Agents in the
shape of numerous testimonials from past sufferers
in all the walks o: life, ami particularly from some or
our most respectable and trustworthy families.

The Cordial Balm of Syricuiii

•
Payable in Hold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, a''ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 15.1874.
no!7dtf

UUVNAOISTD
RHEUMATIC CURE.

CATARRH

your pre-

will entitle you

ssssssssBS&Jisai:

The great seusalion of the age. Col. Olcott’s wonderful report on tne
EDDY HOMESTEAD SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS
fullv illustrated. Aqenta wanted everywhere. Address, American Publishing Company, Hartford,
ma2t4w
Conn.

cracked,

English Remedy I

Tasteful ami Fa- Up the largest Clubs for the BAAMMK e
aRqeST CLUB will
who g__
shionable -Manner. • It draws all or AUGUST. The person
largest. jfcisO.OQ.
Next largest. SMU
the fullness to the back, making tho get $250.00.
Jn Qo]d on last g^ZAAK
more
fiext. $*00.00,
“straight ftront." it Saves
and actdresses will he found in this

Picturing thus I madejialt regularly in the
path above the forester’s house of Jean Mulin, looking at the little shingled roof, the
garden, and the yard where the mother of
Jean chased the hens and ducks into the

Liverpool, Cabin (acLondonderry
cording to accommodations).*70 to *90

BY THE

__

The

ways

I sStS®*

Year's Subecrintton

HI

you.

poultry house at night-fall for the foxes were
plenty iu this corner of the forest. I looked
down and called, raising my cap.
“Ha! Hal Margredel, good evening.”
Then she, raising her eyes, replied cheerily, “Good evening Monsieur Brigadier.
Dow are they all at home ?”
“Well, yes Margredel, very well, God be

vious day from Montreal.
Passage to
and

Rheuma-

j

---

«...

this

! I®1 -10’ for ht?,^BA.Z^kJL^'.XHIS
Ul I l»ll I MONTH, will BjstTheir Choice
TWO Ofthe above
IUMl'oR ta
Fatter^.«.
to select
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purifier.

see
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“Instant
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Pattern

(Upper

out of doors!

Ah 1 yes I can well say it, she was a beautiful girl, gentle and strong. Often when re-

Pasnengeri
derry and Liverpool. iolcdta
Jr elurn
f
granted at Reduced BattP.
Tbe Steamship
POLYNESIAN, Capl. Brown,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, March ‘JTlh, 1973.
of the pro
Immediately after the arrival of tbe Train
*

tism

work, accompanying the
Rameau in his rounds,
general
supervisor
arranging for the disposal of the timber, in
exploring, in going away early and returning
late at night.
Grief followed me everywhere: but it was
a consolation to see Marie Rose growing in
trength and beauty in a really marvellous
It is not, George, because I was
manner-

or

Co

CONVEYANCE OK Till*
Mail*.
Canadian and United Mtaten
booked to London-

UNDER CONTRACT FOR

OF

THE GREAT

I returned to my

her father that I say so, but one would have
sought a long time in Saverne, at Lutzelstein

Steamship

Ocean

Montreal

-_—

a

almost each

per.”
I thought

treasure,

him, the grandmother counted .her beads, and Marie Rose, pale, and
dressed in black, eanje and weut in the house
taking care of everything and doing all without noise just like her mother.
I, I said nothing. When death enters into
our life, all complaints are useless.
Yes, the winter was long 1
Then the spring time came again as iu for-

sing
happened.

the

garrets of

IN

tree before the door was covered with
flowers. AM the birds of heaven began to
and build their nests as if nothing had

still spun in her corner behind the stove
and could assist in the work of the
house, while my wife and daughter took care
of the household, stable and farm, when the
weeks, months and years, passed as a single
day—if in these times any one had come to
me saying, look-Father Fredric,
you see this

fhiu mikPraltlo

stairs and down, snuffed under all the doors.
Ca’.as wove bis baskets iu silence, the willows

peach

“When I was brigadier forester in Steinbach,” said Father Fredric to me, “and
when I was inspector of the most beautiful
forest in all the district of Savcrne, bad a
pretty little cottage among the trees, a garden,
and orchard in the rear, filled with apple,
pear, and plum trees where the fruit hung in
autumn, and with that, four good acres of
meadow along the bank of the liver, while
grandmother Anne in spite of her eighty years

A LLA N_ LI N E

DiYII^Y

beech
years. The buds of the oaks and
trees put forth. They opened the windows
to let in the warm, sunny air. Tbe gieat

The Story of^a Frenchman Hunted by the
Germans.

lmnn rlpivan Intn

Cured

my

mer

The Brigadier Frederic.

the mountain is 'to find

THAT “hundreds^

ICURE

Smith’s Illustrated Pattern Bazaar

ai^*icv

in a heap before

Through the night, through tl

left

r- a

_

pipe,
which passed through my brain, gave me
now only sad thoughts. The wood cried, and
dog Ragot sought in all the corners, wont up

H. STODDARD.

Walks the connoisseur
Staring up at the wall
Like alright!

MISCELLANEOUS.

Uiik7.

oX

in rju/iv^/uj

M JlJJKJAL/.

MEDICAL.

(

you

NOTICE !

remote

for a man and wife to tako
charge of the Workhouse and Farm in the
lown of Deering will be received by the Overseers of
the Poor in said town until the 5th day of April next.

APPLICATIONS

SMITH,.Wholesale Druggists-20 Tremont street,

Boston.
t»

are

I

Deering, March 15,1875.
•

inarlTdtd

on

tho

Connections made at Eastport for
Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John f. r Dighv, Annapolis Windsor, KentvLIIc,

Amherst.’1’icton,
o

Halifax,

S.\ Shcdiac,

Krederickton.
on days of sailing nntt 4

C&“Freight received
clock, p.m.
mar21dtf

A. H. JTCBBS, Agent

1

